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ABSTRACT
Personalization of Internet services is a significant feature and exploiting the users’ location brings the most value to it. Location-based
services have a wide application range – from emergency, tracking, and
navigation services to informational and entertainment services.
In existing centrally managed solutions, the results of location-based
search are often incomplete or outdated. Additional information about
the searched object (e.g. the menu, facilities, prices) is usually not
available, as such a huge amount of data and frequent updates (e.g. the
number of free places in restaurant) would overload the server. In a
peer-to-peer solution, each peer is responsible for the information about
the object it represents, therefore, updating and publishing information
is done directly without a single point of failure. It is available to a wide
community to join and publish their services, as peer-to-peer systems
operate at low costs.
The main goal of this thesis is to prove the feasibility of engineering a
peer-to-peer solution for fully retrievable location-based search.
Following an engineering approach, we first examine the most used
and referred overlays of different types (unstructured, structured, and
hybrid). Comparative evaluation identifies the influence of their design
decisions on quality aspects such as efficiency, scalability, robustness,
and stability. The foundation for the design of our solution is based on
the findings from this study.
The resulting overlay, Globase.KOM is a structured superpeer-based
overlay in the form of a tree enhanced with interconnections. Superpeers are chosen from publicly reachable, static peers with more
capacity, spare bandwidth, and good network connectivity. The world
projection is divided into rectangular zones, which do not overlap.
Each zone is assigned to a superpeer, located inside this zone. It is
responsible for all peers in the zone. Superpeers form the tree, which
is based on the subset-relation of their zones.
Further contribution is the clear methodology for evaluating peer-topeer search overlays, by defining metrics and various workloads that
address all crucial quality properties. Additionally, in order to model
realistic workloads, we discuss the difference between user behavior in
popular file-sharing applications and VoIP applications such as Skype.
As an evaluation tool, we select the simulation framework PeerfactSim.KOM and extend it to support various geographical distribution of
peers on a world map and a location-aware churn model.
The evaluation results prove the efficiency, good load balancing,
scalability, robustness, and stability of the system. Query resolution is
significantly faster than in related solutions. Additionally, the locationawareness of the overlay results in an efficient mapping of the logical
overlay to the physical underlay which reduced total transmission delay
and unnecessary underlay traffic. Although uneven load distribution
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seems to be an issue due to the tree structure of the overlay, we prove
very good load balance due to interconnections and a careful zone
formation, which together diminish a higher expected overload of
superpeers in the higher tree levels. Our solution scales logarithmically
with growing network size. It proves to be robust and stable under
simultaneous failures of superpeers in higher tree levels, or in the same
branch of the tree, and in the case of frequent querying.
The biggest influence on the quality of our solution is the choice
of identifier space, its management, and interconnections. A peer
identifier contains the information responsibility and its location. That
allows smart selection of interconnections and efficient greedy routing.
Interconnections enable bypassing of the superpeers in higher levels
of the tree and therefore allow equal load distribution among the
superpeers. A fast recovery time and small performance variation
under extreme churn and critical failures is to be credited to the various
maintenance strategies used in combination. The simulation results
are confirmed by a prototype and its applicability is shown in the
examples of distributed multimedia communication and future peer-topeer based collaborative applications.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Durch Personalisierung bringen Internetdienste einen großen Mehrwert,
insbesondere wenn dabei der Aufenthaltsort des Nutzers einbezogen
wird. Lokationsbasierte Dienste haben ein weites Anwendungsfeld von Notruf-, Verfolgungs- und Navigationsdiensten zu informierenden
und unterhaltenden Diensten.
Die Ergebnisse einer lokationsbasierten Suche existierender zentraler
Lösungen sind oft unvollständig und veraltet. Zusätzliche Informationen über das gesuchte Objekt (beispielweise eine Speisekarte, die
Ausstattung oder Preise) sind selten verfügbar, da solch große Datenmengen und häufige Aktualisierungen (z.B. die Anzahl freier Plätze
in einem Restaurant) einen Server überladen würden. In einer Peerto-Peer-basierten Lösung ist jeder Peer für Informationen über das
repräsentierte Objekt verantwortlich. Informationen werden direkt
aktualisiert und angeboten, ohne auf eine zentrale Stelle angewiesen
zu sein, bei deren Ausfall das System zusammenbricht. Die niedrigen
Betriebskosten von Peer-to-Peer-Systemen machen sie für eine große
Nutzerschaft verfügbar.
Das Hauptziel dieser Dissertation ist zu beweisen, dass das Engineering einer Peer-to-Peer-basierten Lösung für lokationsbasierte vollständige
Suche machbar ist.
Als erster Schritt der Engineering-Vorgehensweise, untersuchen wir
die am meisten benutzten und referenzierten Overlay-Netzwerktypen
(unstrukturiert, strukturiert und hybrid). Durch vergleichende Evaluationen identifizieren wir den Einfluss von deren Designentscheidungen
auf Qualitätsaspekte wie Effizienz, Skalierbarkeit, Robustheit und Stabilität. Die Grundlage für das Design unserer Lösung basiert auf dieser
Studie.
Das resultierende Overlay-Netzwerk, Globase.KOM, ist ein strukturiertes Superpeer-basiertes Overlay-Netzwerk in Form eines durch
Zwischenverbindungen erweiterten Baumes. Die Superpeers werden
unter öffentlich erreichbaren, statischen Peers mit höherer Kapazität,
unbenutzter Bandbreite und guter Netzanbindung gewählt. Die Projektion der Weltkarte ist in rechteckige, überlappungsfreie Zonen aufgeteilt.
Jede Zone ist einem Superpeer zugeteilt, der sich selbst innerhalb dieser
Zone befindet. Dieser ist für alle Peers in der Zone verantwortlich. Die
Superpeers formen einen Baum, welcher aus den Teilmengenbeziehungen der Zonen besteht.
Ein weiterer Beitrag dieser Dissertation ist eine klare Evaluationsmethodik zur Untersuchung von Peer-to-Peer-basierten Suchoverlaynetzen, durch die Definition von Metriken und verschiedenen Lastmodellen – die entscheidende Qualitätskriterien adressieren. Für realistische Lastmodelle analysieren wir das Verhalten der Nutzern von
VoIP-Anwendungen wie Skype, das sich stark von dem Nutzungsverhalten populärer Dateitauschbörsen unterscheidet. Als Evaluationswerkzeug nutzen wir das Simulationsrahmenwerk PeerfactSim.KOM
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und erweiteren es, um verschiedene geographische Verteilungen von
Peers auf einer Weltkarte und lokationsbewusstes Churn unter diesen
zu ermöglichen.
Die Evaluationsergebnisse bestätigen unserem System gute Effizienz,
Lastverteilung, Skalierbarkeit, Robustheit und Stabilität. Die Beantwortung von Suchanfragen ist entscheidend schneller als in verwandten
Lösungen. Zusätzlich ist durch das Lokationsbewusstsein das OverlayNetz effizient auf das physikalische Underlay-Netzwerk abgebildet,
wodurch Übertragungsverzögerungen und unnötiger Datenverkehr im
Underlay-Netz reduziert werden. Obwohl es scheint, als würde die
Baumstruktur eine ungleiche Lastverteilung zur Folge haben können,
widerlegen unsere Untersuchungen dies. Zwischenverbindungen und
ein sorgfältiges Formen von Zonen vermindern eine erhöhte Last auf
Superpeers höherer Baumebenen. Unsere Lösung skaliert logarithmisch
mit wachsender Netzwerkgröße. Sie erweist sich unter gleichzeitigem
Ausfall von Superpeers im gleichen Zweig oder in höheren Ebenen des
Baumes, selbst bei häufigen Suchanfragen, als robust und stabil.
Den größten Einfluss auf die Qualität unserer Lösung hat die Wahl
des Adressbereichs, dessen Verwaltung und die Zwischenverbindungen.
Dem Identifikator eines Peers kann man dessen Lage und den zuständigen Bereich entnehmen. Dies ermöglicht eine elegante Wahl von Zwischenverbindungen und effizientes ’greedy Routing’. Die Zwischenverbindungen erlauben die Superpeers in den höheren Baumebenen zu
umgehen und ermöglichen dadurch eine gleichmäßige Lastverteilung
unter den Superpeers. Die kurze Wiederherstellungszeit nach Peerausfällen und die geringe Variation der Leistung unter extrem hohem
Churn und kritischen Ausfällen ist den diversen Wartungsstrategien
zuzuschreiben, die kombiniert benutzt werden. Die Simulationsergebnisse wurden durch einen Prototypen bestätigt. Die Anwendbarkeit
unser Lösung zeigen wir beispielhaft für verteilte multimediale Kommunikation und zukünftige Peer-to-Peer-basierte, kollaborative Anwendungen.
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Part I
INTRODUCTION

1

INTRODUCTION
The Internet is an essential means of communication, collaboration,
and knowledge exchange nowadays. Trends in Internet usage rapidly
changes, ranging from from e-mail and browsing the world wide web,
to streaming media, Internet telephony, and social networks. Users
are not only consuming Internet services, but becoming a part of it by
providing various content, from data files, videos, to blogs and social
interaction (so called Web 2.0 [O’R05]).
This trend change shapes the requirements and challenges for the
supporting technology. The most widely used Internet communication
model is client-server. It is older than the Internet, gaining its popularity
as personal computers (the first being Apple II at 1977) made computers
available to individuals. In this communication model, there are clients
that just use Internet services (e-mail, surfing web sites, etc.), and
servers which offer services (mail, web, or DNS server). The advantages
of this model is simple maintenance (e.g. repairs, content update)
and control (e.g. access control, content authenticity) of provided
services. Bringing Internet to everyones’ homes in the middle of ’90s,
meant more users with greatly varied Internet connection (e.g. dial-up)
and capacities (e.g. CPU power, memory); the so called ’edge of the
Internet’. Therefore, having a server with high capacity, good network
connectivity, and constant availability, certainly alleviates the control of
the service quality.
However, with the exponential growth in Internet users (1,5 billion,
one hundred times more than in 1995 [Inta]), the number of simultaneous client requests rapidly increases. This can overload a server making
it as a resource bottleneck. Scalability issues in this architecture can
be solved by adding immense amounts of additional server resources
and organizing them in server farms (like at Google [goo]). Even large
amounts of data can be efficiently delivered using the client-server
approach, i.e. content delivery networks such as Akamai [Aka]. Despite this, the crashes of client/server systems eventually occur under
extreme numbers of client requests (e.g. caused by events such as activations of iPhone OS 3.0 [iTu09] or enormous interest in information
about Michael Jackson’s death [bbc09]).
A different communication paradigm has gained much attention
since May 1999, when the file sharing application, Napster was brought
to Internet users. Instead of uploading content on servers, to enable
other users to download it, Napster users shared their (music) files
directly with each other. In that way, users acted as both clients and
servers at the same time. This communication paradigm, where participants share their resources (e.g. data, CPU power, memory, bandwidth)
without an intermediary server is called peer-to-peer. Napster is, how-
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Trends in Internet
usage changes rapidly

Client-server is the
most widely used
Internet
communication
paradigm
Servers provide a
service, clients
request it

Client-server systems
are faced with
scalability and
robustness issues

In peer-to-peer
communication a
user is a client and a
server simultaneously
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Popularity of
peer-to-peer increases
due to its low-cost
maintenance and
natural scalability

Current peer-to-peer
research is not mature
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ever, not purely peer-to-peer as it relies on an indexing server in order
to find a user that has a requested file.
Since the vast success of Napster, peer-to-peer gained increasing
attention in the research community. Numerous peer-to-peer systems
emerged and gained huge popularity among Internet users. Nowadays,
the majority of overall Internet traffic is generated by peer-to-peer
applications [SM09]. Peer-to-peer makes the system capacity bigger
with the growing number of users as it utilizes existing spare user
resources (memory, CPU power, data, etc.) and avoids a server overload.
Additionally, maintenance of peer-to-peer systems is cheap, as the
administration and hardware costs are very low.
However, in spite of all its advantages, peer-to-peer research is still
not mature enough to support all changing trends. As peer-to-peer
paradigm plays an important role in future Internet applications, a
need for support new trends in Internet usage and development of a
methodology for the design and evaluation of peer-to-peer systems
becomes more apparent.
1.1 motivation

Location-based
services are widely
spread

Not only physical
objects, but also
multimedia content
are the subjects of
location-based search

Centralized solutions
deliver often
incomplete or
outdated results

Location-based services are very important nowadays and have wide
application range – from emergency, tracking, and navigation services
to informational and entertainment services [MJ05]. Exploiting the
users’ location brings the most value to personalization of Internet
services. Most in-car navigation systems, e.g. iDrive navigator [iDr07],
allow the driver to find the nearest restaurant, gas station, shopping
center, police station or hospital; the driver’s location is determined
using a GPS receiver and all information about the object is stored in
the navigation software (usually on CD). Desktop location-based search
is offered by many online maps like Google Maps [gMa], which provide
exact locations of points of interest. Anyone can add their business to
the map, and its location and relevant information (website, description)
will be retrieved in the search results.In order to help customers find
cheap offers in local stores, Slifter [Sli] provides location-based search
for products.
Physical objects are not the only subjects of location-based searches.
According to [Skr07], at least 50% of online news and communities are
based on locality. Therefore, many news/blog applications cover locality, like Outside.in [Out], which specializes in location-based blogging
that presents current events in the neighborhood [Joh07]. Searched
content can therefore range from physical objects and local information (e.g. weather forecasts) to multimedia, related to specific geographical locations (e.g. videocasting or audiocasting of local news,
announcement of events, sharing of experiences, and searches for live
video-/audiostreams from a given location [LHHS05]).
In existing centrally managed solutions, the search results are often
incomplete or outdated. For example, when searching for rent-a-car
agencies in Darmstadt, the official phone book provides 24 results, while
Google maps retrieves 10 and the navigation system from Mercedes

1.2 requirements

only 5 results. Passing by a gas station while our navigation system
shows that the closest gas station is 5 kilometers away, or navigating
through a blocked road are frequent occurrences. Moreover, additional
information about the searched object (e.g. the menu, facilities, prices)
is usually not available as such a huge amount of data and frequent
updates (e.g. the number of free places in restaurant) would overload
the server.
In a peer-to-peer solution, each peer is responsible for the information about the object it represents, therefore updating and publishing
information is done directly, avoiding single point of failure. For example, a computer in a restaurant used for booking and tracking orders
can simply join the peer-to-peer system and publish the information
interesting to the customers. It can also offer the users a live stream to
see the atmosphere. When the restaurant is closed or moves to other
location, it is automatically updated by the change of online status or
computer location. All changes in prices, menus, special offers will be
always up-to-date. As a peer-to-peer systems operate at low costs, it
makes them available to a wide community to join and publish their
services, unlike storing information on a CD or on centralized server.
While the peer-to-peer research community has been very active in
the last seven years, current state-of-the-art overlays cannot fulfill the
requirements for efficient and fully retrievable location-based search.
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Peer-to-peer
approach not only
fixes these problems,
but also brings
additional features

Peer-to-peer approach
would allow wide
community to join
and publish various
services at low costs

1.2 requirements
After motivating a need for a peer-to-peer approach for location-based
search, the requirements for building a suitable overlay are identified in
this section. We derive them from application scenarios and distinguish
functional, and non-functional requirements.
1.2.1

Application Areas

The most popular application area of location-based search is finding
physical objects (such as restaurants, gas stations, hospitals, places of
interest) closest to or in the surrounding area of the specified location.
Searched content can for example be video- or audiocasting of local
news, or live video-/audiostreams from a given location. Another
interesting application area is Emergency Call Handling. In order
to establish a connection, the corresponding emergency station must
first be identified. This information can either be stored centrally,
or distributed. The drawback of centralized emergency systems was
shown during the 9/11 attacks in the U.S. The emergency systems
were overwhelmed with the vast amount of emergency calls occurring
after the attacks [Arl02]. Decentralization of dispatching the calls
can solve this issues. Peer-to-peer location-based search can find the
appropriate emergency station to dispatch a call, which is usually the
closest emergency station or one belonging to predefined responsibility
area.

Application areas are
searches for physical
objects in a
surrounding, or
finding the
appropriate
emergency station in
emergency call
handling
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We do not consider
search for mobile
services, but users
can be mobile
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In this thesis, we do not consider application scenarios with searching
for mobile objects. An example of such an application is a vehicle or
package tracking. We assume that users search for static objects - gas
stations, restaurants, web cams, emergency stations etc. Support for
mobile users must, however be considered in some extent.
1.2.2

Functional Requirements

From the aforementioned application areas, we can define the following
functional requirements for peer-to-peer location-based search:
A solution must
provide a complete
area search

A solution must be
able to find the closest
service

A solution must
enable finding a
service in the
specified location

Requirement 1 Area search for all services or peers in a defined geographical area.
For the area search, a user specifies a location (which can be its
own location or another), radius and a description of the searched
object. This description can be a selection of one or more predefined
categories (like in navigation systems). This requirement is important
for all presented application scenarios. It allows users to define flexible
queries in specified surroundings and choose the matching service (e.g.
Japanese instead of Italian restaurant or video instead of audio-cast).
In emergency call handling, an emergency station can be found by the
responsibility areas. Therefore, enabling area search for this scenario is
crucial.
Requirement 2 Finding a service or a peer geographically closest to the
specified location.
This feature is the most used in location-based searches. In scenarios
where a user needs a particular service as fast as possible, he will search
for the closest located service. For example, finding the closest cash
dispensers, gas station or even more importantly the closest hospital.
Finding the closest service to any specified location is important to be
offered, as we assume that users seek services not only closest to their
current location, but also future locations. Finding the closest rent-a-car
station to the hotel in holiday destination, or looking for place to dine
after the cinema are just some examples where this feature is necessary.
Requirement 3 Finding a peer in the specific geographical location.
This feature does not necessarily bring additional value for a user.
Users do not know in advance where exactly a object is located or
multimedia content tagged to. If they do know it, they do not need
location-based search but other location-based services such as navigation. This requirement is, however crucial for realization of the
area search or to find closest services in an area which is not user’s
surrounding.
1.2.3

The nature of
peer-to-peer overlays
raise some key issues
to be considered

Non-functional Requirements

The nature of peer-to-peer overlay networks introduces some key quality aspects each application has to consider. For example, stability or
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load balancing are issues raised by the fact that peers, as autonomous
entities can randomly leave, join, or perform queries. It results in a
large variation of network size, number of exchanged messages, number of stale contacts in routing tables, etc. Furthermore, peers have
variable connectivity and failures can appear at a random point of
time, which establishes robustness as another important quality aspect.
QuaP2P [qua09], a project funded by German Research Foundation,
running since 2005, is focused mainly on systematical examination of
quality aspects in peer-to-peer systems. Further definitions of quality
requirements rely on the findings of this project [Hec06b].
Requirement 4 Validity, meaning that the query results are complete and
correct.
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Findings of QuaP2P
project used as basis
for describing quality
aspects

Query results must
be valid – complete
and correct

All retrieved results must match the query request (correctness). They
also must include all matching results existing in the overlay network
(completeness). When query results are both complete and correct, we
say that the peer-to-peer overlay is fully retrievable. It is not trivial to
fulfill this requirement in the peer-to-peer overlay networks because of
the lack of a centralized view on all available resources and services. It
describes whether the functional requirements are fulfilled.
Requirement 5 Efficiency, defined as the ratio of performance and costs.
Performance refers to overlay operations and service provisioning.
Costs are observed from the view of individual peer, the whole peerto-peer overlay and the IP infrastructure. The definition of efficiency
implies that its improvement can be achieved by either increasing
the performance and keeping the same costs, decreasing the costs for
the same performance results, or both. We cannot claim improved
performance without examining the introduced costs.
Requirement 6 Fairness, meaning that the costs for overlay operations are
uniformly distributed over the peers.
The fair load of a peer should be proportional to its individual
capacity. Overload can occur due to the popularity of the services it
offers or its more significant role in the overlay. As the load of a peer is
part of the previously described costs, the load balancing requirement
is a sub-requirement of efficiency. We consider it separately, however,
as it describes decentralization and equality of the peers in the overlay
which are crucial properties of peer-to-peer paradigm.
Requirement 7 Scalability, the quantitative adaptability of the overlay to a
changing number of participants or services in the overlay, while preserving
the validity, efficiency, and load balance.
Earlier we argued that the peer-to-peer communication paradigm can
solve scalability issues client-server solutions have to deal with. However, peer-to-peer overlay networks do not necessarily possess scalability as natural characteristic. If the peer-to-peer overlay introduces a
vast amount of traffic to resolve the queries or for maintenance, this
traffic overloads the overlay and obstructs it from operating properly.

A solution must be
efficient in terms of
performance-costs
ratio

Fairness, meaning
that a load must be
evenly distributed
among the peers

A solution must be
scalable
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Stability addresses
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usage

Robustness addresses
failures of system
parts

A solution must be
robust

Difference between
robustness and
fault-tolerance
emphasized
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Requirement 8 Stability, the persistence of the peer-to-peer overlay under
system perturbations such as intensive or frequent overlay operations (e.g.
queries, leaving, joining).
The common understanding of stability is not clearly distinguished
from robustness. In the following, we make the difference between
them, in the scope of peer-to-peer overlay networks. We base it on the
definitions of stability and robustness from other fields of science such
as physics, applied mathematics, biology, aerospace, and mechanical
engineering.
Both stability and robustness describe the behavior of the system
under changed conditions. They are concerned with the persistence, or
lack thereof, of the specified features under the specified perturbations
[Jen03]. We talk about stability when perturbations are caused by frequent and intensive system usage (analog to higher speed of airplane).
That means, unusually high numbers of requests in a time interval or
for the same services, and frequent leaving of peers. We talk about
robustness when the system changes imply failures of essential parts of
the system. Contrary to stability, it is necessary to know the systems’
design in order to examine the robustness in the most critical situations
(analog to breaking a wing of an airplane).
Requirement 9 Robustness, the persistence of a peer-to-peer overlay when
crucial parts of a system fail.
This definition of robustness has big similarities to what one can
understand under fault-tolerance. These two quality aspects are in
fact very similar. Robustness is, however, broader because it examines
multiple failures or the failures of the participants identified to have a
crucial role in the overlay. Fault-tolerance is a system persistence under
single parts failures. The robustness and fault-tolerant system have no
single points of failure and repair (system still operates during repairs)
and failures do not cause their propagation. A failure in peer-to-peer
overlays means disconnection of a peer from the overlay network.
Summarized, a peer-to-peer overlay for location-based search must provide
area search, finding a closest service or a service on a specific location. The
results of all three types of queries must be valid – complete and correct. The
overlay must be efficient, scalable, load balanced, stable, and robust.
1.3 challenges

Many trade-offs
between
requirements appear

There are two main issues that makes designing peer-to-peer overlay
fulfill aforementioned requirements challenges. The first of which
are numerous trade offs between quality aspects. Second is a lack of
systematical engineering and evaluation methodology in designing and
evaluation of peer-to-peer overlays.
Designing fully retrievable overlay, i.e. ensuring that all existing
matching results will be retrieved, is a challenging task for a decentralized, peer-to-peer approach. Without a centralized view on the
offered services and resources, full retrievability can be achieved by an
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intelligent greedy routing. This can, however, lead to the generation
of too many routing messages which would burden the network. This
negatively affects scalability and efficiency. The more peers in the overlay, the more routing messages generated, the bigger the overload until
the eventual break of the overlay. Additional messages means increasing traffic on a peer, overlay and underlay layer. With the increased
costs, efficiency falls. Additionally to the possible trade-off between
retrievability on one side and scalability and efficiency on the other,
there are a number of other challenging requirements to be fulfilled at
the same time. For example, in order to make an overlay more robust,
early failure detection is needed for timely repair. A certain redundancy in the system improves robustness. This brings additional costs
for maintenance of replicas and again increase number of exchanged
overlay messages. This again affects efficiency and scalability greatly. A
careful design which balances all existing trade-offs between identified
requirements is a challenging task.
With the lack of a systematical engineering approach, trial & error
principle is currently used when designing a new peer-to-peer overlay.
The influence of design decisions on the quality aspects of the overlays
is unknown, despite a vast amount of existing peer-to-peer solutions.
Additionally, comparing the evaluation results from research papers in
the field is impossible. There is a lack of commonly used metrics and
tests as well as user behavior models. Widely accepted evaluation tools
such as NS2 [ns209] for general networking research, do no exist.
The next section uses these facts to derive the main goal and necessary steps to fulfill the identified requirements and overcome these
challenges.
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Lack of engineering
approach in
peer-to-peer overlay
design and evaluation

1.4 goals
The main goal of this thesis is to prove the feasibility of engineering a peerto-peer solution for fully retrievable location-based search. The necessary
steps to achieve this goal are:
• ...engineering a peer-to-peer solution...
– The design decisions of the existing peer-to-peer overlays
should be analyzed and compared. In order to draw some
conclusion about the characteristics of overlays caused by
the particular design decisions, their influence on all quality
aspects must be examined.
• ...fully retrievable location-based search
– The foundation for the design of our solution will be based
on the findings from the existing design decisions. The design must include all algorithms, mechanisms, and protocols
needed to fulfill all previously stated requirements.
• prove the feasibility...
– Evaluation will prove the viability and efficiency of the designed solution. Viability is reflected in stability, robustness,

Learning from the
existing peer-to-peer
overlay designs

Designing a
peer-to-peer overlay
for fully retrievable
location-based search

Evaluation of the
solution and approach
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scalability. In order to address the stated requirements, it
is necessary to set an appropriate evaluation methodology,
select the evaluation tool, and model the realistic workload
for the described application areas. A next step is certainly
implementation of the simulation model and a reference
prototype.
1.5 outline
Part I: introduction
and a review of
related work

Part II: the
engineering of a
novel peer-to-peer
overlay for
location-based search

Part III: the
evaluation of the
solution

Part IV: conclusions,
implications, and
future work

This thesis is organized in four parts.
Part I introduces and deduces the problem statement by this chapter.
Chapter 2 gives the classification and overview of existing related work.
Part II is the crucial part of the thesis, presenting the engineering of
a novel peer-to-peer overlay for location-based search, Globase.KOM.
Chapter 3 gives the analysis of the design decisions in four different
types of peer-to-peer overlays. It shows their influence on efficiency,
validity, scalability, stability, and robustness. Based on these findings,
the basis for our solution is presented at the end of the chapter. Finally
the design of the overlay’s algorithms and mechanisms is presented in
Chapter 4 and each design decision is analyzed.
Part III presents the evaluation of the solution. In Chapter 5, we
provide an evaluation methodology and set a set of suitable metrics
and workloads for evaluations of each quality aspect. In Chapter 6,
we discuss the obtained evaluation results and provides the answer to
whether our solution fulfills the requirements stated in this chapter. In
Chapter 7, we move beyond simulation, present the implementation of
a reference prototype: the proof of concept for our solution.
Finally, in Part IV we summarize the thesis and reveal the main
findings and conclusions. We show the implications of the presented
work, especially in the field of peer-to-peer systems and distributed
multimedia communication. New research challenges opened by this
work are presented at the end of Chapter 8.
The appendices provide the supplementary information to this thesis. Appendix A explains the used terminology. Simulation settings
for evaluations presented in Chapter 3 are provided in Appendix B.
Supplementary information to the Chapter 4, about the existing map
projections are provided in the Appendix C. Experimental measurements on Skype, peer-to-peer VoIP application and captured correlation
between churn, geographical location, and distribution of the peers on
the map is provided in Appendix D. A simulation model of our solution
is presented in Appendix E. Configuration files and detailed simulation settings are given in Appendices F and G, respectively. Details of
the protocol messages in prototype implementation are provided in
Appendix H.

2

R E L AT E D W O R K
In this section we present existing peer-to-peer overlay networks for
location-based search. Their design goals are often multidimensional
range queries or decentralized spatial indexing. Most of them are based
on existing spatial data indexing schemes used in centralized databases.
In Section 2.1 we describe two indexing structures for spatial data,
which are used in peer-to-peer approaches. We can distinguish two
main classes of peer-to-peer overlays for location-based search, according to their structure: Approaches based on distributed hash tables
(DHT) presented in Section 2.2, and tree-based approaches, presented
in Section 2.3. At the end of this chapter, we present the summary
(Section 2.4) of the related work regarding the requirements stated in
the previous chapter (Section 1.2).

Two classes of related
work: DHT-based
and tree-based
approaches

2.1 indexing spatial data
Two main classes of indexing structure used in existing peer-to-peer
location-based search overlays are space partitioning trees and space filling
curves. They will be explained in the following.
2.1.1

Related works use
space filling curves or
space partitioning
trees for their
indexing structure

Space Partitioning

Space partitioning is a process for dividing a space into disjoint subsets
[BCKO08]. It is a field of computational geometry especially important
in computer graphics and integrated circuit design. Most of the space
partitioning methods are recursive, resulting in a hierarchical structure
of the regions in space (regions in already existing regions). Relations
between the regions can be presented in the form of a tree, which
is called a space-partitioning tree. As the focus of this thesis is twodimensional queries, we will focus here on the space partitioning
methods for planes. Here we will present binary space partitioning
trees (BSP), R-Trees, and KD-Trees, as they are adopted in peer-to-peer
overlays.
The most commonly used space partitioning method is binary space
partitioning tree [FKN80]. It divides a plane recursively into two until
certain partitioning requirements are satisfied (e.g. all regions must be
convex). Figure 1 illustrates this method on a rectangular region. Node
A in the tree corresponds to the entire plane. It is connected with the
nodes B and C which correspond to the first two regions formed by
splitting the plane into two.
The resulting tree is optimal if it is balanced, which is sometimes opposed to the splitting algorithm. It is mostly used in collision detection
in computer games (e.g. Doom was the first to use BSPs) or ray tracing.
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Space partitioning
methods divide space
recursively, resulting
in a hierarchical
structure (a tree) of
the regions

Binary space
partitioning tree
halves regions
recursively
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related work

Figure 1: Example binary space partitioning

KD-Trees’ splitting
lines must be
perpendicular to the
coordinate axis; a tree
node corresponds to a
point in a region

A KD-Tree [Ben75] is a special type of BSP, where the splitting planes
(in two dimensional space, splitting lines) must be perpendicular to the
coordinate axis.
Additionally, a node in the tree corresponds to a point in a region,
unlike a node in BSP where nodes correspond to any geometrical form.
This space partitioning method divides the space into two subspaces,
such that each point in space is contained in its own region, if possible.
Figure 2 illustrates a KD-Tree. The first splitting line is parallel to x
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Figure 2: KD-Tree

R-trees form
hierarchically nested
minimum bounding
rectangles which may
overlap

axis (parked on a first level of a tree in Figure on right side), caused
by a point (7,2), which is then assigned to the root in a tree. The next
two splits are for points (5,4) and (9,6) parallel to y axis and they are
assigned to the separate nodes. The last splitting lines are parallel to x
axis, for points (2,3), (4,7), and (8,1).
A R-trees does not divide the entire space but form hierarchically
nested minimum bounding rectangles (MBRs) which may overlap. Its
application area is spatial queries defined in this thesis as area search,
as requirement 1 (find all objects in a 5km surrounding). An R-tree is
height-balanced (keeping the height constant). Mapping the formed
regions and their relations in T-Tree is illustrated in Figure 3.
Each node in an R-Tree corresponds to the smallest MBR that surrounds its children in the tree. As the MBRs can overlap and one
rectangle can belong to several MBRs (like region R6 in Figure 3), sev-
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Figure 3: R-Tree

eral nodes in different branches must be visited in order to tell if the
searched rectangle exists.
2.1.2

Using Space Filling Curves

A space filling curve is a parameterized, injective function that maps
a unit line segment to a continuous curve in the unit square, cube,
hypercube, etc, which gets arbitrarily close to a given point in the unit
cube as the parameter increases. As it maps two or more dimensional
spaces into one-dimensional lines, it is used for dimension reduction
and sparse multi-dimensional database indexing [LK00].
For the purposes of spatial queries, the goal is to find the curve with
the best locality property, meaning that the closeness of two points in a
space will reflect on their distance on a curve. However, “it is impossible
to create a space filling curve, such that all points close in multi-dimensional
space, are close on the curve, too.” [GL96]

(a) Hilbert curve

(b) z-curve

Figure 4: Four iterations of Hilbert and z- space filling curves

Space filling curves
map two or more
dimensional spaces
into one-dimensional
lines
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Figures 4 shows Hilbert and z- space filling curves. It represents
four iterations of both curves, where the increased curve parameter
(i.e. iteration number), means that more space points are covered by a
curve. Mapping of two dimensional coordinates to a point in a z-curve
is done by interleaving the bits of the binary representation of the x
and y coordinates. E.g. the point (X,Y) represented in a binary form as
x1 x2 x3 x4 and y1 y2 y3 y4 , corresponds to the x1 y1 x2 y2 x3 y3 x4 y4 value
on a z-curve. As it is very simple to understand and use, z-curve is
often used. Hilbert curve has, however, better locality properties and is
advised to be used for multidimensional indexes. Knoll et al. discuss in
[KW06] the suitability of various space filling curves for spatial queries.
2.2 dht-based approaches
Reusing existing
overlays with
one-dimensional
index for two
dimensional queries
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Location-based search in peer-to-peer overlay networks has been approached by re-using existing overlays that are designed to provide
efficient one dimensional queries. Well-established overlays, such as
Chord [SMK+ 01] or Pastry [RD01] are used, which implement distributed hash tables (DHTs) to address stored values and efficiently
resolve lookup queries. More details on distributed hash tables are given
in Section 3.1.2. Reusing mature and tested overlays and building new
overlays on top might significantly alleviate the task of developing a
system from the scratch.
Approaches such as [ZSLS06, SLLY08, KSS09a] use space-filling
curves in order to apply the indexing and routing from overlays designed for one-dimensional queries.
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two dimensional geographical range queries by applying a z-curve on a
two dimensional space. Additional tree-based indexing data structure
is used over existing DHT. Keys are stored at the leaf nodes which
have the longest matching prefix. An example for the area search (or
two dimensional range query) in a PHT for the points in the space
between (2,4) and (5,6) is illustrated in Figure 5a. The corresponding
range of the z-curve is marked on Figure 5a. We can see that part of
the marked range does not intersect with the searched area. Results
of the search are stored at the leaves P0110 and P0111. All contacted
peers are marked in Figure 5b. We can see that the query messages are
routed to the tree nodes with the longest matching prefix to the z-curve
key. In [GGS03, ZGS03] location-based node identifiers are used and
mapped onto the two dimensional space using space filling curves as
well. Other works that are based on similar transformations of the two
dimensional space onto a one dimensional space are [WSS05, BAS04].
GeoPeer is a location-aware P2P system [AR04], which uses Delaunay
triangulation to build a connected lattice of nodes and it implements
a DHT for geographical routing, similar to GHT [RKY+ 02]. Neither
provide support for complete retrievable search. All approaches with
space-filling curves are detrimentally affected by the fact that they do
not match the geographical distance with the distance in the overlay
identifier space. An example is shown in Figure 5a, in which two points
are very close geographically but have an inappropriate distance in the
overlay. This results in inefficient query replies, which introduce additional delay into the communication because of increased routing hop
count. Another important issue is that DHTs are designed for lookups,
not for exhaustive searches. Therefore, they cannot provide a guarantee
to retrieve all results matching an area search query (Requirement 4).
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2.3 tree-based approaches
The other class of peer-to-peer overlay networks designed for locationbased search are tree-based approaches. The indexing structure is not
one dimensional space, like in DHTs, but two dimensional, using space
partitioning methods (see Section 2.1.1).
The first peer-to-peer overlay that supported multidimensional queries
was Content Addressable Network (CAN) [RFH+ 01]. It was designed
as an implementation of a DHT, but it can be used for spatial queries
without much modification. Its indexing structure is similar to KDtrees – it is binary space partitioning, with the splitting parallel to the
axis, but in the equal regions. The biggest issue in using CAN for
1
two dimensional spatial queries is its routing complexity O(d · N d ),
where d is the number of dimensions, which is very complex for two
dimensional space. A similar approach to spatial queries was presented
in [HT03, THS+ 04]. Harwood and Tanin recursively divided a two
dimensional space into smaller zones and used a distributed quadtree
[FB74] index for assigning responsibilities for regions of space to peers.
For each zone a control point is assigned and hashed into the node
identifier space in a Chord ring. Copies of objects associated with a

Tree-based
approaches use 2D
indexing structure,
mostly by using space
partitioning trees

CAN can support
multidimensional
queries, but has poor
routing complexity
for 2D queries
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Figure 6: Example of 4-level Skip List with the routing path to the key 13
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region are stored on the node which is the assigned control point. As a
result, the two dimensional space is transformed into a tree structure.
Zimmermann et al. discuss in [ZKW04, WZK05] that such an approach can lead to load balancing problems. Therefore, they introduced
a mapping of the physical space into the CAN [RFH+ 01] overlay instead
of Chord [SMK+ 01]. The identifier of indexed spatial data consists of
the respective location, a random part and the identification of the
content of the object. Similar work is presented in [ZKW05]. Brushwood, based on KD- trees [Ben75] and the search space, is repeatedly
hierarchically partitioned into smaller zones and each internal node is
split into two subzones. The indexed points are stored in leaf nodes.
Points of the search area can be in multiple leaves of different branches,
as shown in Section 2.1.1. Thus, a query has to be propagated to the
nodes close to root of the tree so that a performance bottleneck at the
higher level nodes can occur.
SkipIndex [ZK04] is based on Brushwood and uses a skip graph
[AS03] for routing. First it builds a KD-tree to maintain the index
and then a skip graph on the leaves of KD-tree to shorten the routing
path. An example of a four level skip list, for routing to the key 13 is
presented in Figure 6.
P2PR-tree [MLK04] implements R-tree in a peer-to-peer overlay network. Despite its full decentralization, tree levels and corresponding
nodes do not have an equal role in indexing and routing. The first two
tree levels correspond to the fixed, pre-formed regions while the lower
tree levels dynamically grow depending on the number of peers in each
pre-defined region. Due to its static space partitioning, the performance
of P2PR-tree [MLK04] might be poor when used for location-based
search, as the peers’ distribution is not uniform in real world conditions.
Additionally, space partitioning based on R-Tree allow overlapping,
meaning that the searched region can be stored at multiple branches
(see Section 2.1.1) resulting in expensive searches.
MURK (Multidimensional Rectangulation with KD-trees) is similar
to CAN in space partitioning and routing strategy. However, it splits
the load into equal halves rather than the space. Its routing structure
is not tree-based, but it uses spatial neighbors, like in CAN, until it
reaches the destination. It, therefore inherits poor routing performance
for two dimensional queries.
LL-Net [KHF+ 05] uses a flexible space partitioning similar to R-Trees,
but without overlapping. It assigns a so called R-Peer to each region
as the root of the tree topology formed the N-Peers contained in that
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region. It uses a central instance, the S-Peer, which manages the connection to all R-Peers, inheriting the drawbacks of central management.
A recent peer-to-peer overlay for location-based search, inspired
by our approach is GeoP2P [AvB09]. It uses similar zone forming to
our approach, but the overlay is not hybrid. Routing strategy and
routing table are similar to that in Pastry, with routing tables’ entries
corresponding to the levels and distances in a tree.
RectNet [Heu05] is a distributed space partitioning tree (see Figure 7)
which is the most comparable to our solution. It is based on a KD-tree
where all indexing points are at the leaves of a tree. Similar to MURK
it dynamically adapts to the geographical distribution of the workload
caused by the storage of (location, object)-pairs and the processing of
queries. Routing, however relies heavily on the tree structure. We chose
this peer-to-peer overlay as a reference for comparative evaluation as it
overcomes many issues DHT-based solutions have and has better routing performance than CAN-like approaches. Each peer has a position
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Figure 7: Illustration of the RectNet overlay structure

in a two-dimensional space. When the first node joins the network,
it becomes a so-called clusterhead. Clusterheads are organizational
units of the overlay. They take responsibility for a certain region of the
two dimensional space, meaning the peers and other sub-clusterheads
located in this region. The first clusterhead of the first peer takes the
responsibility of the entire space. Other joining peers become children
of this clusterhead. When the number of children of a clusterhead A
exceeds a certain value (maximum load), the region of responsibility
is split into two sub-regions. For this purpose, two peers B and C get
a role of new clusterheads. The splitting is performed in a way which
guarantees that the two sub-zones contain almost an equal number of
peers (similar to MURK). The intention behind this is to achieve good
load balancing between the two newly created clusterheads, assuming
that each peer produces the same amount of traffic. The joining procedure is illustrated in Figure 7. The clusterhead A is referred to as
parent clusterhead of B and C. In the first iteration, presented in the
first of four figures, the clusterhead A has contacts to all indexed peers
in the entire space. When its load exceeds a maximum load value, it
splits its space into two regions and assigns them to clusterheads B and
C (second figure). Clusterhead A then has no further information about
spatial index (other peers in its region) than the connection to clusterheads B and C. All peers in the left region are assigned to clusterhead
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RectNet is based on
KD-Tree, all indexing
points are at the
leaves
We chose RectNet as
reference overlay
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B and all peers from the right region are assigned to clusterhead C. At
the end, information about the peers in the regions are stored only at
the leaves of the tree.
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Figure 8: Example of an area search. Node n1 is the initiator of the search.

RectNet might have
search performance
issues, but has simple
failure recovery

An area search query is presented in Figure 8. The peer n1 sends a
query request to its parent B. As B’s region does not cover the search
area, B forwards the request to its parent. This process is repeated
until a clusterhead is reached which covers the whole search area (in
our example, clusterhead A). The query message is then forwarded
to the child clusterheads, whose regions intersect with the search area.
The request is passed down the tree until a leaf-clusterhead is reached
which has information about the peers in the searched area. In the
given example, this applies for clusterhead E and F. These clusterheads
send a result message to n1 . The result message contains the contact
information of all peers which are located in the search area.
The binary structure of the tree simplifies recovery upon peer failures
as the number of sub-clusterheads is known (always two). However, a
query usually needs to be forwarded to the root and then to the leaves
which might affect search performance. In Section 6.7, we evaluate this
overlay and compare it to our solution.
2.4 summary

DHT-based
approaches are not
fully retrievable and
often have poor
underlay-awareness

Tree-based approaches
involve expensive
routing and have load
balancing issues

Current peer-to-peer overlays for location based search are based on
either existing DHT implementations or use tree-based indexing or
routing. As an indexing structure, space-filling curves are mainly
used to map a two dimensional space into a one dimensional curve in
order to reuse DHTs that are designed for one dimensional lookups.
DHT-based solutions are not fully retrievable and have inadequate
mapping between logical overlay structure and underlying network.
Other approaches use space partitioning trees like KD-trees or R-trees.
Routing in tree-based approaches is very expensive, not greedy, and
introduces many unnecessary messages. It increases the response time
and protocol overhead. Additionally, loads are most often not evenly
distributed among the peers.
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D E S I G N O F P E E R - T O - P E E R O V E R L AY N E T W O R K S
T O D AY
Engineering means acquiring and applying the knowledge about existing design decisions from the relevant fields to find a suitable solution
which realizes a desired goal. As already stated in Section 1.4, the main
goal of this thesis is to prove the feasibility of engineering a peer-to-peer
solution for fully retrievable location-based search. We, therefore, examined
the most used and referred to overlays of different types (unstructured,
structured, and hybrid). Firstly we present the taxonomy of peer-topeer overlay networks in Section 3.1. We distinguish three criteria
for the taxonomy: purpose, structure and query. We selected Chord,
Kademlia, Gia, and Gnutella 0.6 to represent different structure types of
peer-to-peer overlay networks. In Section 3.3, we analyze their designs,
with six classes of design decisions according to the reference architecture model of peer-to-peer overlays from Aberer et al [LAG+ 05]. We
examine the influence of these design decisions on the quality aspects,
such as efficiency, scalability, robustness, and stability in Section 3.4.
Section 3.5 presents our main findings and provide the basis for the
design of our solution regarding the stated requirements.

Following an
engineering approach,
we first examine the
most used and
referred to overlays of
different types

3.1 taxonomy of the peer-to-peer overlays
Since the huge success of Napster, many new peer-to-peer overlay
networks have been proposed. Although most of them are built for
file-sharing, there are many more application areas for the use of peerto-peer overlays are used. From centralized indexing (like that in
Napster) to full decentralization, the structure of the overlays varies.
Additionally, there are many types of queries that users or applications
can perform on these overlays. Therefore, we present three taxonomies
according to the purpose, structure and query type of the peer-to-peer
overlay network.
3.1.1

We classify
peer-to-peer overlays
according to their
purpose, structure,
and types of queries
they support

Purpose

A peer-to-peer overlays have a variety of applications and aims. Nevertheless, we can distinguish the main classes of the existing overlays
according to their purpose:
• Search overlays: These overlays allow peers to publish and query
resources stored in the overlay network. This is an essential
functionality for peer-to-peer file sharing. As most of the overlays
are deployed for this purpose, they will be the main focus of
this chapter. The taxonomy of the queries performed in search
overlays is described in Section 3.2.
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Search overlays
provide decentralized
indexing
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Content distribution
overlays enable
content download
from multiple sources,
by sharing
downloaded parts

• Content distribution: The main aim of these overlays is efficient
and scalable delivery of large content. It reduces the traffic load
of a single resource provider by allowing users to download the
parts (so called chunks) of content from one another. The most
prominent example for content distribution is BitTorrent.

Streaming content
overlays transmit a
continuous flow of
multimedia data from
and to one or more
peers

• Streaming content: In this class of overlays, a continuous flow of
multimedia data is transmitted to one or many peers. Examples
are Voice-over-IP (VoIP), IP television or Internet radio. For a
unicast streaming session (e.g. VoIP), two peers can easily locate
each other using, for example, a DHT overlay and build up a
simple transport layer connection for streaming. Additional problems arise with multicast streaming, essential for live streaming,
television or radio. The objective of the overlay is to reduce the
sender’s traffic. The sender would otherwise need to send individual streams to each client (like in a client-server approach).
Usually a peer relays the stream for other peers. The challenge is
to provide a timely replacement of a stream source in the case of
failure.

Monitoring overlays
provide a global view
on an underlying
peer-to-peer overlay

• Monitoring of other Overlays: The lack of central instance in
peer-to-peer overlays raises the issue of the control over the system performance and costs. Monitoring overlays are usually built
on top of the monitored peer-to-peer overlay. They can collect
information about the various performance metrics (query response time, query success), costs (bandwidth) or user behavior
in the underlying overlay. The collected information can be used
for the self-optimization of the overlay (e.g. setting system-wide
parameter values or replacing weak peers) [GKXS08a].
This taxonomy does not claim to be complete, but provides a brief
overview of the main application areas of peer-to-peer overlay networks.
Collaborative environments, social networks, and networked virtual
environments are just some of the additional application areas covered
by peer-to-peer overlays nowadays.
3.1.2

This taxonomy
focuses on search
overlays
Centralized: content
transfer is
decentralized,
indexing is
centralized

Pure: no centralized
party involved

Structure

As previously mentioned, we focus in this chapter on search overlays.
In the following, we present a commonly used classification of search
overlays according to their topology, routing, roles of the peers in the
overlays, and resource management.
• In the centralized approach, indexing is performed by a single
instance. Content transfer is carried out in a decentralized fashion,
among peers in the overlay. A popular example of the centralized
approach is Napster.
• In a pure peer-to-peer overlay, each peer has an equal role and
no central party is required for the overlay operations. According to the way an overlay distributes the resource management

3.1 taxonomy of the peer-to-peer overlays
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Figure 9: Centralized peer-to-peer overlay network

task among participating peers, we distinguish structured and
unstructured overlays:
– In structured overlays, there is a strict relation between the
peers and the resources they manage. When data is published, an appropriate peer (e.g. one whose identifier value
corresponds to a certain function of the resource identifier)
or a small subset of peers is chosen to manage it. That means
that they retain the reference to that data and make sure it
is available. When a peer searches for a resource, it knows
the peer identifier that manages the searched resource. Finding a resource then means routing to the particular peer,
that holds the reference to it. A neighborhood is selected
to enable greedy routing – it is built based on the identifier
of a peer and its distance to the potential neighbor. The
first structured overlays were implementations of distributed
hash tables (DHT). The main purpose is to enable a lookup
for a given key lookup(key). The routing in these overlays is
based on Key-based Routing (KBR) [DZD+ 03], meaning that
the selection of the neighbor to which a lookup query is to be
forwarded, is based on the relation between its identifier and
a key value. We observed Kademlia [MM02] as the most used
in the deployed peer-to-peer systems and Chord [SMK+ 01]
as the most referenced overlay. In spite of the fact that both
implement a DHT, their designs vary greatly.
Ressource
Identifier
Space

Peer
Identifier
Space

Figure 10: Structured pure peer-to-peer overlay network

Structured: a
reference to a resource
is placed at the
specific peer
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Unstructured: a
resource is placed
randomly, at peer
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– In an unstructured overlay, there is no relation between an
identifier of a resource and an identifier of the peer that manages it. A resource can be managed by any peer. A search
for a particular resource is done by flooding – forwarding
the search query to all neighbors who do the same if they do
not manage the searched resource. Unstructured overlays
are often faced with issues of large bandwidth consumption or poor retrievability of rare resources in a large-scale
network, as the routing mechanism is random rather than
greedy. The first pure peer-to-peer overlay network was
Gnutella 0.4 and it was unstructured. As it had huge scalability issues, improved unstructured overlays were proposed
to overcome these issues. The direct successor of Gnutella
0.4 was a hybrid overlay, Gnutella 0.6, where the scalability
issues are addressed by assigning more important roles to
the peers with higher capacities. In this chapter, we observed
Gia as a representative of unstructured overlays, which tries
to compensate scalability issues with an advanced topology
management in a purely decentralized manner.

Figure 11: Unstructured pure peer-to-peer overlay network

Hybrid: certain peers
have a more
important role

Hierarchical: consist
of two or more
overlays and routing
is done in several
levels

• A hybrid overlay combines client/server and peer-to-peer communication paradigms. In the Gnutella 0.6 hybrid overlay, peers
with high bandwidth capacity (so called ultrapeers) communicate
amongst themselves in peer-to-peer fashion. Regular peers, with
low or normal bandwidth capacity (so called leaves) communicate
with each other through the corresponding ultrapeer (in client/server fashion). A leaf forwards a search request to its ultrapeer,
which finds an ultrapeer assigned to the leaf who stores the requested resource. This reduces the workload for low-bandwidth
peers. As a representative of hybrid overlay, we observed Gnutella
0.6 because it is the most similar to the overlay structure used
in popular peer-to-peer applications, KaZaA [KaZ], and Skype
[Skyb]. Gnutella 0.6 has numerous implementations, and in this
chapter we analyze and evaluate the LimeWire implementation.
• Hierarchical overlays use the routing strategy in two or more
hierarchy levels. Peers are organized in groups and each group
build a pure peer-to-peer overlay. Each group has at least one
group head, a peer which represents this group. A top-level-overlay
connects all groups by connecting their group heads. Short-range

3.2 taxonomy of the queries
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Figure 12: Hybrid peer-to-peer overlay network

queries are resolved within the group, while long-range queries
are resolved by contacting the group head which routes the query
to the group of final destination. The goal of the hierarchical
approach is to reduce the overhead in large overlays, especially in
the case of short range queries. It usually combines unstructured
and structured overlays.

Figure 13: Hierachical peer-to-peer overlay network

In this chapter, we analyze pure and hybrid overlays. Centralized
approaches are not of interest to us as the decentralized indexing of
spatial data is the main focus of this thesis. As hierarchical overlays are
not widely used or deployed, we do not observe them in this chapter.
Additionally, their design is based on the “flat” peer-to-peer overlays.
We believe, however, that with careful combination of two overlay types
and parameter choices, the drawbacks of each type can be eliminated
while inheriting the benefits from the hierarchical approach.

We analyze pure and
hybrid overlays

3.2 taxonomy of the queries
This thesis focuses on search overlays. In DHTs, a user performs a
lookup for a value by a given key (its hash), while in an unstructured
overlay it performs a search for a file by its name or its description.
When a searched resource is queried by giving key words, we call it
key-based search. In VoIP applications, a user needs to find a particular
peer, which we refer as find a peer. The difference between lookup
or search for a particular file and finding a peer is that the latter has
a single possible destination. In lookup for value, a query can end
up at a peer who cached a searched resource. A user can perform
range queries for the resources whose description or identifier value

Query types: lookup,
search, find a peer,
range queries,
location-based search,
etc.
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is between a given upper and lower border (e.g. ’find all publications
that appeared between 2005 and 2009’). When more ranges in query
criteria are given (e.g. ’find all publications appeared between 2005
and 2009 that were cited between 50 and 1000 times’), we call it multidimensional range query. The focus of this thesis is location-based
search which is a generalization of two-dimensional range queries, as
the shape of the searched area does not have to be rectangular (which
is the case in two-dimensional range queries).
3.3 classification of design decisions

We analyze
structured (Chord,
Kademlia), hybrid
(Gnutella 0.6), and
unstructured (Gia)
overlays

In this section we analyze the selected overlays (Chord, Kademlia,
Gnutella 0.6, and Gia) by discussing their design decisions. We used
the classification of key design aspects defined by Aberer et al. in
[LAG+ 05], who proposed a reference architecture for overlay networks.
This way, we can better compare overlays’ design decisions and assess
the influence they have on quality aspects. Six key design aspects in
peer-to-peer overlay networks identified in [LAG+ 05] are:
• Choice of an Identifier Space: describes the space of identifiers
for each peer and resource in the network. Furthermore, it defines
a closeness metric between the identifiers which can be used for
routing through structured overlays.
• Mapping to the Identifier Space: defines how identifiers are
assigned to peers and resources.

Six key design
aspects in
peer-to-peer overlays

• Management of the Identifier Space: explains which peers are
responsible for a resource with a given key. It describes replication
capabilities and how these are handled.
• Graph Embedding: shows how a peer selects its neighbors and
builds its routing table.
• The Routing Strategy: describes how neighbors’ contacts are
used to resolve the user query and perform overlay operations
(e.g. publish, store, update).
• The Maintenance Strategy: describes how the failed contacts are
detected and replaced and resources kept available.
In the following we analyze all design aspects of the four observed
overlays (Chord, Kademlia, Gnutella 0.6, and Gia) [Nob09].
3.3.1

Identifiers of peers
and resources and the
closeness metric

Choice of an Identifier Space

The identifier space ! of an overlay must be large enough to avoid
collisions and support a large number of participating peers. In all
overlays, a resource is assigned to a value from the identifier space. In
structured overlays, identifiers are also used as an overlay address for
peers and to provide efficient, greedy routing. For the latter purpose, it

3.3 classification of design decisions

is required to define a closeness metric d(x, y) between two keys x, y ∈ !
In unstructured overlays, the closeness metric is not needed.
Chord uses a large integer identifier space from 0 to a maximal value
2m (e.g. the range of SHA-1 values: m = 160). The distance function is
the difference between x and y modulo 2m : d(x, y) = (y − x)mod2m .
The modulo operation ensures that the condition ∀x, y : d(x, y) ! 0
for closeness metrics is fulfilled and allows the identifier space to be
visualized as a ring. The distances between identifiers are bigger as
an identifier point in the ring is further away clockwise. In Chord, if
d(x, y) = a, then d(y, x) = 2m − a. Thus, Chord’s distance function is
not symmetric.
Kademlia uses a similar identifier space to Chord, in terms of the
size. Instead of taking the arithmetic difference as in Chord, a distance
between two identifiers is compared by XOR operation, bitwise. The
result is the distance value, treated as an integer (the larger 1-MSB in the
result of x ⊕ y between two identifiers x and y, the greater the distance
is between them). Because of the XOR operation, Kademlia’s identifier
space is symmetric, which means the distance from peer identifier x to
peer identifier y is equal to the distance from y to x. The symmetry will
result in symmetrical neighboring relations.
Both Chord and Kademlia’s distance functions are unidirectional If
we pick a point, x, out of the identifier space and a distance, a, there
will be exactly one y so that d(x, y) = a. This means, if two queries
from a different initiator route to the same peer (more on this later in
Section 3.3.5), both routing paths will finally meet during the query
and take the final steps using the same hops. The authors of Kademlia
exploit this property for caching values that are often looked up (will
be detailed in Section 3.3.4).
In unstructured overlays (Gnutella 0.6 1 and Gia), there is no strict
identification of the resources. The resources are addressed by their
name or description. Finally, there is no closeness metric, because a peer
that is close to a resource is unaware of its proximity (except when using
QRP2 or one-hop replication3 in Gia). As a peer identifier, usually only
the transport layer address (IP address and port) of a peer is needed.
3.3.2
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Chord: identifier
space from 0 to 2m ,
with distance
d(x, y) =
(y − x)mod2m

Kademlia: identifier
space from 0 to 2m ,
with x ⊕ y bitwise
as closeness metric

Gia and Gnutella 0.6:
no particular
identifier space for
peers or resources

Mapping of Entities to the Identifier Space

As both peers and resources can be addressed by an identifier, we
distinguish mapping of peers and of resources to the identifier space.
Peers
In all observed overlays, an identifier is assigned to each peer upon
joining. In structured overlays the key assignment is usually performed
1 Gnutella 0.6 is hybrid, but the ultrapeers make an unstructured overlay
2 QRP: Query Routing Protocol, a method for leaves to inform their ultrapeers about the
stored resources to provide more efficient routing
3 One-hop replication tells all neighbors about the resources a peer shares for efficient
routing at the last hop.

Upon joining, a peer
obtains its identifier
by hashing its IP
address (in structured
overlays)
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by hashing the peer’s IP address. This aggravates certain Denial of Service 4 attacks, where attackers claim special identifiers. By comparing
the sender’s key to its IP address on each incoming message attempt,
arbitrary claims of hashes can be excluded to a certain extent, as the
sender’s network layer address is likely to be reliable.
The mapping of peers to identifiers is complete in structured overlays,
which means every peer is assigned to an identifier.
Resources
In structured DHT overlays, such as Chord and Kademlia, each resource stored in the network needs a unique overlay key. The key may
be assigned freely, depending on the demands of the application layer,
in many cases this is done by using any one of the following methods:

In structured
overlays, each
resource has a unique
overlay key obtained
by hashing

• a hash of a keyword that fits to the resource. For example, a
user wants to make an IP telephony conversation and enters
the user name he wants to call. The user name is hashed and
looked up in the DHT. The DHT returns the actual IP address,
the public key, the port number and the VoIP protocol type as the
value, previously stored by the callee. Once this information is
provided, the voice stream can be initiated and the user can start
the conversation.
• the hash of the resource itself: This is usually done in file-sharing
scenarios. The user retrieves the key either from an index of, from
an URI from the web (e.g. the ed2k://... scheme of eDonkey) This
method offers the advantage of the easy detection of corrupted
resources, making the intentional placing of corrupted resources
nearly impossible.
• a random bitstring: This is only used if the resource cannot be
hashed (e.g. the resource is transient).

In unstructured
overlays, the resource
identifier is a set of
keywords, UID, etc.

Note that in the case of keyword hashing or the use of of random
identifiers, advanced mechanisms to guard against attackers storing
false resources in the network may be needed (e.g. digital signatures).
In Gnutella 0.6 and Gia, the identifiers assigned to a resource are
required to decide whether the resource matches a given query or not.
Depending on the type of query, an identifier for a resource can be:
• a set of keywords: If a query for a particular keyword is made,
the resource matches the query, when the query keyword matches
one of the resource’s keywords.
• the hash of the resource or another UID of the resource: If a
query for a hash of the resource is made, the resource matches
the query, when its hash/UID is equal to the queried hash/UID.

4 In this context, a Denial of Service (DoS) aims to make a certain resources or the entire
peer-to-peer overlay network unavailable.
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• a complete structured description of the resource, stored in a
local database: A query for the resource is made SQL-like. A
resource matches a query if it is part of the local query result.
This is implemented in LimeWire, where a query for media can
be made for artists, titles, genres, bitrates etc.
Unstructured overlay networks are not limited to DHT lookup operations which allows the implementation of more extensible and flexible
queries. As we said, applications like Limewire support complex
queries such as browsing for genres, dates and bitrates.
To browse for keywords in DHT networks Inverted Indexes are used.
Here, the hash value of a keyword maps to a list of resource keys that
match this keyword. A user can now lookup the hash value of a
keyword in the network and examine the search results.
3.3.3

Management of the Identifier Space

In Chord, a peer is responsible for all resource keys between its own
identifier and that of its predecessor (modulo m). Using the suggested
replication mechanism, each peer manages the identifiers between its
k-th successor’s identifier and the identifier of its predecessor. k must
be defined so that the simultaneous failure of k peers is very unlikely
(in practice, k = 20).
In Kademlia, each peer d is responsible for a resource key r, if
d(n, r) " e, where e is the smallest distance so that at least k peers are
responsible for the resource. The peer lookup operation of Kademlia
lets the publisher of a resource easily determine this set of peers (as
outlined in Section 3.3.5). Additionally, Kademlia supports the caching
of resources. The peer on a lookup path, closest to the resource will
store this resource (cache it) until a timeout expires. The timeout period
is larger at close caching peers and decreases with the number of peers
between the key and the peer itself, in order not to “overcache” the
network.
In unstructured networks (Gnutella 0.6 (Ultrapeers) and Gia), each
peer may maintains any identifier. Each peer holds a resource, either
user- or application-layer-dependent (e.g. the shared folder of filesharing clients), thus there is no store operation as in DHT networks.
3.3.4

Chord management:
all resource keys
between own
identifier and that of
its predecessor
(modulo m)

Kademlia
management:
k-closest peers
responsible for a
resource key r
(d(n, r) ! e))

Gnutella 0.6 and Gia
management: a peer
responsible for
resources it offers

Graph Embedding

Each overlay network can be visualized as a graph, consisting of a node
for each peer, and an edge to each known neighbor of a peer. n is a
neighbor of p, if p has the contact address of n (e.g. overlay address,
the IP address and port). The network, thus the graph, is changing
frequently, which means maintenance procedures for neighbor relations
are required and are a crucial design aspect.
In Chord, the neighborhood relationship according to Aberer et al.
!
[LAG+ 05] is N(p) = m
i=1 {ft(p, i)} ∪ {predecessor(p)}. finger(p, i) is
the peer’s fingertable entry i. finger(p, 1) is also called the successor of

Each peer stores
contacts (overlay, IP
add, port) of its
neighbors in a
routing table
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Chord routing table:
successors and fingers

Kademlia routing
table: a k-bucket for
each XOR distance
(160)

Gnutella 0.6 routing
table: ultrapeers
connected with 32
other ultrapeers,
leaves connected with
3 to 5 ultrapeers

Gia routing table: a
peer is connected to
at least one
high-bandwidth peer,
the rest are random
chosen
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the peer p. The distance of each peer in the fingertable must fulfill the
distance rule: d(finger(p, i), p) ! 2i−1 . The finger table, as well as the
latter rule, are very important to make the routing technique scalable,
as will be discussed later in Section 3.4.1. In practice, where m = 160,
the peer maintains a maximum of 161 connections, so that the maximal
out-degree is fixed.
!
In Kademlia, the neighborhood function is N(p) = m−1
i=0 kbucket(i),
where each kbucket(i) is a list of peers that the peer has recently received a message from. This means, Kademlia learns from received
messages and does not actively look for peers to populate its routing
table. The size of each k-bucket is restricted: |kbucket(i)| < k. Not
every peer is allowed to be added to a k-bucket, it must first fulfill
the condition ∀j ∈ kbucket(i)(2i ! d(j, p) < 2i+1 ). As we can see,
k-buckets with a small i, are peers close to p, where the buckets near m
are more distant peers. The first k-buckets usually remain empty as the
set of peer keys a k-bucket is able to manage is small at the lower indexes and is logarithmically growing with the bucket index. Due to the
huge size of the key space, the probability that a neighbor’s key belongs
to a k-bucket with a small index is very slight. The upper boundary
!
i
for the neighborhood (maximal out-degree) size of p is m−1
i=0 max{2 , k}
4
3
2
1
0
which is 3131 (155 × 20 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 3131) for k = 20.
Thus, the neighborhood scales well, like in Chord.
Both Chord and Kademlia maintain their routing tables, ensuring
Local connectivity as well as Long-range connectivity5 , using rules for how
the peers populate their routing table. This ensures the small diameter of
the graph. Kademlia ensures more reliable connectivity by maintaining
a set of peers for each distance step.
In Gnutella 0.6, leaves maintain a connection to a maximum of 3 or
5 ultrapeers (Limewire). Ultrapeers commonly maintain connections
up to 32 other ultrapeers. The ultrapeer concept makes Gnutella a
hybrid overlay. In Gnutella, there is no local- and long-range connectivity, because there are no distances between identifiers. However, the
probability that one of your neighbors has a similar neighbor table
should be minimized, in order to avoid circles (redundant relays of
query messages) and ensure a variety of query results. The pong caching
mechanism ensures connections to equally distributed peers in the
network.
Gia behaves in a similar way to Gnutella ultrapeers. Gia uses a topology adaptation algorithm to ensure that peers with an inferior capability
to handle many neighbors (e.g. a low-bandwith internet connection)
are assigned to peers with a good Internet connection, thus having
many neighbors. This should lead to a small network utilization of
low-bandwidth peers. Additionally, along with QRP, it should reduce
the number of hops a query has to take before an appropriate number

5 The presence of local- as well as long-range connectivity contributes to efficient routing
with logarithmic complexity of the hop count. While the first hops need long-range
connectivity to reach peers in the wider area around the looked-up key, local connectivity
ensures the last hops will eventually reach the very near peers
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of results is returned. This decreases the graph diameter, thus the
latency.

High-capacity
Nodes

Low-capacity
Nodes

Figure 14: Gia topology adaptation: low-capacity peers keep connections to
high-capacity peers and use them for routing

3.3.5

Routing Strategy

Routing strategy describes the usage of routing tables and neighbor
connections, in order to route the overlay messages (e.g. query, updates,
store, responses).
Chord
In Chord, a peer n looks up a key by choosing the closest peer in its
finger-table (which is smaller than the key) as the next hop. If n is
already the closest peer to the key, then n’s immediate successor is
responsible for the resource, because it is also the immediate successor
of the key. This routing strategy can either be implemented iteratively
or recursively. In the first case, a peer that sends a lookup for a key
sends a request to the next hop in its table and expects the second hop
of the message as the response. The initiator then uses the received
contacts and receives the response which includes matching or a closer
peer. This produces many messages, as every query message hop starts
and ends at the receiver. The advantage is that the initiator controls
the query message and can detect its loss or the failure of a peer
on the routing path immediately, which may improve the protocol’s
reliability. The recursive routing forwards the query from the initiator to
the destination and then back to initiator, without contacting initiator
following each hop. This implies much faster query response time and
halves the number of introduced messages.
Kademlia
Kademlia’s routing mechanism determines the k closest neighbors to
the looked-up key. Kademlia looks up iteratively and sends routing
requests to multiple peers concurrently. Whenever a peer n wants to
lookup a peer or a resource, it determines the α peers in its k-buckets
that are the closest to the key (in practice, α = 3). A peer n sends

Chord routing
strategy: Closest
finger chosen, then
it’s successors
(iterative or
recursive)

Kademlia routing
strategy: iterative, by
forwarding a request
to α closest contacts,
who send their
k-closest contacts to a
key
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a query message to these peers concurrently in order to receive their
k neighbors closest to the key. The initiator n collects the received
contacts and chooses the α closest peers to the key to send the query
again. During this process, it refreshes its routing table and replaces
the stale contacts with the fresh ones. This process is repeated, until the
α closest peers return peers that were already queried. The retrieved k
peers are the responsible for the value.
b

2.lookup(id)
1.lookup(id)

c

3.lookup(id)

id
d

4.id!

a

Figure 15: Example of the query resolution in Chord
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Figure 16: Example of the query resolution in Kademlia

Figures 15 and 16 show examples of resolving a lookup in Chord and
Kademlia, respectively. In Chord, when a peer a starts a lookup(id), it
searches in its fingertable for the closest entry to a requested identifier
id, in this case peer b (step 1). Peer a then sends a lookup message to
the peer b, who also searches its fingertable for the entry closest to the
id. It finds the contact address of a peer c and forwards the lookup
query to it (step 2). Peer c searches in its finger table and recognizes
that it itself is closer than any of its fingertable entries. Thus it selects
its immediate successor, (d), as the result of the lookup query (step 3).
Peer d sends the requested key with the identifier id to the peer a, who
initiated the lookup (step 4).
When a Kademlia peer, with the identifier 0101, starts a lookup for
key 1110, it first selects the α = 2 peers from its k-buckets whose keys
are closest to 1110. It finds peers with the identifiers 1000 and 1010
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from its fourth k-bucket. It then it sends a lookup message to both of
them, at the same time (step 1). Both peers send back their k-closest
entries, namely 1010, 1100 and 1110, 1111 (step 2). The initiator of the
lookup then chooses the two closest peers out of all those it received
(1110 and 1111) and sends them a lookup message (step 3). As a result,
it acquire the requested key 1110.
Gnutella 0.6
As already mentioned, routing in unstructured overlays is not greedy,
meaning that the use of neighbor connections is not dependent of the
query message. Gnutella (0.4 and 0.6) sends a query request to all or
a set of its neighbors, which relay the request by sending it to their
own neighbors and so on. The routing process itself scales poorly. If
a peer receives a request, it browses for results in its local storage and
returns a query hit containing all matching values to the query initiator.
Gnutella 0.6’s dynamic querying allows wide and shallow queries first,
and conduct deeper searches on single peers (2-3 hops) if the shallow
searches do not return a sufficient result count. In order to retrieve a
variety of results, however, the algorithm should reach all regions of
the network and not only peers in the immediate neighborhood. In
Gnutella 0.6, Pong Caching ensures an equally distributed connectivity
(see Section 3.3.4).
In order to solve the scalability issues of Gnutella 0.4’s routing,
Gnutella 0.6, introduces leaves and ultrapeers. A leaf supplies the network with a lot of resources, but has limited bandwidth and cannot
withstand the flood of queries in the Gnutella overlay. Instead, a leaf
connects to one or multiple ultrapeers, which have a lot of bandwidth
to perform query routing. Thus, the ultrapeers act as a server for
the leaves. A leaf sends Query Routing Table (QRT) to its ultrapeers,
containing hashed information about the available resources on a leaf.
When a leaf performs a query, it sends a query request to its ultrapeers
for relaying the query. Whenever an ultrapeer receives a query message,
it will look into the QRTs of its leaves and will forward the request only
to the leaves that hold the resource.
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Figure 17: Gnutella 0.6 ultrapeers and leaves

Gnutella 0.6 routing
strategy: first to
ultrapeers, then
flooding limited with
TTL
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Gia
Gia routing strategy:
random walk, relies
on high-bandwidth
peers

As already mentioned, Gia improves of the scalability of the original
Gnutella 0.4 in a purely decentralized fashion. Gia uses a random
walk instead of flooding for routing. When a peer relays a query, it
selects a peer that has a high network capacity. It is assumed that these
peers store the resources with high possibility, or have a replica due to
the one-hop replication of their neighbor’s content. One-hop replication is
similar to the QRP in Gnutella, but here, each peer sends information
regarding its resources to its immediate neighbors. Therefore, a query
is sent directly to the neighbor that has a resource matching the request.
3.3.6

Maintenance
strategy: failure
detection and failure
recovery

Maintenance Strategy

An overlay needs to keep stored resources available, even if peers holding the resource go offline. Each peer in an overlay network needs to
maintain its routing table, as peers may join and leave the network
frequently, which would make the routing strategy inconsistent. Maintenance is a crucial design aspect for stability and robustness of the
overlay. In order to maintain the contacts, failure of the peers must first
be detected in a timely fashion and then an appropriate recovery mechanism must be applied. Therefore, in the following text we distinguish
failure detection and failure recovery as the two maintenance steps.
Failure Detection
Failure of a peer is detected when the excepted response from a peer
is not received. Zhuang et al. [DGSK03] analyzed failure detection
mechanisms in peer-to-peer overlay networks, and classified them into:

Active (ping, keep
alive) and passive
(piggy-backing with
other messages)
detection

• Active approach: The liveness information about a peer is sent
periodically and actively. Depending on how the this information
is received (and sent), we distinguish:
– Baseline: where each peer independently makes a decision
about the liveness of its neighbor. It sends or receives liveness
information directly to its neighbors.
– Sharing: where liveness information is shared between
peers.
• Passive approach: The liveness information about a peer is
“piggy-backed” with other protocol messages exchanged between
two peers. This method is used rarely, as usually no continuous
message between two peers can be assumed.
According to [DGSK03], a liveness information can be exchanged by
probing or gossiping. Probing means sending a message “are you alive”
to a neighbor, while gossiping is sending “I am alive” information to
the neighbor. Either positive or negative liveness information can be sent
(“a peer is alive” or “a peer is offline”). In order to detect the failure
in a timely fashion, the frequency of periodical active failure detection
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messages must be high enough. On the other hand, if exchanged to
often, liveness information can increase protocol overhead, introducing
additional overlay traffic. Careful parameterizing of failure detection
mechanisms is crucial for maintenance and thereby for the robustness
and stability of an overlay.
Failure Recovery
Aberer et al. [LAG+ 05] distinguish between proactive and reactive
recovery mechanisms. Proactive failure recovery mechanisms can either
be triggered by active failure detection mechanisms (proactive recovery
with active failure detection), or done periodically, without previously
detecting a failure (periodical proactive recovery without active failure
detection). Reactive recovery mechanisms use passive failure detection
and can be further classified into correction on use, correction on
failure, and correction on change [LAG+ 05]. Figure 18 shows the
difference between these failure recovery mechanisms.

Proactive (with active
detection) and
reactive (with passive
detection) failure
recovery

Proactive Failure Recovery
Proactive Recovery with Failure Detection
/checkForFailure()
[Failure==true]

Failure
Detection

[Failure Recovered]

Failure
Recovery

Proactive Recovery without Failure Detection
/t-=1
/t=60

Periodic
Timer

[t==0] correct
[Failure Recovered] /t==60

Failure
Recovery

Reactive Failure Recovery
Reactive Recovery with Correction on Use
[Failure==true]
Protocol Use
[Failure Recovered]

Failure
Recovery

Reactive Recovery with Correction on Change
[Failure==true]
Change Detected
[Failure Recovered]

Failure
Recovery

Figure 18: Maintenance strategies

We distinguish between routing table maintenance and replication maintenance in overlays that use replication, such as Chord and Kademlia.
In the following, we present the maintenance of observed overlays
separately.
Chord
Chord performs finger and join stabilization procedure, and replication
maintenance. Finger stabilization procedure is a proactive recovery with
failure detection:

Maintenance of
contacts and replicas
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Chord maintenance:
periodically checks
fingers, detection is
recovery at the same
time
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• Failure Detection: Chord periodically updates its finger table
entries by querying the finger identifier of each entry, using active
baseline detection.
• Recovery: If a new manager of the queried finger identifier is
returned as a result, failure is detected and corrected at the same
time. If a successor fails, no response will be sent. Therefore,
each peer additionally keeps in contact with all of its k immediate
successors. An immediate successor will be removed after a
timeout for response from a successor is exceeded.
When a peer n joins the Chord ring, it needs to have contact with at
least one peer (bootstrap). A bootstrapping peer looks up the successor
for n by querying the identifier of n in the network. A peer n sets
the obtained contact as successor, who sets a predecessor to n. Now
n is not aware of its predecessor, neither is n’s predecessor aware of
n. Instead, n’s predecessor has a successor set on n’s successor. Thus,
Chord has to contact a periodical stabilization procedure for this case
too, not only upon failures.
Join stabilization procedure is also proactive recovery with failure detection:

Chord needs
periodical
stabilization because
of newly joined peers

• Failure Detection: Each peer m periodically queries its successor’s predecessor x. A peer m detects a failure if x is greater than
its own key. This is an active baseline approach, too.
• Recovery: A peer m sets x as its new successor and informs x
about its new predecessor m.

x

x

1. predecessor?

m
Broken ring after join()

x

2. x is it!

m

x

x

3. I am your
predecessor!

m

periodical stabilization procedure

m

m
Ring fixed

Figure 19: Stabilization process upon a peer join (fixing a broken ring)

When a peer fails in
Chord, a successor
takes the
responsibility for its
keys

In order to keep the resources stored in a Chord ring available, an
application stores its information not only at the peer responsible for it,
but also at its r following peers. If a peer n leaves, who is responsible
for a resource, the next peer takes its over the responsibility. If all r
peers have left, the resource would be lost, there must therefore be a
mechanism to republish the keys. This can be done by the application
layer of the initial resource published with a periodic proactive recovery,
that republishes the resources periodically.
Kademlia
For its contacts, Kademlia uses both a reactive recovery and both proactive
recovery types.
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A peer n updates its bucket table on every communication attempt.
Upon receiving a message, a peer n looks up the peer in the appropriate
k-bucket and if it is not yet part of the routing table yet, it is appended
at the end of the bucket. If the list is now overflowing (greater than k),
the first peer in the bucket is pinged in order to check it is still alive. If
the first peer does not work, it is dropped and the list is restored to its
previous size. If the first peer works correctly, the new peer is dropped
instead, and placed in a replacement cache. This helps to make the
overlay robust against DoS attacks, where a new peer tries to flush
a k-bucket of another peer by communicating with peers frequently
using different identifiers.
Additionally, Kademlia uses a proactive recovery with failure detection:
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Kademlia
maintenance: a
sender of a received
message is added in
routing table if it is
not full or some of its
entries are offline

• Failure detection: All bucket entries are pinged randomly, which is
active baseline detection.
• Recovery: Stale contacts are simply discarded from the table and
replaced with contacts from the replacement cache.
Kademlia also uses replication to improve the availability of resources.
Values are stored at all k peers that are closest to the key of the resource.
This is done via a periodic proactive recovery mechanism. Every hour,
these peers republish the value, which stores the replicas on newly
joined peers if some of the k peers have failed in a meantime. Every 24
hours, a content is republished by the original publisher. If republishing
did not take place, the content will be dropped by the responsible peers
(e.g. by using a timestamp of the original publishing time). This is
usually done by the application layer and helps to keep the network
clean from unused content.

Stored values in
Kademlia are
republished every
hour by replica peers
and every 24 hours
by originator

Gnutella 0.6
Gnutella 0.6 uses proactive recovery with failure detection and shares liveness information. An ultrapeer m accepts or denies a contact to a
peer n, depending on its contact list size limit, and replies with a list
of ultrapeers known to it. The failure of a neighbor is detected and
recovered in the following ways:
• An ultrapeer n periodically sends pings to its neighbors’ ultrapeers, awaiting pong response within a timeout.
• The contact is removed from the routing table if the pong has
failed once or multiple times, depending on the configuration.
As discussed in Section 3.3.4 for low- and long-range connectivity and
avoiding small cycles in the connection graph, a peer needs to maintain
connection to distant peers in the network. As already mentioned,
Gnutella 0.6 has numerous implementations, so there are multiple
possibilities to achieve this [Gnu]:
• Classic Multi-hop Ping: In Gnutella 0.4, a ping is sent to all
neighbors, which relay the ping to their neighbors and so on for

Gnutella 0.6
maintenance:
ultrapeers ping each
other and share the
liveness information
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three or more hops. All of these hops respond with a pong that
is routed backwards on the path of the ping message. This kind
of procedure can produce a lot of traffic. It is still supported, but
rarely used in current implementations of the Gnutella protocol.
• Pong Limiting: The number of pongs that are routed back to the
source of the ping is limited, commonly to 10 pongs.
• Pong Caching: Every ultrapeer holds a local pong cache consisting of five other ultrapeers. The first one is one hop away, the
second one is two hops away and so on. Whenever an ultrapeer
is pinged, it replies with its local pong cache. Upon receiving a
pong cache, a peer updates its local pong cache by storing the
received entries into it, with a hop count increased by one. For
example, a peer with the IP address 12 sends (My contact: (), 1
Hop: (IP: 36), 2 Hops: (IP 24)..) to n, n then stores the values (1
Hop: (IP:12), 2 Hops: (IP:36), 3 Hops: (IP 24)...) in its pong cache.
• Pong Multiplexing: Whenever a ping is received with a Time-tolive(TTL) greater than 1, the ping is relayed and the relaying peer
waits for a responding pong. When a new ping is received from
a different peer, before the pong of the last peer has received it,
the ping is not relayed, but marked in the pong routing table (it
is multiplexed). Upon receiving the pong from the first ping, the
pong will be forwarded to both peers that made the ping (it is
demultiplexed).
• GWebCache: This method is commonly used to initially fill the
peers’ routing table. A list of hosts can be placed on a webserver
and accessed by other peers.

Gnutella 0.6
ultrapeer maintain
QRP, a table with
hashes of content
stored at its leaves

All of these methods, except GWebCache, distribute recently received
liveness information to other neighbors, using active sharing detection.
Gnutella 0.6 maintain the QRP (Query Routing Protocol) between
ultrapeers and leaves. Whenever a leaf connects to an ultrapeer or
changes its documents, it submits its published content. This is a reactive
recovery on change. When a peer disconnects or does not respond, the
the corresponding hashed entries are removed from the ultrapeer’s site,
in order not to pollute the memory (its size is 8 KB). Failure recovery
and detection of a leaf peer is reactive on failure.
Gnutella does not use replication mechanisms. Every peer serves its
own files, so in a file-sharing application, popular content will often be
downloaded and shared immediately after download. This results in
indirect replication of popular content. However, rarely downloaded
(thus rarely shared) content will not be available when a query message
does not reach a peer who stores it.
Gia
Gia uses a proactive recovery with failure detection, like Gnutella 0.6, but
does not necessarily send pong caches. The authors [CRB+ 03] do not
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specify a method for how this can be done, they refer to the various
strategies of Gnutella.
Gia uses a flow control mechanism to avoid the congestion of incoming
queries. Therefore, a peer has to react to congestion by decreasing the
token allocation rate for its neighbors, or increasing it if the bandwidth
allows it. This is a reactive recovery on usage. Additionally, Gia introduces one-hop replication. Every peer sends information of its content
to its immediate neighbors, to allow more efficient query resolution.
Once the failure of a neighbor is detected, this information about the
neighbors content is removed. Therefore, Gia uses reactive recovery on
failure for its replicas.
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Gia maintenance:
pinging contacts

Gia uses replication
on a direct neighbor

3.4 influence of design decisions on the quality
After all design decisions of the observed overlays are discussed, we
investigate their influence on quality aspects in this section. We first
analyze the possible effects of the described mechanisms on scalability,
efficiency, fairness, robustness, and stability (Sections 3.4.1, 3.4.2, 3.4.3).
We then run comparative simulative evaluations in order to draw the
final conclusions about the quality influences of the design decisions. It
must be noted that we outline the effects of the designed mechanisms
but do not claim to have identified the exact reason (i.e. design decision)
for certain behavior. In order to do so, a fine granular framework
for all observed overlays must be developed to enable the exchange
of overlay mechanisms without affecting other mechanisms. This is
certainly the next step but not the focus or goal of this thesis. We
used the evaluation methodology (metrics, workloads, evaluation tools)
described in Chapter 5. Detailed simulation settings are given in
Appendix B.
3.4.1

How do these design
decisions influence
the quality?

Scalability, Efficiency, and Validity

Scalability is the quantitative adaptability of the overlay to a changing
number of participants or services in the overlay, while preserving the
validity, efficiency, and load balance. We therefore observe scalability,
efficiency, and validity at the same time, with a changing number of
participating peers.
Scalability of the overlay operations is greatly affected by the routing
strategy. If the number of introduced messages of e.g. queries, maintenance or publishing is directly proportional to the network size, a peerto-peer overlay is not scalable. In Chord and Kademlia, the complexity
of a lookup query is O(log(n)), if the routing table is up-to-date. The
maintenance complexity in Chord is O(log(n)), as it performs query
lookup for fingers as the failure detection mechanism and the number
of fingers depends on the identifier size, not the network size. In spite
of the fact that Kademlia, maintains a maximum of 3131 references
(k = 20, idLength = 160, 155 × 20 + 24 + 23 + 22 + 21 + 20 = 3131),
it uses reactive recovery on failure, thus the maintenance complexity is
O(1).

Scalability affected by
the routing. Chord
and Kademlia routing
complexity is
O(log(n))
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The maximum routing complexity of the original Gnutella 0.4, which
uses random flooding, exponentially grows with a given Time-to-Live
(TTL). However, if the TTL value is too low, too few peers are reached,
resulting in bad retrievability. Increasing the TTL logarithmically with
the network size, the same average retrievability can be achieved for
routing complexity of O(n).
Gnutella 0.6 introduces some mechanisms that greatly reduce the
network load, but the routing complexity among ultrapeers remains
the same. The most important improvement to Gnutella 0.6, regarding
scalability, is the separation of the peer’s behavior into ultrapeers and
leaves. This excludes low-bandwidth peers from the high traffic in the
network, while the ultrapeers have to also carry the traffic of their leaves.
If we assume a query depth with a full network coverage, every query
made will eventually have to reach every ultrapeer in the network.
We calculate the routing complexity on the following example. We
assume a ratio of ultrapeers to leaves of r = 20%, an ultrapeer-toultrapeer degree of dup = 32, and a leaf-to-ultrapeer degree of dleaf =
3. A “perfect” graph (this means there are no circles smaller than 4) is
therefore assumed.
We define the average leaves that are connected to an ultrapeer in
the following way: avgLvs = dleaf · ( 1r − 1) = 12. Here, 1r − 1 is the
number of leaves per ultrapeer. Since a leaf is connected to three
ultrapeers, this is additionally multiplied with dleaf
A query that reaches an ultrapeer, reaches its avgLvs = 12 connected
leaves, too. A query depth of d = 3 reaches 32 + 322 + 323 = 33824
ultrapeers, thus approximately 439 thousand peers, a query depth of
d = 2 reaches a maximum of 32 + 322 = 1056 ultrapeers, thus 12.6
thousand peers altogether. d = 3 reaches many peers in the network,
but introduces an enormous amount of bandwidth. If we assume a
query has a size of 20 bytes (which is very small), the traffic introduced
by a single query is already 700KB. A query depth d = 2 produces
an overhead of 21 KB which is acceptable, but it reaches fewer peers,
resulting in poor retrievability. We can, therefore, expect poor scalability
of Gnutella 0.6 for more than 500 thousand peers.
Gia deals with the scalability issues of original Gnutella 0.4 with
the combination of topology adaptation, biased random walk and one-hopreplication. First, Gia’s topology adaptation brings low-degree peers into
the proximity of high-degree ones. When a query is started, it uses a
biased random walk to forward the query to the peer in its routing table
with the highest available degree. One-hop replication decreases a hop
count by replicating the content at the immediate neighbors.
In the following we present the simulation results on the scalability
and efficiency of the observed overlays. Performance is presented by
hit rate and query response times and costs with the stale message ratio
and number of hops needed to resolve a query.
Figure 20 shows the comparison of hit rates in all four observed
overlays. We can see that Chord has a significantly lower hit rate, in
spite of reduced churn rate in contrast to other overlays, due to its strict
neighborhood selection. Unlike Kademlia, Gnutella 0.6, and Gia, Chord
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Figure 20: Hit rate with the increasing network size

is not able to resolve a query when contacts in the routing table are
stale. Furthermore, we can see a decrease in the hit rate for Gnutella
0.6 in a network with 10 000 peers. The decrease in performance is
occurring earlier than we assumed, in spite of the fact that the TTL is
set to 2 in the simulations. Gia and Kademlia have a hit rate of 100%,
in spite of the presence of a churn and large network size.
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Figure 21: The average query response time. Only succeeded queries are included

Figure 21 shows the average query response times of all four overlays.
With an increasing network size, Gnutella 0.6 needs significantly more
time to resolve the queries than the other overlays do. The main cause
for this is a timeout for broadcasting a query among ultrapeers. A
query is sent to a neighbor and if no result is retrieved before the
timeout of one second is exceeded, a query is forwarded to the next
neighbor and so on. In the worst case, the query response time is equal
to the number of neighbors of an ultrapeer (in our simulations it is
32, meaning a worst case query response time of 32 seconds). Chord
needs approximately 500 ms to resolve a query without a significant
increase with the growing network size. The query response time of
Gia is around 200 ms. Only a small number of hops is needed before
a high-degree peer is reached, which probably stores the resource via

Gnutella 0.6 needs
over one second,
Chord 500 ms, Gia
200ms, and Kademlia
150 ms to resolve a
query
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a one-hop replication. In larger network sizes, however, the duration
of query resolution begins to increase. Many high-degree peers have
to be contacted until one with a replicated resource is found. Due to
its concurrent lookups and large routing tables, Kademlia needs on
average 150ms until a query result can be returned.
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Figure 22: Share of stale messages

In Kademlia and
Chord, hop counts
remain almost
constant with the
growing network size,
unlike Gia and
Gnutella where it
linearly grows
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messages, while other
overlays under 0.2%

Figure 22a shows the share of messages sent to the dead contacts.
As the maintenance of the routing table of a Kademlia peer is reactive,
there is a large amount of stale contacts in the routing table of a peer.
This results in around 20% of sent stale messages in Kademlia, which
is around 10 times more than for the other overlays. Figure 22b, shows
the share of stale messages for Chord, Gia, and Gnutella 0.6. Due
to proactive recovery with failure detection, Chord has a significantly
lower stale contacts rate than Kademlia, at only 0.2%. Gnutella 0.6 has
the lowest stale contacts ratio of all of the overlays (on average 0.1%).
It is the result of the short ping interval, which is smaller than in Gia
because the failure detection is baseline instead of sharing, and does
not expand additional traffic over the neighboring peers.
The number of hops needed to resolve a query in the observed
overlays is presented in Figure 23. Our concerns about the query
routing complexity in Gnutella 0.6 and Gia proved to be correct, as the
number of hops in both overlays increases linearly with the network
size. The number of hops in Kademlia and Chord stays almost constant,
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Figure 23: Average number of hops needed to resolve a query
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with logarithmic increase with the network size (not more than 4 hops).
Summarized, we saw the vulnerability of Chord to churn, resulting
in rate of almost 40% of unsuccessfully solved lookup queries. The hit
rate in Gnutella 0.6 is decreased by 2% when the network size reaches
10 000 peers. Gia and Kademlia have 100% hit rate independent of the
network size. The average response time of the query is the worst in
Gnutella 0.6 (from 700 ms to 7s) and linearly grows with the network
size, like Gia. However, a query response time in a network of 10 000
peers is up to 500 ms in the case of Gia. Kademlia and Chord have an
almost constant response time which is 500 ms in the case of Chord and
150 ms for Kademlia. Reactive failure recovery of Kademlia results in
over 20% of stale messages, which is around 10 times more than in the
other overlays. The average hop count is drastically larger in the case
of Gnutella 0.6 than for the structured overlays and it scales linearly
with the growing network size.
We saw a big difference in the scalability of unstructured and structured overlays in terms of the number of hops and the query response
times. The big influence on both scalability and efficiency was taking
the closeness to the searched resource into account when routing (in
next-hop selection). Not only Chord and Kademlia do this by using keybased routing, but, indirectly, Gia as well. The query in Gia is routed
to the high-degree peer, which most probably stores the searched resource via one-hop replication. In spite of introducing ultrapeers and
leaves in the network structure and routing, Gnutella 0.6 inherited poor
efficiency and scalability from the original Gnutella as the majority of
routing is done with random flooding. Additionally, timeouts on each
hop in recursive routing (Gnutella 0.6) increase query response time.
Instead, either iterative routing or broadcasting to the small subset of
peers should be used while routing (as in Kademlia, with α parallel
lookup queries). A rigid neighbor selection and routing, like in Chord,
can lead to unstable behavior when peers join or fail.
3.4.2
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The big influence on
scalability and
efficiency is using
closeness metric in
next-hop selection

Fairness

Fairness in peer-to-peer overlays means the uniform distribution of the
costs for overlay operations over the peers. The load of a peer should
be proportional to its individual capacity.
In Chord, only one peer is responsible for a key. Therefore, a deterministic routing always leads to this peer when a user starts a lookup
for the key. Very popular documents can cause an overload of the peers
responsible for them.
Kademlia introduces a caching mechanism to face the balancing
problem that would appear in the case of popular files. When a query
is finished, the corresponding key-value pair is additionally stored at
the nearest peer in the query table of the peer that does not have the
key. Kademlia’s caching mechanism answers popular queries before it
reaches the k closest peers responsible for it, thus removing load from
them.

Fairness, when a file
is very popular, may
be critical in Chord,
while Kademlia solves
it with caching
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Gia uses a
token-based
flow-control
mechanism to achieve
fairness
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In Gnutella 0.6, leaves handle only small amount of traffic for keeping their connections to ultrapeers. In contrast, ultrapeers have to deal
with high-bandwidth traffic, depending on the query depth. Due to
the fixed in- and out-degree, an ultrapeer will receive query requests
only from peers directly connected to it. The Gnutella 0.6 ultrapeers
form an unstructured network, which has the advantage that popular
documents are inherently distributed throughout the network.
Gia directs queries to high-degree peers, thus they may tend to
become overloaded. These peers have to handle and forward all of
their neighbor’s queries. The token-based flow control mechanism
directs a query to the peer in the next degree down, if the tokens for
forwarding are depleted. The tokens are assigned according e.g. to a
user-defined bandwidth. The flow control mechanism introduces an
upper boundary for a peer’s traffic, but it may still leave peers with
middle and low capacities without any work, except relaying their own
queries. Gia’s flow control mechanism directs queries to lower-degree
peers, if high-degree ones are not available. This may have an impact
on the coverage of the query.
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Figure 24: Distribution of the consumed download bandwidth per peer

Gia and Gnutella take
heterogeneity of peers
into account

In Chord and
Kademlia, the most
loaded peer is twice
as loaded as the
median loaded peer

Figure 24 shows the distribution of download bandwidth consumption. In Gia, around 10% of the peers have to carry more than 500
Bps, while 60% consume less than 200 Bps. This shows the support
for heterogeneity of available bandwidth of the participating peers.
More than 75% of the peers in Gnutella 0.6 consume only very little
bandwidth (the fraction of leaves). Then (from right to left) there are
around 10% of peers with bandwidth consumption of around 50 Bps
and then a continuous increase up to 400 bps (the fraction of ultrapeers).
This unequal load among ultrapeers may result from joining phase.
When a leaf joins the network, it contacts the first available ultrapeer
that has free slots (e.g. via web cache). In Kademlia, only 2% of the
peers consume 200 bps or more, which is around 2,5 times more than
the average bandwidth consumption of a peer. Chord proved to be
well load balanced, with a very small fraction (less than 0.1%) of peers
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consuming around 50 Bps, which is around twice that of an average
loaded peer.
We can conclude that using Kademlia or Chord can result in an
overload of low capacity peers, when peers’ capacity is heterogeneous.
Their routing strategy and graph embedding does not take peer capacity
into account. However, connecting too many peers to a high-capacity
peer can, again, result in uneven distribution among high-capacity
peers.
3.4.3

Robustness and Stability

Robustness is the persistence of a peer-to-peer overlay when crucial
parts of a system fail, while stability observes the system persistence
under system perturbations such as intensive or frequent overlay operations (e.g. queries, leaving, joining).
The main design decision for achieving robustness and stability is
timely maintenance.
As we have already seen, Chord has severe stability problems under
churn, due to its strict neighbor selection and routing topology. If new
failures occur during the stabilization process of fixing a broken ring, it
can result in multiple independent rings.
Kademlia has a much larger routing table than Chord – 160 k-buckets
containing k contacts each, resulting in a maximum of 3131 contacts,
instead of only a single finger per entry, resulting in 171 entries in routing table in Chord. Additionally, a Kademlia peer sends query request
to α peers in parallel. It is, therefore, very unlikely that routing will
fail due to stale contacts. In order not to produce enormous overhead
by periodical failure detection messages, Kademlia uses reactive failure
recovery. As we saw, it results in more than 20% of messages sent to the
stale contacts.
In Gnutella 0.6, both leaves and ultrapeers keep the connections to
multiple ultrapeers. When a neighbor fails, it is simply replaced by
other contacts, which are kept fresh with pong caches. In Gia, the
mechanism to ensure stability is nearly the same. Peers stay connected
to many neighbors and add a new contact if an established connection
fails.
Figures 25 and 25 show the hit rate and share of stale messages when
at time point t0 , 50% of the peers simultaneously fail. Because of the
extreme instability of Chord, only 10% of its peers fail at that moment.
Kademlia shows the best stability of all the overlays. Its query success
stays at 100%, due to its large routing table and the iterative query
resolution. In Gia, around 8% of the queries fail. Gnutella has a higher
rate of failing queries. A leaf sends a query to an ultrapeer which
handles it. If the ultrapeer fails during this query, the result will not be
returned. Thus, for approximately 40 seconds, 30% of the queries fail.
Chord shows the worst performance decrease and does not recover,
even if only 10% of the peers fail. Around 50% of the queries fail after
t0 .

Chord unstable,
Kademlia very robust
even when 50% peers
fail

Gia and Gnutella 0.6
have no robustness or
stability issues
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Figure 25: Decrease of query success when 50% of the peers simultaneously
fail at t0 (except Chord where only 10% peers fail)

In Figure 26, we see the ratio of stale messages sent after t0 . All
overlays experience a peak of stale messages ratio which drops back to
zero after 20 seconds. Only Kademlia continues sending messages to
stale contacts, rather than removing them from their routing table.
50

Stale Messages Ratio (%)
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Figure 26: Share of stale messages when 50% of the peers simultaneously fail
at t0 (except Chord where only 10% peers fail)

Summarized, we can see that large routing tables with low and longrange connections and parallel, iterative routing, improve robustness
significantly. On the other hand, rigid neighbor selection and routing
strategy makes the overlay vulnerable to changes in participating nodes,
especially failures.
3.5 lessons learned
We observed four search overlays of different types which are well established in research and deployed in practical peer-to-peer applications.
They are designed mostly for file-sharing applications or distributed
storage. In spite of their different purposes (not for fully retrievable
search, but one lookups), we can learn from their designs and de-

3.6 summary

rive some conclusions regarding our main goal and the corresponding
requirements.
We show the significance of the relation between the management of
identifier space and graph embedding (property of structured overlays)
which enables greedy routing and increases validity and efficiency of
query resolution. However, the very strict bond between them together
with rigid neighbor selection and routing strategy makes the overlay
unstable and vulnerable to failures of the peers. Keeping local and longrange contacts plays a big role in efficiency, validity, and robustness. In
order to achieve greedy and efficient routing, a peer identifier space
must be chosen to relate to the user queries. Furthermore, a notion of
closeness to the searched resource while routing and choosing the next
hop must exist. To improve load balancing corresponding to the peer
capacity, an overlay design must take heterogeneity of the peers into
account. Timely failure recovery reduces the number of messages sent
to unavailable peers and improves robustness.
For our goal, i.e. building a peer-to-peer overlay for fully retrievable
location-based search, only structured indexing and routing would
guarantee completeness of the results. That implies peer location
information in the peer identifier space to support greedy routing to
resolve location-based searches. Both local and long-range contacts
must be included in the routing table. As location-based search is
two-dimensional, the management of the identifier space must be two
dimensional, too rather than of one-dimensional as it is case in DHTs
(ranges of the hash values).
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Design decisions
crucial for quality of
an overlay

A foundation for
building our overlay

3.6 summary
This chapter described an important step in engineering a peer-to-peer
overlay networks – acquiring knowledge about existing design decisions from relevant solutions. We first presented the taxonomy of existing overlays regarding their purpose, structure, and query types. We
analyzed the design decisions of structured (Chord and Kademlia), unstructured (Gia), and hybrid (Gnutella 0.6) peer-to-peer overlays which
are well established in research and deployed in practical peer-to-peer
applications. We observed six classes of design decisions, according to
the reference architecture model of peer-to-peer overlays from Aberer
et al [LAG+ 05]. In order to see the influence of these design decisions
on the quality aspects, we analyzed the possible effects and performed
comparative simulation evaluations.
In our evaluations of scalability and efficiency, we saw the big difference between unstructured and structured overlays, in terms of the
number of hops and query response times. Hit rate in Gnutella 0.6
decreased by 2% when the network size reached 10 000 peers. Gia and
Kademlia had 100% hit rate independently of the network size. Average
response time of the query was the worst in Gnutella 0.6 (from 700
ms to 7 s) and linearly grew with the network size, like Gia. However,
a query response time in network of 10 000 peers is up to 500 ms in
the case of Gia. Kademlia and Chord had almost constant response

Taxonomy of overlays
presented, Chord,
Kademlia, Gia, and
Gnutella 0.6 chosen
for further analysis
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Summary of
comparative
evaluations of
observed overlays

The main conclusions
of this chapter
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times which were 500 ms in the case of Chord and 150 ms for Kademlia.
The reactive failure recovery of Kademlia results in over 20% of stale
messages, which was around 10 times more than in the other overlays.
The average hop count is drastically bigger in the case of Gnutella 0.6
than for structured overlays and it scaled linearly with the growing
network size.
Regarding fairness, in Gia around 10% of the peers had to carry more
than 500 Bps, while 60% consumed less than 200 Bps. More than 75% of
the peers in Gnutella 0.6 consumed only a little bandwidth. There are
around 10% of peers with bandwidth consumption of around 50 Bps
and then continuous increase up to 400 bps. This unequal load among
ultrapeers may result from the joining phase. When a leaf joins the
network, it contacts the first available ultrapeers that have free slots (e.g.
via web cache). In Kademlia, only 2% of the peers consume 200 bps
or more, which is around 2,5 times more than the average bandwidth
consumption of a peer. Chord proved to have good load balancing,
with very small fraction (less than 0.1%) of peers consuming around 50
bps, which is around twice that of an average loaded peer.
Kademlia shows the best robustness of all the overlays. Its query
success stays at 100%, due to its large routing table, and the iterative
query resolution. In Gia, around 8% of the queries fail. Gnutella has
a higher rate of failing queries. A leaf sends a query to an ultrapeer
which handles it. If the ultrapeer fails during this query, the result
will not be returned. Thus, for approximately 40 seconds, 30% of the
queries fail. Chord shows the worst performance decrease of 50% and
does not recover, even if only 10% of the peers fail.
We concluded that greedy and efficient routing increases the validity
and efficiency of query resolution. In order to achieve greedy and
efficient routing, a peer identifier space must be chosen to relate to
the user queries. Furthermore, a notion of closeness to the searched
resource while routing and choosing the next hop must exist. However,
very rigid neighbor selection and routing strategy make the overlay
unstable and vulnerable to the failures of the peers. Keeping local
and long-range contacts, plays an important role in efficiency, validity,
and robustness. To improve load balancing, corresponding to the peer
capacity, an overlay design must take the heterogeneity of the peers
into account. Timely failure recovery reduces the number of messages
sent to unavailable peers and improves robustness.
Based on these findings, the basis for the suitable design choices to
realize our goal is given: it is a structured overlay with the identifier
space containing the information about offered resources and a notion
of closeness to the searched resource while routing and choosing the
next hop must exist. As location-based search is two-dimensional,
management of the identifier space must also be two dimensional,
rather than one-dimensional, as is case in DHTs (ranges of the hash
values).

A P E E R - T O - P E E R O V E R L AY F O R L O C AT I O N - B A S E D
SEARCH - GLOBASE.KOM
The main goal of this thesis is engineering a peer-to-peer overlay network that enables fully retrievable location based searches. It meets
the requirements stated in Section 1.2 and the design decisions are
based on the comparative analysis and evaluation of the existing peerto-peer overlays, presented in the previous chapter. This overlay network, its protocol and used mechanisms are in further text referred as
Globase.KOM which stands for Geographical LOcation BAsed SEarch.
After all assumptions for the design are described, design decisions
are presented according to the reference architecture of peer-to-peer
overlays given by Aberer et al. [AH02]. Details of certain design aspects
are discussed in separate sections.

4
This chapter presents
a novel peer-to-peer
overlay for fully
retrievable
location-based search

4.1 assumptions
The design of Globase.KOM assumes geolocation of the peers, an
appropriate map projection and defines resources and their descriptions,
while taking the heterogeneity and mobility of peers into consideration.
4.1.1

Geolocation

We assume that each peer is aware of its geographical location. The
assessment the location can be performed in any of the following ways:
• Using GPS (global positioning system) receivers, integrated into many
mobile phones, PDAs, vehicles and portable navigation systems.
As the chipset prices have dropped, GPS receivers are expected to
find many new applications and to be integrated into standard
laptops and other end-systems. Revenue from the sale of GPS
chipsets is expected to grow from the current $729 million to
nearly $1.3 billion in 2013 [Dat08]. The precision of geolocation
using GPS devices is about 20 meters outdoors. They are, however,
ineffective indoors.
• Mapping from an IP address is a non-invasive yet imprecise geolocation. It uses different mapping techniques, such as querying the
Whois server [WHO85], exploiting the user-entered location data
on web sites, extracting the relevant information in the DNS name
of an Internet host, or the delay-based technique relying on the
empirical measurements of network delay. The description and
analysis of available techniques can be found in [PS01]. There is a
lot of geolocation software available, such as MaxMind [Max09],
IP2Location [TM09], or IP2Geonet [IP209]. The precision is unfortunately very low. Despite it having [Max09] 99.8% accuracy
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How do peers assess
their geographical
location? Both the
process of getting this
information and the
information itself are
referred as
geolocation.
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at a country level, the median error of this geolocation varies
from 28 kilometers to several hundred kilometers. According to
[Max09] the possibility of an incorrect geolocation for more than
40 kilometers is between 3% and 45%, depending on the country.
• Using a Wi-Fi connection location which uses radio beacons such as
802.11 access points, GSM cell phone towers, and fixed Bluetooth
devices for geolocation [Pla], [LCC+ 05b]. The location of these
beacons, identified by unique or semi-unique ID, is used for the
estimation of a clients’ location. Unlike geolocation through GPS
devices, this technique works just as well indoors as outdoors.
Accuracy is very high - median error varies from 13.5 metres to
31.3 metres.
• Geocoding transforms manually entered postal addresses to geolocation based on online mapping tools, such as [Inc09], [GMa09a],
[Geo09], or [GMa09b]. The accuracy is high (up to hundreds of
meters) for industrialized countries like USA, Canada, Japan and
most EU countries. However, for developing countries, precision
is on country level.
Representation of
geolocation and map
projection used

The description of geolocation is in the form of longitude and latitude
values in DMS format, which is standard in geographic information
systems (GIS) and Global Positioning Systems (GPS) (e.g. 44°49’14”N
20°27’44”E for Belgrade). Further details on geographical coordinate
system and Plate Carée map projection which is used can be found in
Appendix C.
4.1.2

Heterogeneity of
peers in terms of
capacity, network
connection and online
behavior is both
supported and
exploited

Heterogeneity of Peers

Resources and capabilities of Internet participants vary greatly - some
may be mobile end-devices with little storage capacity, processing
power, and poor network connection, while others might be powerful
desktop machines or even server-like machines with large RAM and
good network connectivity. Furthermore, the online behavior of users
(particularly in peer-to-peer systems) differs. Some may be online
for very long durations, while others are not. To learn about the
online behavior, a mechanism much like the burn-in optimization of
[Dar05] can be used. Strategies for superpeer selections are discussed
in [ZCWQ08].
The heterogeneity of the participating peers is both supported and
exploited. More powerful peers with good network connectivity, which
are publicly reachable, and tend to stay online for long periods of time
get more significant role in the overlay network. They have additional
responsibilities in indexing, replication and caching (see 4.3). The
"regular" (non-super) peers in the network simply offer and consume
services without having additional responsibilities.

4.2 a brief overview of globase.kom overlay network

4.1.3

Mobility of Peers

In Section 1.2.1, we say that support for mobile users must be considered
in some extent. It also says that we assume users are searching for static
objects - gas stations, restaurants, emergency stations etc. Therefore,
all providers of the services are static while their users can be mobile.
In the design of Globase.KOM, mobile peers are treated just as clients,
unlike pure peer-to-peer systems where each participant both provides
and consumes services.
4.1.4
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Mobile peers are
assumed not to be
providers of services

Description of Resources

We assume that peers provide information about the services related to
their geolocation. The services can be chat, live streaming, reservations,
online shopping etc. The resources can be described by their geolocation
and optional metadata description (e.g. hotel, hospital, restaurant). An
example of a query, an area search in Globase.KOM is ’find all peers in
the radius of 50 km around Darmstadt’

Resources in
Globase.KOM are
described by
geolocation of the
peers and optional
metadata

4.2 a brief overview of globase.kom overlay network
Globase.KOM is a superpeer-based overlay forming a tree enhanced
with interconnections. Superpeers are chosen from publicly reachable,
static peers with more capacity, spare bandwidth, and good network
connectivity. The world projection is divided in rectangular, not overlapping zones, as presented in Figure 27. Each zone is assigned to a
superpeer that is located inside of the zone and keeps overlay/underlay
contact addresses to all peers in that zone. Superpeers form the tree
where superpeer A is called the parent of superpeer B when B’s zone
is inside A’s zone.

Figure 27: Basic structure of the Globase.KOM overlay

Globase.KOM is a
hybrid structured
overlay, with 2D
index
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Beside parent and children connections, each superpeer maintains
interconnections to the superpeers in the higher levels of the same
branch or to the superpeers from the different branches. The inner zones
are formed once a number of peers inside exceed a load threshold. A
newly formed zone is then assigned to one peer in that area, that fulfills
the requirements for becoming a superpeer. PeerID has information
about the zone of responsibility and the geolocation of a peer. When a
peer in the zone of superpeer B initiates an area search, it sends a query
message to superpeer B. In the overlay and zone structure from Figure
27, if the zone does not intersect the zone superpeer B is responsible for,
the query message will be forwarded to the superpeer A. This process
continues on each superpeer in the path. Eventually, superpeers A, C,
and D will reply with the list of the matching results. All details will
be further described in the following sections.
4.3 design decisions
Design decisions are
explained according
to the reference
architecture of p2p
overlays [LAG+ 05]

Globase.KOM is a structured hybrid overlay. Peers P are connected to
the responsible superpeers PS ∈ P which makes the overlay hybrid.
Superpeers are connected in a structured overlay and there is a relation
between resources and the overlay topology. The design decisions of
Globase.KOM are presented using reference model [LAG+ 05] described
in Section 3. In the following text both regular peers and superpeers
are referred as ’peers’.
4.3.1

Choice of an Identifier Space

As previously discussed in 4.1.4, peers provide services related to their
location and information about them. Resources are addressed by their
location and metadata description from the predefined set of categories.
This implies that both peers and resources can be addressed with the
identifier containing their location and metadata description. However,
for more efficient communication (see 4.3.3), the peer identifier contains
additional information about the management of the identifier space.
The identifier space of peers and resources in Globase.KOM is not
identical but nonetheless related.

The identifier of a
peer contains
geolocation, zone of
responsibility, and
random part

Peers
The identifier space IP of peers in Globase.KOM is from 0 to 2( 184). It
is the concatenation of three natural numbers loc, zone and rand (like
presented on Figure 28) so that
f : N3 → N
f(iloc , izone , rand) : 2↑log(zone)+↑log(rand) · iloc + 2↑log(rand) · izone + rand
where:

• iloc is a representation of geolocation loc (represented by ↑
log(loc) = 58 Bits),

4.3 design decisions
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• izone , where zone is the zone a superpeer is resposible for, is a
representation of it (see 4.3.3). This representation contains its
geolocation of bottom left and top right point of a rectangular
zone. In the case of regular peers, this field is filled with zeros. In
that way we can identify the type of the peer (a regular peer or a
superpeer) just by its identifier. It uses ↑ log(zone) = 116 Bits for
its representation.
• rand is a random part to support the existence of more than one
thousand peers in the same location. The number of Bits for the
representation of the random part rand is ↑ log(rand) = 10.

Figure 28: Structure of Peer Identifier Space

The set of superpeers PS is defined as PS = {X ∈ P | izonex (= 0}.
We define ⊆ : P × P → {0, 1} so that:
• X ⊂ Y = 1 for X, Y ∈ PS : zonex ⊆ zoney or X ∈
/ PS , Y ∈
PS : locx ⊂ zoney ,
• X ⊂ Y = 0 otherwise
Further, we define ∩ : P × P → P so that:

• ∀X, Y, Z ∈ P : X ∩ Y = Z if zonex ∩ zoney = zonez ,
• ∀X, Y ∈ P : X ∩ Y = ∅ if ¬(X ⊂ Y ∧ Y ⊂ X).

A closeness metric dP : IP × IP → N for the identifiers x and y of
the corresponding peers X and Y is defined as

dP (x, y) =




0,






1,













2,






if x = y ∨ locx = locy ;
if X ⊂ Y ∧ (¬∃Z ∈ PS ) : X ⊂ Z ⊂ Y,

if Y ⊂ X ∧ (¬∃Z ∈ PS ) : Y ⊂ Z ⊂ X;
if X ⊂ Y ∧ ∃Z ∈ PS : X ⊂ Z ⊂ Y,

if Y ⊂ X ∧ ∃Z ∈ PS : Y ⊂ Z ⊂ X;


3,
if X, Y ∈ PS ∧ X ∩ Y = ∅






∧(∃Z1 ∈ PS : X ⊂ Z1 ∧ ¬∃Q : (X ⊂ Q ⊂ Z1 ))







∧(∃Z2 ∈ PS : Y ⊂ Z2 ∧ ¬∃T : (Y ⊂ T ⊂ Z2 ))






⇒ Z1 = Z2 ;





! 4, otherwise.

A closeness metric for
peer identifiers
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This identifier space is not a metric space, as ∀x, y, z ∈ IP : d(x, z) !
d(x, y) + d(y, z) and ∀x, y ∈ IP : d(x, y) = 0 ⇒ x = y are not true.
The example of distance 3, where the following holds d(x, y) = 3 and
d(x, z1 ) = 1, d(y, z1 ) = 1, and the fact that more services can be on
the same geolocation, prove that fact. This closeness metric is used for
management of the identifier space, graph embedding, and routing
strategy.

The identifier space of
a resource contains
its geolocation and an
optional string
representing its
metadata

Resources
The identifier space IR of resources r ∈ R in Globase.KOM contains
geolocation loc (58 Bits) and an optional string meta representing the
metadata (restaurants, emergency stations, etc. See Section 4.1.4).
The closeness metric dR : IP × IR → N for a peer X and a resource
W with the identifiers x and w respectively is defined as

dR (x, w) =




0,






1,








2,











! 3,

if locx = locw ;
if X ∈ PS , locw ∈ zonex
∧(¬∃Z ∈ PS ) : (locw ∈ zonez ∧ zonez ⊂ zonex )
if X ∈ PS , locw ∈ zonex

∧∃Z ∈ PS : locw ∈ zonez ⊂ zonex

otherwise

where z is the identifier of a peer Z.
The aim of this design decision is to enable deterministic routing
and resolving queries based on peer and resource identifiers. The
messages will be sent only to the peers that are either responsible for the
queried resources or are in the shortest route path. Both efficiency and
retrievability can be improved by this decision. The relation between
the identifier space of peers and resources indicates structured overlays.
4.3.2

Peers are responsible
for resources in their
location

Mapping of Entities to the Identifier Space

Identifier part loc is given according to geolocation of peers and resources. In the case of mobile peers, identifier part loc represents the
location of the peer when joining the network. As mobile peers do
not provide services, their location is not crucial for indexing. Initially,
zone is zero, as a newly joined peer is always treated as regular peer.
Upon promotion of a regular peer to a superpeer, its identification part
zone is defined according to the assigned zone of the responsibility.
This identifier change implies an update of routing tables, which is
discussed in Section 4.3.4. Random part rand of a peer identifier is
defined in a joining process by its responsible superpeer. The process
of bootstrapping and joining is described in Section 4.4. An optional
metadata description m of the resource identifier is defined by a peer
upon joining. Summarized, the mapping FP : P → IP that associates
peers with the identifiers from IP has the following characteristics:
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• It is complete as all peers are associated with an identifier all the
time,
• Mapping is one-to-one meaning ∀x, y ∈ IP : x (= y ⇒ FP (x) (=
FP (y),
• Mapping is partially dynamic as the identification of a peer
changes once it becomes a superpeer.
Resources are mapped to the resource identifier space IR , using
function FR : R → IR where a peer with component loc in its identifier
is responsible for the resource with the identifier containing loc as the
location component. As resources need to be uniquely identified, the
mapping FR is injective. This mapping implies the semantical closeness
between resources and the corresponding peers.
4.3.3

Management of the Identifier Space

When bootstrapping the system, just one zone exists, covering the entire
world, which is assigned to the first superpeer. Peers with high CPU
power, good network connection, and a history of long online times, are
marked as potential superpeers. As the network grows, highly loaded
areas are clustered into rectangular zones using a clustering algorithm
and assigned to one peer in that area, which becomes a superpeer by
taking over the zone. The process of forming zones is described in
Section 4.5. As described in Section 4.1.4, it is assumed that each peer
provides information about the services related to their geolocation;
however, superpeers are responsible for caching all resources stored in
the zone of the responsibility. Thereby even if the peers are offline, basic
information about their resources will be available at their superpeers.

Figure 29: Management of the resource identifier space

Figure 29 depicts the resource management among the superpeers.
For example, superpeer B manages resources in the zone containing Europe and superpeer E in the zone around the south of Africa. However,
superpeer B does not manage the inner zone assigned to superpeer E.

Superpeers are
responsible for peers
in their zone
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Summarized, the function describing the management of the identifier space in Globase.KOM M : IP → P∈ , assigns each peer the responsibility for the set of identifiers FR (r) ∈ IP of the resources r. It is
complete as each identifier is being managed. It is effected by proximity,
meaning that for a resource on a given location loc, responsible peers
are:
• peer XP on the same location, locXP and
• the corresponding superpeer XPS , closest to the resource according to the closeness metric dR
XPS ∈ M(i) ⇒ dP (FP (XS ), i) = minY($=XP )∈PS (FP (Y), i).

Therefore, M is injective, one-to-one, with the cardinality |M(i)| = 2;
two peers are responsible for one resource. It changes dynamically as
the new zones are being formed and peers in them are assigned to a
new responsible superpeer.
4.3.4

A basic neighborhood
corresponds to tree
node relations

In order to provide
long-range contacts,
a peer maintains
interconnection lists

Graph Embedding

A crucial requirement for the design of peer-to-peer location-based
search is complete retrievability of the location-based searches, such as
area search. Having peers as resources (Section 4.1.4) implies a close
relation between the design of routing topology (graph embedding)
and indexing structure (management of identifier space). The figure
29 is a valid depiction of both the management of indexing space and
the basic routing topology of Globase.KOM, which can be modeled as
a superpeer-based tree. Each zone is assigned to a superpeer located
inside the zone, which keeps overlay and underlay contact addresses to
all peers in that zone. Superpeers form a tree where peer A is called
the parent of peer B, when B’s zone is inside A’s zone. Figure 30 shows
the views of superpeers on different levels.
The basic routing topology is enhanced with the interconnections.
Each superpeer maintains connections to other superpeers besides its
parent and children. Also, each peer caches the contact information of
other superpeers besides its parent. The main purpose of interconnections is to balance the load as they are shortcuts from one branch to the
other branches of the tree. Thereby the routing through higher levels of
the tree is avoided whenever it is possible. Additionally, bypassing the
root superpeer makes query responses more efficient, especially in the
case of a degenerated tree. There are two kinds of interconnections:
• Wide interconnections, that connect two superpeers from different
branches (distance 3 between their identifiers). Using wide interconnections, routing bypasses the peers in the higher level of
the tree, improving load balancing and providing faster query
resolution.
• High interconnections, that connect two superpeers in the same
branch (distance 2 between their identifiers), help in failure recovery process.

4.3 design decisions

Figure 30: Basic routing topology of the Globase.KOM

Reiter [RSW05] presented an algorithm for constructing a fault-tolerant
communication structure out of a core tree structure, where each peer
initially only knows its parent and children. Their focus is the construction of an expander graph from a tree, using a random walk for
collecting new edges such that the node in the graph have node degrees
close to some constant. Tree reconstruction after failures is done by
using new edges and heavily relies on the root of the tree.

Figure 31: Interconnections

Our approach modifies Reiter’s approach to avoid relying on the root
superpeer in tree reconstruction, during failure recovery (explained
in Section 4.3.6). Interconnections are used, which can direct to new
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No active collection of
interconnections, but
peers learn from the
received messages

Each zone has a
replica superpeer

Formal description of
the graph embedding
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parents in the tree. As a random walk introduces additional protocol
overhead and traffic, the peers in Globase.KOM learn about new contacts through received messages (with similar maintenance costs as in
[MM02]). Additionally, interconnections are collected from the parent
superpeers and other interconnections.
Each query message includes the address of the query initiator and
the address of the responsible superpeer (for detailed description of
messages in Globase, see Appendix H). Upon receiving a message, each
superpeer or peer checks if the initiator is its parent or child and if it is
part of its subtree. Checking is done with a simple calculation of the
described zone in the sender’s ID. If the sender is not a parent or a
child, then the recipient adds the sender to its interconnection list. The
size of an interconnection list as well as their effect on the performance
and costs are investigated in Section 6.1.2.
In order to have an efficient failure recovery, each zone has a replica
superpeer. That is a peer, marked as potential superpeer which is the
closest to the geometrical center of the zone. It receives the complete
routing table of the superpeer responsible for the zone with periodic
updates (see Section 4.3.6).
In summary, the routing topology can be modeled as a symmetric
directed graph G = (P, E), where P is set of vertices (or peers), and E
set of edges, connections. Although the core structure of Globase.KOM
is a tree, as interconnections introduce cycles, the resulting structure is
not a tree. Each peer maintains a routing table, a set of connections to
the neighboring peers N(p) where N : P → 2P .
Each superpeer X ∈ PS maintains the contact addresses of:
• the peers inside its zone of responsibility, excluding the inner
zones, ∀Q ∈
/ PS : dP (FP (X), FP (Q)) ! 1
• superpeers responsible for inner zones (children in the tree),
• the parent node in the tree ∀Q ∈ PS : dP (FP (X), FP (Q)) = 1,
• the root superpeer R ∈ PS ,
• interconnected superpeers I ∈ PS : dP (FP (X), FP (I)) ! 3,
• brother superpeers (with the same parent superpeer) in the case
of direct children of the root superpeer,
• the replicated superpeers, and
• a cache list of recently contacted peers.
Each regular peer maintains the following contact addresses:
• the parent superpeer Q ∈ PS : dP (FP (X), FP (Q)) = 1,
• the root superpeer R ∈ PS ,
• interconnected superpeers I ∈ PS : dP (FP (X), FP (I)) ! 3,
• a cache list of recently contacted peers.
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The routing table is not always symmetrical, meaning that if a peer
X maintains the contact address of a peer Y (Y is a neighbor of X) it
does not necessarily imply that the routing table of peer Y contains
the contact information of peer X (X is a neighbor of Y). Connections
between superpeers are symmetrical. Connections between peers and
connections to superpeers, that are not direct parents, are asymmetrical.
As we can see, the neighboring relationship is tightly connected with
the distance function defined in 4.3.1 in order to enable efficient routing.
Peers are connected to their immediate neighbors (parent and children
peers)
∀X, ∀Y ∈ P : dP (FP (X), FP (Y)) < 3 ⇒ Y ∈ N(X)
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Local and long-range
contacts are selected
according to the
closeness metric

which brings the local connectivity of the graph. To improve robustness, each peer maintains a subset of long-range contacts X, Y ∈
P, dP (FP (X), FP (Y)) > 3, such as wide interconnections and connection
to the root superpeer.
4.3.5

Routing Strategy

Corresponding to the functional requirements described in the Section
1.2.2, the primary goal of Globase.KOM is finding the peers that are
responsible for the resources r which are described by metadata meta
and:
• located in the location L (lookup),

Routing strategy for
area search, find the
closest, and lookup

• closest to the location L (find the closest), or
• inside of the area A (area search).
Location L is described by a geolocation representation (see Section
4.1.1), and area A is described by the geolocation of its center C and
radius r.
The routing strategy for these three types of queries is different and
will be discussed separately.
Lookup
The result of the lookup for the resource r described with the location
Lr and metadata metar will be found on peers FR (r):
• set of peers ∀X ∈ P, x = FP (X) :
(locx = L ∧ metaF −1 (x) = meta)
R

• ∅ if ¬∃X ∈ P, x = FP (X) : (locx = L ∧ metaF

R

−1 (x)

= meta)

The routing strategy in Globase.KOM is greedy, meaning that the
query is forwarded to the neighbor which is closest to the destination,
peer FR (r) (according to the closeness metric dR described in Section
4.3.1). After checking for matching peer in all connections of the initiator
of the query, the lookup message, which includes the address of the
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initiator, is forwarded to an interconnection I where dR (FP (I), r) " 2
or if there are no such, further upwards in the tree, using parentconnections. This repeats on each superpeer in the route, which receives
the lookup message, until FR (r) is reached.
Area Search
The result of the area search for the resources r in the area A, described
by metadata metar , will be found on peers FR (r):
• set of peers ∀X ∈ P, x = FP (X) :
(locx ∈ A ∧ metaF −1 (x) = meta)
R

Routing for area
search is recursive,
more superpeers send
matching results

• ∅ if ¬∃X ∈ P, x = FP (X) : (locx ∈ A ∧ metaF

R

−1 (x)

= meta)

The final routing destinations of an area search message are the
following superpeers: ∀X ∈ PS : zonex ∩ A (= ∅. The routing here is
similar to the routing strategy in lookup. Each superpeer in the routing
path however, checks if his zone intersects the area A given in the area
search query. If it intersects, the superpeer sends to the initiator of
the query the list of the peers from the intersecting area. The search
is considered finished after a specific timeout. Simulation studies 6.1
showed that the optimal value for this timeout is 2 seconds. For each
received message, interconnections are updated as described in Section
4.3.4. An example of an area search is given in Figure 32. A peer in

Figure 32: Example of an area search

the zone of superpeer B sends an area search message containing a
description of the marked zone. As the zone does not intersect the
zone superpeer B is responsible for, the area search message will be
forwarded to the superpeer A. This process continues on each superpeer
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in the path. Eventually, superpeers A, C, and D will reply with the list
of the matching results.
Find the closest
The result of the find the closest query for the resources r described by
the location L and metadata metar , will be found on exactly one peer
FR (r):
• ∃X ∈ P, x = FP (X) :
(d(locx , L) = minY∈P (d(locy , L) ∧ metaF
• ∅ if ¬∃X ∈ P, x = FP (X) : metaF

R

−1 (x)

R

−1 (x)

= meta))

= meta

where d is the geographical distance between two points.
An example of the routing strategy for a find closest peer query is
depicted in Figure 33. The initiator of a query checks for matching
peers from its contacts and calculates the distance d0 = (L, p0 ) to
the closest one p0 , if any are found.The find closest message (which
includes d0 ) is then forwarded to the superpeer S1 ∈ PS : L ∈ zoneS1 ,
whose zone of responsibility contains the location L. If it finds a closer
matching peer p1 ∈ P : d(locp1 , L) = d1 < d0 , then it calculates the
distance dborder1 from the location L to the closest border of its zone.
If d1 > dborder1 then the superpeer forwards the message (including
d1 ) to its parent superpeer S2 . It looks for a matching peer p2 in its
zone and calculates its distance d2 = d(L, p2 ) to the given location L.
Further, the distance dborder2 between the border of zone S1 and its
closest brother S3 is calculated. If d2 > dborder2 then the superpeer
S3 is queried for matching peers. If the distance d3 from the matching
peer p3 found in the zone of S3 is smaller than d2 , then the resulting
peer p3 is retrieved to the initiator of the query.

Figure 33: Example of the find the closest query

Otherwise,

Routing for find the
closest is also
recursive
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• if d1 > d0 then p0 is the final result,
• if d1 < dborder1 , then p1 is the result,
• if d2 < dborder2 , then p2 is the result.
The number of hops in the resulting route of a find the closest peer
query depends on the distance d(locinitiator , L) and on how many
innerzones are involved in the query. For example, if there was a childzone of the zone of superpeer S1 or S3 which has matching peer closer
to given location L, the number of involved superpeers would increase.
4.3.6

Maintenance
strategy is proactive

Failure detection
mechanism is not the
same for all
connection types

Maintenance Strategy

Autonomy of peers in peer-to-peer overlay networks implies high dynamics of peer participation. As each peer in Globase.KOM is both
server and a client at the same time (with the exception of mobile
peers), their participation directly influences on the availability of the
resources and connectivity of the network. Maintenance of contacts
and resources are crucial for all quality properties, besides robustness
and stability (see Section 1.2.3). As discussed in the previous chapter
(particularly in Section 3.3.6), the maintenance strategy consist of failure
detection and failure recovery. After the failure of a peer is detected
(using failure detection mechanisms), suitable mechanisms are used
to keep the network connected and resources available (using failure
recovery mechanisms).
Globase.KOM has seven main types of the neighbor-relations:
1. parent ↔ child (superpeer↔ superpeer),
2. superpeer ↔ and its interconnections (superpeer ↔ superpeer),
3. superpeer ↔ replicated superpeer (superpeer ↔ superpeer),
4. child peer ↔ parent (a regular peer ↔ its parent superpeer),
5. a regular peer → interconnected superpeer (a regular peer →
superpeer),
6. peer → root superpeer (peer → root superpeer), and
7. peer → cached connection (peer → peer).
Each of these neighbor connections has different importance for the
robustness of the overlay. For example, failure of a regular peer does
not affect routing as the routing strategies use mainly superpeer connections. Cache connections are also not crucial for the robustness:
However, the connection between a superpeer and its replica is valuable in keeping the peers connected. Additionally, each connection
type is exposed to different dynamics of failures. Connections between
superpeers fail less frequently than the connections that involve regular peers. Therefore, our design of failure detection and recovery
mechanism considers all types of the connections separately.
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Failure Detection
Globase.KOM employs both active and passive, baseline and sharing failure detection. We use both, a gossip and probe approach, i.e.
sending periodical message ’I am alive’ or ’Are you alive?’ respectively.
In the case of the connections between two superpeers (cases 1-3), periodical probing with sharing is used. After missing a sequence of three
probe messages a failure is detected. The negative liveness information
is then shared downwards in the tree (using parent ↔ child superpeer
connections). In that way regular peers are also being informed about
failures of their high interconnected superpeers. A probing frequency
must be high in the case of direct parent/child superpeer and replicated
superpeer connections. These connections build the basic tree overlay
structure which is maintained with the highest priority.
A superpeer sends periodically ’I am alive’ liveness information to its
regular peers it is responsible for (case 4). After missing a sequence of
three such messages, a peer detects the failure of its parent superpeer.
The superpeer receives periodically liveness information from a regular
peers, too. However, the frequency of these messages are significantly
smaller than that of the messages from the superpeer. The reason
for this choice is that liveness information of peers is only necessary
for some cases of find closest queries. A superpeer maintains the basic
information of its peers and sends a matching subset of them to an
initiator of a query. Eventually, the initiator establishes a contact with
the particular peer and learns about its liveness. A failure detection of
a child peer ↔ parent connection is therefore an active, baseline using
gossip approach.
Failures of connections between a regular peer and an interconnected
superpeer or cached contact (case 5 and 7) are passively detected. Once
a peer needs to use its cached contact, it piggybacks a probe with an
explicit acknowledgment. A regular peer does not need to actively
probe its interconnected superpeer as it finds that liveness information
out from its parent superpeer.
Connection peer → root superpeer (in the case a peer is not the direct
child of the root superpeer) is probed passively, as this negative liveness
information (as well as information about the new root superpeer) is
shared to all peers downwards in the tree. The reason for this choice is
reducing redundant burst of traffic to the root superpeer.
Failure Recovery
The goal of failure recovery is to replace connections to failed peers with
the appropriate connections that preserve the regular routing method.
Failure recovery begins once a failure is detected. The applied failure
recovery mechanism depends on the connection type.
When a superpeer detects a failure of its regular peer, it will just mark
it as offline, but will not remove it from its contact list. It is very likely
that a failed peer will appear online on the same location, therefore
it will keep the same identifier and belong to the zone of the same
superpeer when it rejoins. Mobile peers, as already discussed in Section

A connection between
superpeers is
periodically probed

A superpeer sends its
liveness information
periodically to its
child-peers

Passive failure
detection for a
regular peer ↔ its
interconnection or
cached contact

A rootsuperpeer ↔ a
regular peer probed
passively, negative
liveness information
shared
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A replica peer takes
over the zone upon
the failure of its
superpeer

High
interconnections
used to reach new
superpeer when the
replica peer fails
together with its
superpeer

Failure recovery
when the root
superpeer fails
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4.1.3, are just clients in the system and therefore their maintenance is
irrelevant.
Each superpeer chooses a replica peer from the list of superpeer
candidates. To avoid long-distance traffic (introducing the additional
traffic between ISPs), the replica peer is the geographically closest
peer, which fulfills requirements to become a superpeer. Initially, a
superpeer sends to its replicating peer all its contacts (e.g. regular peers,
parent/children superpeer, interconnections) and then periodically
(within a probe message) sends updates. Once a failure of a replica
superpeer is detected, a superpeer simply chooses a new replica peer. If
a superpeer fails, its replicating peer takes over its zone (all of its children
peers too) and informs all of its contacts about it.
In the case that both superpeer and replica peer fail, a child peer uses
the high interconnections (or root superpeer connection, in the worst
case) to route the appropriate message to the smallest zone containing
the location/zone of the sender. The reached superpeer (most likely
the parent of the failed superpeer, if it is still online) adds the peer
to its peer list or sets the superpeer as a new child superpeer and
informs it that it is a new parent superpeer. This mechanism also works
well in the case when multiple superpeers fail simultaneously, as the
peers contact either interconnected superpeers or the root superpeer
for recovery. If none of its contacts are alive, the superpeer/peer will
simply rejoin the network.
A special case of superpeer failure is certainly the failure of the root
superpeer. In the case that its replica superpeer fails, one of the child
superpeers will take over the responsibility of the failed root superpeer.
In order to avoid forming several independent trees, the Election on
Bully algorithm [GM82] is applied. Therefore, all child superpeers of
the root superpeer keep brother connections to each other. Using the
election algorithm, when a child superpeer notices the failure of the
root superpeer, it starts the election where it chooses the brother with
the highest ID and sends him an election message with a sequence
number. As soon as the election is finished, the elected superpeer takes
over the zone of the root superpeer and sends information about the
new root superpeer to all superpeers in the tree.
If an interconnected or cached superpeer fails, a peer will simply remove
it from its contact list and replace it with an appropriate connection
from future message exchange.
Leaving the network (going offline and sending a ’good-bye’ message)
is also assumed by the design of Globase.KOM. When leaving the
network, a superpeer informs its replica superpeer which takes over the
responsibility for all contacts from the leaving superpeer and informs
them.
4.4 bootstrapping
Joining the peer-to-peer network is an essential operation which must
be always successfully completed. If a peer rejoins the network, it can
use the connections it previously had in its routing table. However,

4.5 forming the zones

if the new peer wants to join the network, whom should it contact?
This problem is called bootstrapping problem. An overview of bootstrapping techniques currently used in peer-to-peer applications is given in
[KWSW07].
Globase.KOM’s bootstrapping procedure uses a mediator approach.
A list of so-called bootstrapping peers is stored on a mediator – a server
(similar to the host cache in Gnutella 0.4) whose URL is hard-coded
into the bootstrapping protocol. The bootstrapping peers are regular
participants of the overlay that are expected to have static IP addresses
(or domain names) and high availability. Upon joining, a peer contacts
the mediator and receives the list of available bootstrapping peers.
It contacts one of the available peers and sends its geolocation. The
contacted bootstrapping peer routes an appropriate message to the
superpeer who is responsible for the zone the joining peer is located in.
Routing is done in the same manner as lookup 4.3.5. The responsible
peer forms the identifier (like described in Section 4.3.1) for the new
peer and adds it to its peer list. It sends back a message with the
formed identifier, the contact information of the root superpeer and
its interconnection list. Afterwards the joining process is finished. In
the case of the peer beeing the first to join, the process is described in
Section 4.5.
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A mediator approach
for bootstrapping

4.5 forming the zones
The first zone in the overlay covers entire world. It is assigned to the first
peer joining the overlay, which must be capable of becoming a superpeer
(high capacity, spare bandwidth, good network connectivity, publicly
reachable). As new peers join, the load of the first superpeer grows
until it reaches a load threshold (explained shortly). Then a highly
loaded area, with the dense distributed peers is clustered into a new
rectangular zone. It is then assigned to one peer in that area (marked
previously as a potential superpeer), which becomes a superpeer by
taking over the zone. In the following we will explain load thresholds
and the process of forming new zones.

New zones are formed
when a load of a peer
reaches a threshold

Figure 34: Load levels and thresholds in Globase.KOM

As a metric for the load of an area, we use the number of peers
connected to a superpeer, as this directly influences the number of
query messages a superpeer receives and how many contacts it must
maintain. There are three load levels - normal (below a threshold
L1 ), overloaded (between thresholds L1 and L2 ), and critically overloaded
(above L2 ). Once a superpeer’s load exceeds the threshold L2 , it runs a
single linkage clustering algorithm (explained in Section 4.5.1) in order to
create a new zone inside its own zone. The new zone is then assigned

Two load threshold
levels, load = number
of peers in the zone
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to one of the peers within the formed zone which had been marked as
a potential superpeer.
A new zones must fulfill the following requirements:
How should a zone
look?

• to be rectangular,
• to contain approximately L2 − L1 peers, and
• not to overlay with the existing zones.
The following information is needed to create a new zone:
• the position of all peers inside the overloaded superpeers’ zone
of responsibility,

Information needed to
create a new zone

• the position of the overloaded superpeer,
• a list of zones of all child superpeers of the overloaded superpeer,
• the target size for the new zone (the difference of L1 and L2 ), and
• the hotspot criterion R1 (the share of dense distributed peers,
needed to qualify their area as a hotspot).
Forming a new rectangular zone which contains hotspot with approximately L2 − L1 peers and do not overlap with the existing zones,
contains the following three steps:
1. finding a hotspot (using single linkage clustering algorithm),

Three steps in
forming the zone

2. resolving zone overlapping, and
3. extending zones to target size.
These steps will be explained in detail in the following sections.
4.5.1

Single linkage
clustering algorithm
used for identifying a
hotspot

Finding a Hotspot

A hotspot describes an area on the world map, where a high number of
peers are situated. It is, therefore important to consider hotspots, when
creating new inner zones to reduce the load for an overloaded superpeer.
The number of peers that form a hotspot is specified by the hotspot
criterion R1 . To find hotspots within an existing zone, Globase.KOM
uses single linkage clustering, an agglomerative hierarchical clustering
method [Sch08]. It works in the following way.
Every peer that is located within the zone of the overloaded superpeer
is treated as its own cluster in the initial step of the algorithm. A
proximity matrix PM of size (n × n) is calculated (where n is the
number of clusters). The entry PMi,j of the proximity matrix PM
denotes the distance between cluster I and cluster J. For single linkage,
the distance distI,J between the two clusters I and J is calculated as
follows:
distI,J = min(dist(xi , xj ))
xi ∈I
xj ∈J

4.5 forming the zones

The distance function dist(x, y), used in the formula above, calculates
the Euclidean distance between two coordinates x and y.
In the next step, the two clusters with minimal distance between
each other (in this example referred to as clusters K and L) are merged
together into a new cluster PM1 . Rows and columns for both K and
L are deleted from the proximity matrix, before a new row and a new
column for the newly formed cluster M is added to PM. The distances
between cluster PM1 and all other clusters in the proximity matrix have
to be calculated and inserted in PM. This step is repeated until the
number of peers in the largest cluster meets the hotspot criterion R1 .
The reasons for choosing single linkage clustering algorithm are the
following:
• Hierarchical (especially single linkage) are more versatile than the
partitional algorithms [JMF99].
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The reasons for
choosing single
linkage clustering
algorithm

• It does not require the number of clusters in the zone to be known
in advance [KP04].
• It makes less compact clusters than the complete linkage algorithm [JMF99]. In our case it is important to avoid the zones being
too small as it can result in a very deep tree. Room for future
hotspots needs to be provided in resulting inner zones.
• Despite of its time complexity O(N2 log(N)), it is suitable as N
(number of the peers in the zone) is not too big (L2 + 1) and
identification of a hotspots does not occur often.
4.5.2

Resolving Zone Overlapping

After a hotspot has been identified in the first step of the algorithm, the
smallest possible zone, containing all peers of the hotspot, is formed.
Since the algorithm that identifies hotspots only considers the distances
between peers, the provisional zone needs to be checked against intersections with other zones existing inside the zone of the overloaded
superpeer. Figure 35 shows an example where the minimal zone created for the hotspot found in the first step of the algorithm intersects
with the existing zone of a superpeer.
In this case the overlap of the new zone around the hotspot (shown
as the grey rectangle in Figure 35) and the existing zone is resolved by
removing peers from the hotspot area. To minimize the number of peers
that need to be excluded from the hotspot, the number of peers in the
four areas around the existing zones are evaluated. The area containing
the most peers of the hotspot defines the new non-intersecting zone for
the hotspot. In Figure 35 the area to the left of the zone of superpeer
SP1 contains most peers of the original hotspot (28 peers in comparison
to 20 in the area above the existing zone). The resulting non-intersecting
zone for the hotspot is shown in Figure 36.
This step, resolving intersections between two zone, needs to be
repeated for all existing zones within the overloaded superpeers zone.

New zones must not
overlap with the
existing zones
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Figure 35: Overlapping zones during clustering

4.5.3

Extending a Zone

After a hotspot has been found and possible overlapping with existing
zones have been removed, more peers are added to the to new zone
until it contains the targeted number of peers. This target is determined
by the difference of the two load thresholds L1 and L2 . Using the
distance of a peer to the center of the zone as metric, the closest peer is
added to the hotspot zone, if no intersections with existing zones occur.
A zone must include
a certain load

To ensure that well-formed zones are created by the clustering algorithm, another criterion needs to be met. Only if the ratio between the
length of long and short edge of the zone remains below 2, the afore
chosen closest peer is added to the zone. Should the zone already be
deformed (corresponding to a ratio larger than 2), peers are only added,
if the resulting zone has a smaller ratio of long to short edge than the
resulting zone from the previous step. This step is repeated until the
number of peers inside the new zone reaches the targeted size (L2 − L1 )
or no more peers can be added to the zone.
Using the presented algorithm for forming the zones, we create a zone
which fulfills the stated requirements: rectangular zone, containing
approximately L2 − L1 peers, which does not overlap with the existing
zones.
4.6 summary

Globase.KOM is a
hybrid, structured,
tree-based overlay

In this chapter, we presented our peer-to-peer overlay network for
location based search, Globase.KOM. Design decisions and crucial
components of the overlay are presented and discussed according to
the reference model given in [LAG+ 05]. Lessons learned from the
design of current peer-to-peer overlays are reflected in the decisions
made, based on the requirements stated in Section 1.2.

4.6 summary
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Figure 36: Overlapping of zones resolved

The resulting peer-to-peer overlay is a hybrid, structured, tree-based
overlay network enhanced with interconnections. By introducing different roles of superpeers and regular peers, according to their capacities,
connectivity and online behavior, we support heterogeneity among the
participants. Regular peers are directly connected to the superpeers
(noting that all peers offer and consume the services, having both server
and client role in the overlay), while superpeers are connected in a
structured overlay in a form of tree with varying number of children.
The world projection is divided in rectangular, not overlapping zones.
Each zone is assigned to a superpeer located inside that zone and keeps
overlay/underlay contact addresses to all peers in that zone. Superpeers form the tree where peer A is called the parent of peer B when
B’s zone is inside A’s zone. A peers identifier contains its geolocation,
zone of responsibility and random part supporting more than one peer
on the same location. This allows for more efficient routing and calculations as it is not necessary to contact a peer to find out its location or
zone of the responsibility. Additionally, it enables deterministic routing
and resolving queries based on peer and resource identifiers. Messages
are sent only to the peers that are either responsible for the queried
resources, or are in the shortest route path. Both efficiency and retrievability are the goal of this choice. The relation between identifier space
of peers and resources implies a structured type of overlay. Robustness
and stability are addressed by multiple failure detection and failure
recovery mechanisms, depending on the type of the connection and its
importance in overlay. In that way, additional overhead is avoided.
The evaluation of the presented overlay, regarding the stated requirements is the focus of the following sections.

Rectangular, not
overlapping zones
assigned to the
superpeers

A peer identifier
contains geolocation
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E VA L U AT I O N G O A L S A N D M E T H O D O L O G Y
A crucial step in the design of a peer-to-peer overlay network is proving
whether the presented solution fulfills the given requirements. Additionally, the properties of the designed solution can only be understood
through exhaustive evaluation under varying conditions. It is also the
crucial step in the design process, as it provides necessary feedback.
In order to carry out the evaluation correctly, the following questions
should be addressed:

What are the
questions to be
answered before the
evaluation of a
solution?

• What are the goals of the evaluation? What exactly do I want to
address?
• What are the metrics and criteria of the evaluation? How can we
quantify the quality of the solution?
• How do we measure whether the solution fulfills the given requirements?
• What workloads should be used in the experiments?
• Are there any variable parameters in the solution? What are their
effects on the quality of the solution?
• What evaluation technique and tool is the most appropriate for
grasping all aspects of the overlay behavior?
In the following sections we answer these questions. The evaluation goals are stated in Section 5.1. Basic and derived metrics are
presented in 5.2 and measurements of quality properties, described in
non-functional requirements (Section 1.2.3) are defined in Section 5.4.
Workloads used are described in Section 5.3. A discussion about the
appropriate evaluation technique is the subject of Section 5.5.
5.1 goals of the evaluation
The most obvious goal of the evaluation is to prove that the solution
fulfills given functional (1.2.2) and non functional requirements in
Section 1.2.3. Additionally, it is crucial to show the influence on the
quality of the variable parameters of the protocol and identify the most
optimal values for the various scenarios. The goal of the evaluation of
Globase.KOM is thus answering three questions:
1. Does the solution address all functional requirements?
• Finding all peers or resources in a given geographical area,
• Finding all peers or resources in a specific geolocation,
• Finding the peer or resource closest to a given geolocation.
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The evaluation
should provide
answers to three
crucial questions

Fulfilling functional
requirements?
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2. Does the solution address all non-functional requirements?
• Efficiency, as the ratio of performance and costs.
• Stability, as the ability to maintain the quality of offered
services and functions under changed system environment
and conditions (e.g. intensive regular overlay operations).
• Robustness, as the ability to recover and maintain the quality
and functions when critical failures occur.
• Scalability, as the quantitative adaptability of the system to a
changing number of participants or services in the overlay,
while preserving the performance.
• Validity, as the ability to retrieve all matching results, which
are up to date.

Influence of the
parameters on the
overlay behavior

3. How do the parameters affect the performance?
• The load threshold parameters L1 , L2 might influence the
size and shape of the superpeer-tree and the distribution of
load within the network.
• The number of interconnections should be large enough
to, for example, allow a peer to remain connected when
its direct parent fails. At the same time a large number of
interconnections can bring additional maintenance overhead.
Setting this number should, therefore, consider the tradeoff
between robustness and costs.
• The size of the cache influences the response time, and
thereby the performance of the overlay. It causes, however,
tradeoffs between performance and costs, but it is also connected with the user behavior in the terms of requested
resources. If it is likely that the resources will be requested
again, caching makes sense. Otherwise, it just brings additional costs.
• Timeouts of the operations have large influence on the retrievability and operation time, causing the tradeoff between
validity and performance.
• Frequency of periodical failure detection messages is crucial for robustness, but it must be set carefully, taking into
account additional maintenance overhead it can cause.
• Number of missing periodical liveness information before
the failure is detected is obviously crucial for robustness.
The faster the failure is detected, the faster it will be repaired. However, the possibility of false positive needs to be
minimized.
The methodology of assessing the quality properties (non-functional
requirements) needs to be defined. We cannot say that the solution is
’60% robust’ or ’8 units scalable’, but appropriate metrics, scenarios, and
workloads must be set to address these quality aspects. Appropriate
experiment design with a combination of metrics and workload are the
only ways of addressing them and will be described in the Section 5.4.

5.2 metrics
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5.2 metrics
A metric is a measure for quantitatively assessing a quality property.
Metrics that are chosen for the evaluation of Globase.KOM can be
classified into basic and derived metric (which are a combination of
two or more basic metrics). Furthermore, we can distinguish micro
and macro metrics. Macro metrics measure the results for testing the
functionality of the system, such as area search or finding the closest
peer. Examples of macro metrics are response time or completeness
of the results. Micro metrics, on the other hand, explain the system
behavior (described by macro metrics) taking into account the design
of the system. For example, a micro metric number of contacted peers
in the routing path can explain the macro metric response time. Micro
metrics are dependent on the examined overlay and may differ from
one overlay to another.
As criteria for these two classifications are not related (the first is
mathematical, the second is according to the layer of observation, measurement perspective), the classifications are independent and nonexclusive. In the following sections we present the basic and derived
metrics.
5.2.1

Metrics can be
classified into basic
and derived, macro
and micro

Basic Metrics

The basic metrics chosen for the evaluation of Globase.KOM are response time, number of contacted peers in the overlay and underlay
route, number of the received and sent messages, consumed upload
and download bandwidth per peer, depth and breadth of a tree, and
number of the stale contacts and messages.
• Retrievability (macro metric) describes the ability of the overlay
(mainly depends on routing strategy) to retrieve all existing matching results. It is defined as the ratio:
Retrievability =

Nretrieved
Nexisting

where Nretrieved is the number of the matching resources included in the query response and Nexisting is number of existing
matching resources in the overlay.
• Response time (macro metric) for query operations is the time span
between the initiation of the query and the time point tres =
min(tall − tstart , Ttimeout ) where ta ll is the point when all
matching results are retrieved, tstart point of query initiation,
and Ttimeout is a timeout of the corresponding query (lookup,
area search, find the closest). Here it is necessary to have a ‘global
knowledge´ of the overlay to know when all existing matching
results in the system are in fact included in the retrieved results.
Only then can tall be determined. Otherwise, for the case of area
search, just the retrievability can be measured, and response time
would be always equal to the operation timeout Ttimeout . For

Basic metrics:
response time,
number of hops,
received/sent
messages, bandwidth
consumption, etc.
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measuring the time of lookup and find the closest, where a user
queries one particular resource, tall − tstart a ‘global knowledge´
is not needed. Ttimeout must be long enough to cover the worst
case response times.
• Number of overlay hops or hop count (micro metric) for a query is the
number of contacted superpeers in the routing for resolving the
query. The measurement of this metric depends on the number
of superpeers which retrieve the matching results. In the case
of lookup or find the closest peer, just one superpeer replies to
the query but more superpeers are involved. In area search, each
superpeer whose zone of responsibility intersects the queried
area, replies to the query.
• Number of the received and sent messages (micro metric) is one of the
metrics that describes the load of each peer. Each sent or received
message is counted and differentiated according to the message
type (maintenances or query messages).
• Consumed upload and download bandwidth (micro metric) is a more
precise metric for describing the consumed resources of a peer.
We distinguish upload and download bandwidth and bandwidth
used by different types of the messages.
• Depth and breadth of a tree (micro metric) is a special metric describing the Globase.KOM tree structure. The broader tree can lead to
a decreased number of hops or query response times, but also to
much bigger loads for the root superpeer. A very deep tree can
increase the number of hops needed to resolve a query, response
time, and message overhead. In order to grasp the effects of the
tree shape on the quality, this metric is crucial. Breadth of the tree
is the number of children of the root superpeer while depth is the
number of superpeers in the longest branch.
• Number of stale contacts (micro metric) describes the freshness of
the routing tables. It is the number the peers’ contacts that are not
alive (i.e. not online). Slow failure detection, or recovery, cause a
higher number of stale contacts and can lead to big stability and
robustness issues.
• Number of stale messages (micro metric) further addresses the maintenance strategy of an overlay. It is a more critical metric for the
robustness and stability than the number of stale contacts. It
presents the number of messages sent to the offline peers.
5.2.2
Derived metrics:
relative delay penalty,
load balance ratio,
recovery time, etc.

Derived Metrics

Derived metrics are based on the previously present basic metrics. They
are either mathematically connected (relative delay penalty, load balance ratio, stale message and stale contact ratio) or their measurement
relies on the other, basic or derived metrics (recovery time).

5.2 metrics

• Relative Delay Penalty (RDP) (micro metric) describes how well
the overlay structure matches the underlying network topology.
It is defined as the ratio
RDP =

toverlay (A, B)
tunderlay (A, B)

of the measured latency introduced by sending a message from
point A to B through the overlay structure toverlay (A, B) and
the corresponding latency when sending it directly through the
underlay tunderlay (A, B) [JMW03].
• Load Balance Ratio (LBR)(micro metric) describes the fairness of the
load balance in the overlay. the load (e.g. consumed bandwidth)
should be evenly distributed, taking into account the heterogeneity of the peers in the overlay. The load balance ratio is defined as
the ratio:
LBR =

Lmostl oaded
Lmedian

where Lmostloaded presents the load of the most loaded peer
and Lmedian is the load of median loaded peer. Metric for the
load can be either the number of the received or sent messages or
amount of bandwidth consumed.
• Stale contacts ratio (micro metric) is the metric which further describes the basic metric ’number of stale contacts’ (Nsc ). Ratio Rsc
relates this metric to the overall size of the routing table (Nallc ),
in order to get the representative relative value of stable contacts:
Rsc =

Nsc
.
Nallc

• Stale message ratio (micro metric) further describes the basic metric
’number of stale messages’. Ratio Rsm represents the share of the
!
messages sent to the offline peers ( Nlm ) in the overall number
!
of sent messages ( Nallm ):
!
N
Rsm = ! lm .
Nallm

• Recovery time (macro metric) describes the time that an overlay
needs to regain the value Perfref2 of an observed metric from a
current value Perfref1 , caused by overlay failures or perturbations.
If Perft1 and Perft2 are the values of the observed metric in the
time points, t1 and t2 , we define the recovery time as:
if(Perft1 = Perfref1 ∧ Perft2 = Perfref2 ) ⇒ trecovery = t2 − t1 .
The presented metrics are used to evaluate the quality aspects of the
overlay and identify the origin of possible poor performance (e.g. if
response time is low, and the number of stale messages is high, it might
be that the failure detection is not timely).
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5.3 workload
Workloads consist of
performed queries,
churn, and
geo-distribution of
peers

In order to evaluate the quality of a system, appropriate system operations, its frequency and intensity, user behavior, and affecting environmental factors (workload) must be set to the system. The workload for
the peer-to-peer overlays consists of joining, query operations, leaving,
and failing of the peers. The turnover of the peers (leaving/failing and
rejoining) is referred to as churn. This is one of the most studied and
analyzed components of user behavior in peer-to-peer systems. The
impact of the churn on the quality of the overlay performance is significant [PKL+ 08]. Additionally, part of the workload especially important
for evaluation of Globase.KOM is the geographical distribution of peers
on the map and geolocation-dependent churn. Summarized, defining workloads here means setting the operations peers perform and
appropriate time spans (Section 5.3.1), their geographical distribution
(Appendix D), and churn rates (Section 5.3.2).
5.3.1

Different experiment
scenarios to address
all quality aspects

Experiment Timelines

Experiment timelines are the timespans for the overlay operations,
changes in environmental factors (e.g. churn, unstable network conditions), and measurements. Operations performed by the peers are
further specified as local or distant, depending on the distance between
an initiator and the geolocation of the queried point for lookup and
find the closest or the center of the queried area in area search. For
local operations, this distance is zero or the query results are inside the
responsibility zone of the initiator’s parent superpeer. The three main
experiment timelines are used:

Figure 37: Efficiency experiment timeline

• Efficiency experiment timeline:
This timeline is used as the basis for many experiments. The main
aim of these experiments is to find the optimal workloads whereby
the overlay performs the best. Additionally, it should capture
the overlay behavior under regular, moderate churn (explained
further in the next Section 5.3.2). It is also important to consider
the real user behavior and examine how the overlay handles it.
In Figure 37 we depict the efficiency experiment timeline. All
N peers join the overlay network in the first t1 minutes. They

5.3 workload

then begin periodically to perform local and distant lookups, area
searches and find the closest. After the overlay network stabilizes,
at the timepoint t2 , the regular churn accompanies the periodical
queries. After stabilization and after all scheduled operations take
place, the measurement starts (time point t3 ).
• Stability experiment timeline:
These experiments addresses the quality of the overlay under
intensive queries and leaving (but not failing) of a high number
of peers in a short time span.

Figure 38: Stability experiment timeline

The timeline is based on the efficiency experiment timeline with
the difference being in timepoint t4 (see Figure 38) where intensive queries and leaving start. The difference in the quality of the
overlay is therefore captured in the time span between t3 and t5 .
• Robustness experiment timeline:
The main goal of these experiments is to examine the overlay network behavior under extreme churn rates and critical failures (e.g.
when a particular set of superpeers, those crucial for the routing,
simultaneously fail). In that way, the maintenance strategy, in
particular, is addressed.

Figure 39: Robustness experiment timeline

This timeline is depictured in Figure 39. After the stabilization
phase, under the regular churn (time point t3 ), periodical queries
continue. However, at the timepoint t4 , either extreme churn
starts, or the crucial superpeers begin simultaneously failing (e.g.
connected superpeers in the same branch, or the root superpeer).
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5.3.2

How long are the
peers online, when do
they join, fail, etc

Churn Models

Churn is one of the most studied and analyzed components of user
behavior in peer-to-peer systems. The impact of churn on the quality
of the overlay performance is described in [PKL+ 08].
During a peers’ participation in the system over its lifetime, a peer
repeatedly connects and disconnects from the system, dividing its
participation into sessions. An example of a user participation in a
peer-to-peer overlay network is presented in Figure 40.

Figure 40: The lifetime of a peer consisting of several session intervals [PKL+ 08]

Variety of existing
churn models based
on file-sharing
applications

Lifetime of a
Globase.KOM peer is
long ⇒ Session time
churn is of more of
interest to us

The majority of existing churn models are based on measurements
on popular file-sharing applications like Napster, Kazaa, FastTrack
Gnutella, KAD, and BitTorrent. Depending on the subject of the modeling, these models can be divided into lifetime and session models.
The first class of models describe when a peer joins the network for
the first time and leaves for the last time. These models consist of
arrival process models such as deterministic (where peers arrive with a
constant rate), Poisson (where peers arrive independently from each
other, with the exponential arrival rate) or lifetime distribution (e.g. exponential, Pareto). The second class of models focus on the peers’
online and offline session times, during their lifetime. These models
observe the churn on three levels – global, group, and peer, and define
the session and intersession durations using e.g. exponential, Weibull,
or log-normal distribution. In [SR06] Stutzbach and Rejaie describe the
online behavior of users in three applications – Gnutella, BitTorrent, and
KAD, and show the similarities in the participation dynamics across all
three systems. Additionally, they proved that a large portion of peers
have long session times, which are not exponential, and the correlation
between the session time lengths of peers which joined consecutively.
Lifetime churn models are relevant for content distribution applications. A content distribution overlay network (so called swarms in the
case of BitTorrent) is created for the distribution of a single file and
as soon as users download the file, they leave the system for good. In
applications like VoIP, multimedia streaming, and some file-sharing
applications’ lifetime is significantly longer than the session times. That
makes lifetime of the peers a much less influencing factor on the quality of a system. Application scenarios of Globase.KOM offer similar

5.4 measuring quality properties

incentives to these applications for users to participate in the system
for a long time. It is an interactive application, as a user benefits from
the fact that other users use its services. Therefore, session time churn
models are of more interest to us.
The churn model used for our workloads needs to distinguish online
behavior of superpeers and regular peers. We used, therefore, the model
described by [HT07] as the basis. Three types of peers are included in
this model: Benefactors (Be) with long session times, Peers (Pr) with
regular session times, and Peepers (Pp) with short session times. For
ON
each of these three groups, a connectivity factor CF = ON+OFF
is
defined, where ON and OFF denote the lengths of online and offline
session times respectively. An average length of online session times is
assigned to each of the groups separately. Globally, a churn factor CH
is defined as the average portion of the the overlay network population
N that will be offline during the experiment. In our experiments, we
used power law distribution (as it best models Skype user behavior,
detailed in Appendix D).
As the geographical location of the participating peers affects the
structure of the Globase.KOM overlay, the relation between the online
behavior of the users and their location is of special interest. We
have conducted an experimental measurements on Skype, peer-to-peer
VoIP application in order to capture the correlation between churn,
geographical location, and distribution of the peers on the map. The
Skype online user behavior and geographical location is used as input
for experiments. Further details on these experiments and captured
behavior is presented in Appendix D.
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We observe Skype
user behavior, and
captured correlation
between churn and
geolocation

5.4 measuring quality properties
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, it is important to define the methodology for assessing the non-functional requirements:
efficiency, scalability, fairness, stability and robustness. In order to do
so, for each quality property an appropriate combination of metrics
and workloads needs to be defined. Based on the definitions given in
Section 1.2.3, we specify experiment timelines, churn models, queries
to be performed and metrics.
• Efficiency
As the efficiency of an overlay shows the ratio of performance and
costs, we used retrievability and response time as performance
metrics and the corresponding costs metrics are the number of
overlay hops and relative delay penalty. We used the efficiency
experiment timeline (see Section 5.3.1) together with the geographical distribution and location-aware model, presented in the
previous section (Section 5.3).
• Fairness
Fairness means that the costs for overlay operations are uniformly
distributed over the peers, proportionally to their individual capacity. We distinguish fairness (or load-balancing) among peers

Assessing the quality
properties means
designing the
experiments
accordingly, in terms
of workload and
metrics
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and superpeers, separately because the load of a peer should be
proportional to its individual capacity. We observe fairness in all
three experiment timelines, using the load balance ratio (LBR) as
the metric for fairness.
• Stability and Robustness
The stability of an overlay addresses the variation of quality
under intensive overlay operations (queries, leaving, joining),
while robustness describes the variations under critical failures
and massive churn rates. We use the stability and robustness
experiment timeline for this evaluations. Variation of quality
is measured by the size of the peak and the recovery time (as
presented in Figure 41). The measured metrics are the same as for
efficiency. Further metrics, stale message ratio and stale contact

Figure 41: Measuring recovery and variation for stability and robustness

ratio, are used to further identify the overlay design aspect that
led to long recovery times or peaks in the observed metric.
• Scalabity
Scalability should show that the size of the network does not
greatly influence performance or costs. We, therefore, used the
efficiency timeline and all efficiency metrics and observed their
behavior while increasing the number of participants.
• Validity
Validity describes the the completeness and correctness of the
query results. The main metric for validity is certainly retrievability. All experiment timelines are relevant for this quality property,
are the same as these for efficiency, stability and robustness, as
the validity partly describes functional requirements.
Observing stale message ratio and stale contact ratio we can
identify the reasons for invalid query results.

5.5 evaluation techniques
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5.5 evaluation techniques
Evaluation techniques for peer-to-peer overlay networks include using an analytical model, testing prototypes in testbeds, or involving
simulation. As peer-to-peer systems are very complex, analytical approaches typically lead to too many simplifications. Running large scale
experiments in a testbed with prototypes is difficult due to a lack of sufficiently large testbeds. Only PlanetLab [Pla06] is a possible alternative
as a testbed with about 1035 nodes at 494 sites (May 2009). However,
it is still not sufficiently large [SPBP06] to provide a precise snapshot
of a p2p system with its millions of participants. An additional reason
why testbeds are not appropriate for our evaluations is that there is no
possibility of placing the peers according to the captured geographical
distribution. The approximations which simulations provide are much
closer to reality than an analytical approach, it is possible to simulate
networks of hundred thousands of peers, and to vary the geolocation
of the participants according to the needs of various workloads.
In [KKM+ 07] we showed the requirements for a simulator of peerto-peer systems. There are: modularity, realistic and flexible underlay
network and user behavior models, the possibility for modeling resources and services, easy experiment setup and scalability. We gave an
overview of the existing simulators for peer-to-peer overlays and systems and identified the need for a general simulation framework that
fulfills all stated requirements. The evaluation of Globase.KOM requires
in particular, the support for geographical dependent peer distribution
and churn rates. We give an overview of the most important features
of the proposed simulation framework, namely PeerfactSim.KOM.
PeerfactSim.KOM [Pee] is a discrete-event based simulator, written
in Java, with a modular designed. It consists of six layers presented in
Figure 42. These are identified as the key components of the widely deployed peer-to-peer systems based on the analysis of their functionality
and supported services. Each layer encapsulates important aspects in
order to model a peer-to-peer system in its entirety.
Regarding the location-dependent features, it supports the distribution of the peers according to the predefined density world map
(bitmap-based random distribution). Additionally, location-aware churn
can be simulated as well. In a simulator, the virtual space where the
peers are located is represented by an Euclidean plane. Each joining
peer obtains a unique two-dimensional coordinate according to its position. The distribution of peers on this plane significantly affects the
simulation. Two variants for modeling a peer distribution, which are
important for location-aware churn model (see Appendix D), have been
realized:
• Uniform random: According to this distribution, peers in the network are distributed uniform-randomly on the Euclidean plane.
The advantage of this distribution is its simplicity. However, in
order to capture the effects of distribution on the overlay, this
model is not able to give the realistic picture.

Simulation is chosen
because it is very
flexible and supports
experiments on a
large scale

PeerfactSim.KOM
allows large-scale
simulation of
peer-to-peer systems
in their entirety
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Figure 42: Functionality layers of PeerfactSim.KOM

• Bitmap-based random: The peers’ distribution is not uniform across
the world as peers form clusters concentrated at certain parts of
the world whilst other vast areas are deserted. In order to simulate
such non-uniform distribution, peers are randomly distributed
based on a grayscale colored bitmap. This bitmap can be a map
of the world or a map of a smaller area, like the map of a city.
Sparsely populated areas are represented by a lighter gray and
darker areas represent the denser areas. Therefore, the darker an
area is on the bitmap, the higher the probability that there is a
peer mapped at this location (see Figure 43). In our simulations,
we used a density map of captured Skype superpeers, depictured
in Figure 92.

5.6 summary

Answers to the
questions from the
beginning of the
chapter

This chapter provides the answers to the questions that are necessary
to be addressed in order to carry out the evaluation correctly, which
are stated at the very beginning of this chapter:
• The goal of our evaluations is to prove that our solution (Globase.KOM)
fulfills the functional and non-functional requirements. Additionally, the influence of the system-wide parameters of Globase.KOM
on the quality of the solution needs to be examined.
• Metrics that we will be using are divided into basic (e.g. response
time, number of overlay hops) and derived (e.g. relative delay
penalty, load balance ratio).
• We specify how to address the non-functional requirements (efficiency, scalability, stability, robustness, validity) in experiments
and evaluated these quality aspects of our solution.

5.6 summary

(a) Grayscale colored map of the world with the generated peers

(b) Grayscale colored map of the(c) Resulting
grayscale-bitmap
center of Darmstadt
and peer distribution

Figure 43: Geographical maps colored with grayscale reflecting the concentration of users - the darker parts represent areas with more users
relative to lighter parts on the map

• Various workloads for the solution in experiments are defined for
each evaluation goal. They are presented in the form of experiment timelines and churn models. We discuss churn models in
detail and observe the online behavior and geographical distribution of Skype users. A popular peer-to-peer VoIP application
Skype can represent the realistic user behavior for Globase.KOM
due to its interactive nature (in comparison with file-sharing
systems, where users go offline as soon as they download the
requested file).
• The system wide parameters of Globase.KOM are load thresholds
L1 and L2 , the number of interconnections, frequency of all types
of failure detection mechanisms used, and query timeouts. They
need to be set to the optimal values according to the application
scenarios.
• Simulation is chosen as evaluation technique, because of its
flexibility and scalability. The used PeerfactSim.KOM, a simulation framework for peer-to-peer systems. We described the
Globase.KOM simulation model.
The next chapter presents the evaluation results, based on the methodology discussed in this chapter, regarding parameter calibration, the
assessment of quality aspects, and comparisons to the related work.
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After the overlay design, the mechanisms and algorithms of our solution
are described; the evaluation of the requirements stated in Section 1.2
is a necessary step to prove the viability and efficiency. The previous
chapter (Chapter 5) presents the evaluation goals and appropriate
methodology to address them.
This chapter presents the evaluation results of our solution, Globase.KOM,
which corresponds the stated goals and methodology. We, therefore,
first we present the calibration of the system-wide parameters in Section
6.1. We discuss the influence of the load thresholds parameters L1 and
We explain the
parameter calibration,
L2 on the shape of the tree and quality of overlay operations and anaassess quality aspects,
lyze the chosen values. In order to set the number of interconnections,
and compare with
a trade off between efficiency and load balance on one side and the
related work
costs of maintenance overhead on the other side must be taken into account. The size of cache, timeouts of queries, and parameters for failure
detection mechanisms have influence on robustness and retrievability
of the overlay and can also introduce additional maintenance costs. At
the end, we summarize and analyze our choice of parameter values.
Sections 6.2 - 6.6 address the non-functional requirements: efficiency,
fairness, scalability, robustness, and stability. Functional requirements
are addressed in each of this sections by evaluating the retrievability of
the queries under various workloads. The comparison with the related
solution RectNet, is presented in the Section 6.7.
Finally, Section 6.8 provides the answer to whether our solution fulfills the requirements stated in Section 1.2; and Section 6.9 summarizes
the obtained evaluation results.
6.1 parameters calibration
Globase.KOM has several variable system-wide parameters that influence the quality of overlay. They are listed in Section 5.1: load threshold
parameters L1 and L2 , the number of interconnections, size of cache,
timeouts of operations, frequency of periodical failure detection messages, and the number of missing periodical liveness information before
a failure is detected. The load threshold parameters L1 and L2 have the
biggest influence on the structure of the overlay, routing and therefore
the quality of overlay. We will discuss it in the separate Section 6.1.1. Interconnections are crucial in improving the efficiency of routing, taking
the load from the superpeers in the higher levels of the tree. However,
with the increasing number of the connections each peer has to maintain, the protocol overhead rises. This is discussed in Section 6.1.2. Both
load thresholds and interconnections affect the overlay structure and
are specific to our solution. Parameters in failure detection mechanisms,
size of the cache and operation timeouts are general parameters for
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Protocol parameters
Ratio ν =

L1
L2

Load threshold L2

Value(s) (a)

Value(s) (b)

0.5

0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6

10, 20, ... 100

60, 70, 80

Number of interconnections S1

20

Size of cache S2

10

Timeout for operations T1 , T2

2 sec.

Simulator settings

Value(s)

Number of peers

1 000 (5 000, 10 000)

Experiment timeline
Churn

Efficiency timeline
None

Table 1: Parameters for evaluation of effects of load threshold L1 (a) and ratio
ν (b) on the shape and size of the tree

each overlay and are dependent on the underlay network condition and
user behavior. Their settings will be presented in Section 6.1.3.
6.1.1

What are parameters
L1 and L2 and how
can they influence
quality?

Load Threshold Parameters

In our solution, a superpeer (publicly reachable, static peers with
more capacity, spare bandwidth, and good network connectivity) is
responsible for all peers in its zone. These rectangular zones are formed
using a clustering algorithm for defining highly loaded areas (see
Section 4.5.1) and are assigned to one peer in that area, which becomes
the superpeer of a zone. As metric for the load of an area we use the
number of peers in the zone (see Section 4.5). There are three load
levels - normal (below a threshold L1 ), overloaded (between thresholds
L1 and L2 ), and critically overloaded (above L2 ). Once a superpeer’s load
exceeds the threshold L2 , it runs the clustering algorithm and gives
away approximately L2 − L1 peers. As the neighbor relations in the
tree structure are a direct reflection of the number of zones and their
relations (e.g. intersections), the values of L1 and L2 have a strong
influence on the size and the shape of the superpeer tree.
1
First we examine the effects of threshold L2 and then the ratio ν = L
L2 .
All simulations in both cases were done with protocol parameters and
simulator settings according to Table 1 for 1 000 peers. Detailed settings
for simulations with 1 000, 5 000 and 10 000 peers are provided in
Appendix F.
Effects of Load Threshold L2
In the simulations with 1 000 peers, the values for L2 were set from 10 to
100, while L1 was fixed at half the size of L2 . When the load threshold
L2 is very low (relative to the number of participants in overlay) a
large number of very small zones is created while the network builds
up. That implies a broader tree, where a root superpeer has a number
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Figure 44: Zones and corresponding basic superpeer tree for low L2 = 30

Figure 45: Zones and corresponding basic superpeer tree for high L2 = 100
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Figure 46: Shape of superpeer tree for different L2 and 1 000 peers

Low values of L2
make a tree very
broad and place
massive load on the
root superpeer

Higher values of L2
make a tree well
balanced

of direct children superpeers. For example, a tree with L2 = 10 has
approximately 250 superpeers, a breadth of 130 and depth of 4. Because
of its extreme dimensions, we present zones and corresponding tree
with L2 = 30 instead of L2 = 10 in the Figure 44, as an example tree for
low L2 .
In a tree with L2 = 10, each superpeer is responsible for the most
L2 − L1 = 5 peers and the root superpeer is additionally responsible
for 130 children superpeers. A ratio of peers to superpeers is just 4
to 1. Such a tree shape implies a massive load for the root superpeer
(query messages and maintenance overhead) and deviate greatly from
the peer-to-peer communication paradigm. We can, however, expect
low number of hops needed to resolve the queries and low response
time on the cost of having the root superpeer as the bottleneck of the
communication.
Figure 45 shows the zones and corresponding tree with higher L2 =
100. Choosing a higher value for L2 means that more peers are needed
before the new inner zone is formed. Zones are consequently larger
than the zones in Figure 44. Fewer zones will be formed in the first
level of a tree hierarchy (direct children of root superpeer) which results
in smaller breadth of a tree. Such a tree has on average, 20 superpeers,
a breadth of 3, and depth of 4. Each superpeer is responsible for
L2 − L1 = 50 peers and the root superpeer is additionally responsible
for 3 children superpeers thus the ratio of peers to superpeers rises to
50 to 1.
The depth of the tree in both cases is the same (4) which implies
similar response time and number of hops needed to resolve the queries.
However, in the case of higher L2 , a load between superpeers is significantly better balanced.
Figure 46 shows the number of superpeers and the depth and the
width of the tree for all L2 values investigated in the simulations for
1 000 peers (values are given with 95% confidence intervals over the the
simulation runs).
As previously discussed, low L2 values result in an largely increased
number of superpeers in the overlay. The depth of the superpeer tree is
not affected by changing the load threshold L2 . Average values for the
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Figure 47: Effects of L2 on query performance and costs

tree depth were measured between 5 and 7 for L2 . The breadth of the
tree, on the other hand, is highly effected by load threshold L2 . Low
values for L2 result in a very broad tree in the first level, resulting in
huge number of children superpeers of root superpeer. Results of our
simulations for 5 000 and 10 000 follow the same behavior.
In the following we present the effects of L2 on the performance of
lookup and distant area search and on network costs. Figure 47 shows the
influence of the size of L2 on the hops needed per average query, the
response time and the load balance ratio of Globase.KOM. One reason
for the smaller number of hops and response time for low L2 is a very
broad tree with a high number of root children. However, the extreme
breadth of the tree also reflects in an excessively high load balance
ratio for L2 values smaller than 4% of the network size. With rising
values for L2 , a load balance ratio of around 2 can be achieved. Except
for the aforementioned low values, the number of hops and response
time of both lookup and distant area search queries are not significantly
affected by changing the load threshold L2 . The relative delay penalty
of Globase.KOM is not strongly affected by changing the L2 value. The
average relative delay penalty varies between 2,6 and 3,1, decreasing
slightly for higher L2 values. The low relative delay penalty for the
load threshold L2 set to only 10 (which is 0,1% of the network size)
is once again caused by the low number of hops due to the extreme
breadth of the superpeer tree.
We can see that the value of the load threshold L2 has a big influence
on the breadth, while hardly any effect on the depth of the tree. Low

Load balance ratio
and relative delay
penalty are the most
affected by L2
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Figure 48: Shape of superpeer tree for different ratio ν =
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values of L2 result in small zones and a tree with a huge number of
superpeers. The number of hops and response times of queries change
insignificantly with the varying L2 . However, the biggest influence
of L2 is on the load balance ratio, where the root superpeer receives
from 2 to 10 times more messages than the median loaded peer. Bigger
values on L2 reflect better load distribution. However, the optimal L2
depends strongly on the size of the network and scenario of usage and
will be discussed in summary of this section.
Effects of Ratio

We can expect a
deeper tree when the
L1 value is
significantly smaller
than that of L2

L1
L2

L1
L2

In the previous evaluations we chose L1 to be half of the value of L2 .
1
The influence of the ratio ν = L
L2 on the shape and size of the superpeer
tree needs to be evaluated separately. When a new zone is created
inside the existing zone of an overloaded superpeer, L1 determines the
number of peers that are taken from the overloaded superpeer and
passed to a newly assigned child superpeer, namely L2 − L1 . The larger
the number of the peers in the newly formed zone is, the sooner the
threshold L2 in the newly formed zone will be reached. At the same
time, the parent zone, from which this large amount of load is taken
by forming the new zone, is now responsible for very few peers. This
means that we can expect a deeper tree when ratio ν is smaller.
The impact of ν on the shape and size of the superpeer tree is shown
in Figure 48. We can see that the effect of ratio ν on the size and
breadth of the tree is not as strong as the influence of L2 . As L1 denotes
the number of peers that remain in the zone of responsibility of a
superpeer after creating a new inner zone, the number of superpeers
in the network and the depth of the tree decrease slightly for larger
L1 values, i.e. bigger ratio ν. For the same reason effect of ν on the
breadth of the superpeer tree can be observed. With higher L1 values
or larger ratio ν, the overloaded superpeer remains responsible for a
larger number of peers. This makes further splitting operations for an
once overloaded superpeer more likely, resulting in a broader tree. This
characteristic can be seen when comparing the two trees in Figures 49
and 50.
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Figure 49: Superpeer tree for low ratio

L1
L2

(L2 = 70 and L1 = 21)

Figure 50: Superpeer tree for high ratio

L1
L2

(L2 = 70 and L1 = 42)

Figures 51 shows the effects of ν ratio on query performance (response time) and costs (average number of hops, relative delay penalty,
and load balance ratio). The average number of hops for lookup and
distant area search benefits from the broader tree caused by larger values
of ν. While the number of hops for lookup only decreases slightly for
larger L1 values, the hops for Distant Area Search falls from an average of over 7.5 (for the ν of 0.3) to just under 5.0 for a ν of 0.6. The
downside of broad trees, poor load distribution among the superpeers,
can also be observed in the results of the simulation runs for larger ν
values. The load balance ratio for Globase.KOM increases by 30% when
reaching a ν of 0.6 (in comparison to the average load balance ratio
of lower ν values). Taking into account that superpeers have better
connectivity and bigger capacities, a load balance ratio of both 2.0 and
2.6 is a good value. However, this value will be further decreased by
interconnections (see Section 6.1.2)
The response times for queries show similar dependencies on load
threshold L1 . The response time of lookup can be reduced by 8%, if
adequate values for L1 are set. Distant Area Search can be accelerated
by 15%, before the increase in load balance ratio becomes extensive.
The relative delay penalty also benefits from the change of the shape
of the superpeer tree for larger L1 values. The average relative delay
penalty decreases from just under 3 for a ν = 0.3 to an average of 2.5
for a ν = 0.6. A relative delay penalty improvement of 10% can be
achieved before the extensive increase of the load balance ratio occurs.
Based on this evaluation and analysis, we set the ratio ν = 0.5 in the
further evaluations and in the prototype.
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Figure 51: Effects of ν ratio on query performance and costs
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As we can see, the shape of the tree has significant impact on fair
distribution of the load among the superpeers. A well balanced tree
gives good performance and costs values. The value of load threshold
1
L2 effect the breadth, while the ratio L
L2 influences on the depth of
1
the tree. We chose 0,5 as a good value for the ratio L
L2 , which has
proven to create good performance results together with a proper load
distribution among the superpeers. Setting a good value for the load
threshold L2 depends on the size of the network and placement of the
nodes. We saw that bigger values of L2 , in relation to the size of the
network, result in a better load balance. That, however, rises numerous
questions: How do we know what the size of the network will be, and
do we need to reform the existing zones accordingly? Does it mean
that for one million peers, a superpeer should be responsible for 80
thousand peers in order to have fair distribution of the load among
superpeers? Taking these issues into account, we have the following
possibilities for choosing the value L2 :

1. A special algorithm for forming the zones of the root superpeer
makes sure that not more than e.g. 5 zones are made inside of
the zone of the root superpeer. That means that the zones of
direct child superpeers will be made intentionally bigger than the
recognized hotspot itself. That can be achieved by using the rough
map of possible positions of peers (e.g. using the map of Skype
or Internet users). Values of L1 and L2 should be set to 50 and

0.6
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Figure 52: Effects of number of interconnection on number of hops for queries

100 (similar settings as in popular superpeer-based peer-to-peer
applications Skype [Skyb] and Limewire [Lim]).
2. Direct child superpeers of the root superpeer must have interconnections to each other. Additionally, the failure recovery mechanism would use the connections to these superpeers. In that way,
a number of the messages for resolving the queries and failure
recovery a root superpeer receives would be significantly reduced.
We chose L2 to be between 100 and 120, and used both optimizations.
In that way, the breadth of the tree is not more than the set limits (we
chose 5) and a superpeer is responsible for the reasonable number of
peers in its zone.
6.1.2

Number of Interconnections

Interconnections are crucial in improving the efficiency of routing by
taking the load from the superpeers in the higher levels of the tree.
At the same time, the increasing number of neighbor connections increases the overhead. Additionally, as interconnections should connect
superpeers from different branches of the tree, their physical, geographical distance is higher than in the case of child/parent connections.
Frequent usage and maintenance of interconnections can therefore
greatly influence the relative delay penalty. To evaluate the effects
of the number of interconnections on the performance and costs of
overlay, simulations were done with 10 000 peers and different settings
for the number of interconnections (0, 10, 20, no limitation). Since
local area search and find closest only have a regional routing radius, the
evaluation of interconnection effects focuses on distant area search and
random lookups. The simulation was done with protocol parameters
and simulator settings as described in the Table in Appendix 20.
Figure 52a shows the effect of the interconnections on the lookup
operation. Without the use of interconnections in the superpeer tree,
the number of hops needed for an average lookup operation stays over
6 hops for the entire time of the simulation. When interconnections
are enabled in the superpeer tree, they show an immediate effect on

What are
interconnections and
how can they
influence quality?
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the number of hops for lookup operations. When allowing just 10
interconnections per superpeer, the number of hops used by lookup
operations decreases from the beginning of the simulation. After the
first interconnections are being built during the joining phase of the
scenario (not shown in Figures 52a and 52b), their effect on the lookup
operation increases when the user actions in the scenario start to begin
after 20 minutes of simulation time. After another five minutes (which
corresponds to only 4 user operations per peer), the average number of
hops using 10 interconnections per superpeer decreases to less than 4
hops (which is 35% better than without interconnections) and stays at
this level throughout the rest of the simulation.
Allowing more interconnections within the superpeer tree further
reduces the number of hops need for lookup operations. When using up
to 20 interconnections the average number of hops can be reduced to 3.3
(which is 46% less than without interconnections) for lookup. Permitting
an unlimited number of interconnections between superpeers does
not lead to an excessive further reduction of the number of hops, but
introduces some negative effects on the load distribution within the
superpeer network, as this evaluation will show later on (Figure 54b).
The hop count for unlimited interconnections lies just below 3.0 hops
per lookup (saving around 50% of the hops in comparison to not using
interconnections).
The effect of enabling interconnections in the superpeer tree on the
Distant Area Search operation, shown in Figure 52b, is not as significant
as for lookup operations, but it is definitely noticeable. Interconnections
can only speed up routing the search query to a superpeer whose zone of
responsibility contains or intersects the search area. Further forwarding
to parent or child superpeers, which is in most cases inevitable for a
complete query resolution, cannot be influenced by the interconnections.
Average values for the number of hops for area search vary around 9.5
hops throughout the simulation when interconnections are not being
used. Allowing up to 10 interconnections in the superpeer tree reduces
the number of hops needed for an average search operation by 12%.
Setting the number of interconnections to 20 decreases the number of
hops slightly further to 8,3 hops. A reduction of more than 20% can be
achieved by not limiting the number of interconnections. Figure 53a
shows the effects of interconnections on the response time of lookup
queries. The response time for lookup lies between 550 an 600 ms
throughout the simulation, if no interconnections are used. Similar to
the development of the number of hops, the average response time
drops below 400 ms, if the usage of interconnections is enabled. 10
interconnections decrease the average time for responding to a lookup
query by 35%. An average response time of less than 350 ms can be
achieved by permitting 20 interconnections per superpeer (40% less time
compared to no interconnections). Similar to the number of hops, the
response time can be reduced slightly further by allowing an unlimited
number of interconnections.
The use of interconnections also shows the desired effect on the
response time of distant area search, presented in the Figure 53b. The
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Figure 53: Effects of number of interconnection on response time for queries

average response time to search queries, using 10 interconnections, is
17% faster (690 ms on average, compared to 830 ms not using interconnections). Increasing the number of permitted interconnections to
20 does not decrease the response time significantly (an improvement
of another 2% can be achieved). Without limiting the number of interconnections in the superpeer tree, average response times of under
650 ms can re reached for distant area search in the 10 000 peer scenario
which equals an improvement of 23%. The use of interconnections between superpeers in the tree has a strong influence on the performance
of the operations in Globase.KOM. Both lookup and distant area search
benefit from interconnections. The number of hops and the average
response time are reduced drastically by enabling interconnections
(improvements range up to 50% for lookup operations).
Figure 54a shows the impact of the use of interconnections in the
superpeer tree on relative delay penalty. Without making use of interconnections, relative delay penalty is between 5.0 and 5.3 for the entire
time of the simulation. Similar to the response time of the lookup operation, the relative delay penalty for the queries starts to fall, when the
first user operations are being performed in the scenario. When allowing 10 interconnections per superpeer, the average relative delay penalty
drops by 33% to just under 3.5. With the number of interconnections set
to 20, a value of 3 can be achieved for relative delay penalty (41% less
than without interconnections). A maximum improvement of 45% can
be reached when permitting an unlimited number of interconnections.
The effects of interconnections on the load distribution within the superpeer tree can be shown by observing the load balance ratio (shown in
Figure 54b). The average load balance ratio when using interconnections
is between 2.3 and 2.4 throughout the simulation. Ten interconnections
reduce the average LBR to 2.05. Since, in most cases, the most loaded
peer can be found in the upper levels of the superpeer tree, it makes
sense that using interconnection in the routing process improves the
load distribution within the tree. Not having to travel all the way up the
tree reduces the load of the root superpeer and the root children. An
average load balance ratio of 1.9 can be achieved when permitting the
use of 20 interconnections, which corresponds with an improvement
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interconnections can
negatively influence
load balance ratio
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Figure 54: Effects of number of interconnection on costs

of over 20%. Since contacts in the overlay network need to be kept upto-date, increasing the number of interconnections not only improves
the efficiency of the routing process, but also increases the overhead
created by maintenance messages. The load balance ratio rises to 2,1
for Globase.KOM, when an unlimited number of interconnections is
permitted; exceeding the values for 10 and 20 interconnections. This
trade-off has to be considered when deciding about the interconnection
parameter S1 .
Summary

A review of effects of
interconnections on
quality

Experiments showed that 20 additional overlay contacts per peer are
needed to achieve good improvements in response time for both lookup
(up to 40% faster response times) and distant area search (response times
dropping by 20%). In a comparison with Kademlia which has 3131
contacts, this number of additional connections is fairly small. The
relative delay penalty is also effected positively by adding interconnections to the superpeer tree. This ratio of the time that a message takes
through the overlay compared to the time it takes through the underlying network can be decreased from over 5 without interconnections
to about 3 if 20 interconnections are established per peer. Excessive
use of interconnections is not advised, as it negatively effects the load
balance ratio. Even though interconnections can positively influence
the load distribution among the superpeers, as they decrease the load
for peers in the upper part of the tree, more overlay contacts create
more maintenance overhead. The best results for load balance ratio in
this evaluation were achieved with 20 interconnections (load balance
ratio improves by 20%). The use of more interconnections results in
an average LBR which exceeds the measured values for 10 and 20
interconnections.

6.2 efficiency

6.1.3

General Overlay Parameters

Maintenance, replication, caching related parameters, and operation
timeouts are some of the parameter types common to all peer-to-peer
overlays. When choosing these parameters, one needs to take into
account underlay network condition and user behavior.
The maintenance parameters in our solution are: frequency of periodical failure detection mechanisms and number of missing liveness
information. The appropriate parameters values will allow for timely
failure detection without causing a noticeable amount of additional
overhead traffic. In order to find these values, we observed how the
stale message ratio changes with varying frequencies of failure detection messages of different connection types (Section 4.3.6) and number
of missing liveness information. Setting these parameters greatly depends on the scenarios of usage and online user behavior. We chose,
therefore, the following parameters according to the churn rates and
length of experiment timeline we used in our simulations. For almost
all superpeer connections, failure detection messages are exchanged
every 2 minutes, 1 minute between superpeer and its replica superpeer,
and 3 missing liveness information before failure is detected.
Operation timeout should avoid unlimited waiting times for the
results of the user operation. It should be long enough to cover the
cases of the lost messages and delayed responses. The appropriate value
for this parameter depends on the average response time of queries and
underlay network conditions. We observed retrievability with varying
timeout and choose 2 seconds (double the average response time). For
the size of cache, we choose a value which is fixed to 10, derived from
the implementations of other overlay networks.
6.1.4
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The evaluations of quality properties and comparison of our solution to
the representatives of the related work are presented in the following
sections. All following simulation experiments are run with the settings
previously discussed and chosen, summarized in Appendix G. In the
cases that different parameters are used in experiments, we state these
values.
6.2 efficiency
In this Section we evaluate the efficiency of our solution. Efficiency is
defined as the ratio of performance and introduced costs. We, therefore, first present the performance of the queries (lookup and area
search) and then the costs (protocol overhead). The experiments are
run with 10 000 peers, and parameter settings as presented in Table
2. In spite of the fact that Chord [SMLN+ 03] and Kademlia [MM02]
were designed for lookup rather than for retrievable search, the performance of their lookup query will be used here as reference for a
comparison (see Figures 55). In Figure 55a we can see that number of

We compared the
performance of ’find
on a specific location’
queries to the lookup
queries of Chord and
Kademlia
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Protocol parameters
Globase.KOM
Chord
Kademlia

Value(s)
Load threshold L1

55, 38

Load threshold L2

110

Number of interconnections S1

20

Number of successors

10

Bucket size (k)

10

b

5

Parallelism factor α

3

Simulator settings

Value(s)

Number of peers

10 000

Experiment timeline

Efficiency

Churn

Skype-churn model

Table 2: Parameter settings for the evaluation of efficiency

Comparable hop
count and response
time, but
significantly better
RDP

Performance of area
searches

hops in Globase.KOM is 18% better in the case of parameters L1 = 55
and L2 = 110. Chord needs on average 22.8% more hops per lookup
query than Globase.KOM with L1 = 55 and L2 = 110 while Kademlia
performs 21% better due to parallel lookup queries and big contact lists.
This also reflects the response time (Figure 55b), where Globase.KOM
needs 38.4% longer to respond to a lookup than Kademlia. However,
the lookup performance difference between Chord and Globase.KOM
is even bigger with regard to response time – Globase.KOM performs
53.5% better than Chord. The reason is better underlay-awareness of
the Globase.KOM overlay, which significantly reduces RDP (Figure 55c).
That is also the reason why both configurations of Globase.KOM have
almost the same duration of lookup operation.
As a comparison, a Globase.KOM superpeer has in maximum L2 (peers) +
1(root) + 1(parent) + max5(childrensuperpeers) + 20interconnections =
147 contacts, a Chord peer has in average 160 + 10 + 1 = 171, and
Kademlia 155 × 20 + 24 + 23 + 22 + 21 + 20 = 3131 contacts. Even
though Globase.KOM has the smallest routing table, it has better
(Chord) or just around 20% poorer performance metric values. That
means that lookup in our solution is more efficient than both Chord and
Kademlia as it achieves similar or even better performance for smaller
costs in terms of size of routing table.
Performance of area search was shown previously on Figures 53b
and 53a. For 10 000 peers, for lookup query 350 ms is needed in
average, while response time for distant area search is 680 ms in average.
The number of hops for lookup and distant area search are presented on
Figures 52a and 52b and their average values are 3.5 and 8 respectively.
In Section 6.7 we will see the comparison of these values to the related
work. Relative delay penalty for distant area search (see Figure 54a) is
not significantly changed from the case of lookup and is around 3 on
average. Figure 55d shows that for distant area search with 100 peers,
in the worst case, only 0.3% of the results are not delivered. This
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Figure 55: Query performance of Globase.KOM, Chord, and Kademlia with
10 000 peers

percentage decreases to 0.1% for 1 000 peers and 0.05% for 10 000 peers.
As we can see, there is no difference in retrievability between local and
distant area search.

(a) Of a superpeer

(b) Of a root superpeer

Figure 56: Distribution of incoming and outgoing traffic

In Figures 56 we present the share of overall incoming and outgoing
traffic for a superpeer and a root superpeer. Although more than 80%
of received messages are maintenance, their size is very small and,
therefore, their share in the traffic insignificant (around 20%, maximum
500 Bps for root superpeer, with 10 000 peers in network). Clearly, the
share of query messages and their size depends on the scenario and
the size of the areas searched for, which influence the size of the results.

Share of maintenance
messages large, but
uses an insignificant
amount of bandwidth
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Figure 57: Percentage of received messages

A review of efficiency
evaluations

More contacts are included in the results of the area search, the size of
the search result messages and their share in the overall traffic is bigger.
Summarized, for evaluations of efficiency, we evaluated Globase.KOM
in comparison to Chord and Kademlia. We investigated the performance and costs of lookup, for which Globase.KOM was initially not
designed, but is provided by all three overlays. Results show, that
Globase.KOM has the least contacts, thus the least costs of the three
overlays, but delivers better (in case of Chord) and only slightly worse
(in case of Kademlia) lookup performance. The contact-utilization efficiency of Globase.KOM is thus better than that of Chord and Kademlia.
Discussing the cost utilization in the overlay, leads to the question: how
is the load distributed. We address this question in the next section. Retrievability of distant area search is 99.7% in the worst case and it takes
680 ms on average and 8 hops. Although more than 80% of received
messages are maintenance, their size is very small and, therefore, their
share in the traffic insignificant (around 20%, 500Bps in the worst case).
6.3 fairness

The most loaded peer
is 1.9 times more
loaded than the
median loaded peer

Fairness presents the distribution of traffic load (received/sent messages) on the individual peers. The fair load of a peer should be
proportional to its individual capacity.
As we can see in the previous evaluations (see Section 54b, Figure
54b), the load balance ratio for the appropriate settings for size of
interconnections (20) is bellow 1.9. That means that the most loaded
peer (root superpeer) receives/sends 1.9 times more messages than the
median loaded peer. This ratio is even smaller when the peers and
superpeers are considered separately.
We observed the percentage of received messages in Chord and in
Globase from the experiments for efficiency (however, with 1 000 peers).
Figure 57a shows the number of received messages per peer, sorted
from the most to the least loaded peer. We can see the load distribution
of Globase.KOM and Chord under the identical simulation conditions.
The average load of the peers in Chord is 0.1% and varies between
0.05% and 0.31%. There are no severe differences in load distribution,

6.4 scalability

though around 40 peers have significantly larger load than other participants. The explanation for this is that in the beginning of the simulation,
the Chord ring is built over just a few peers and therefore most of the
peers have fingers to those peers. Through stabilization messages, those
peers are periodically contacted from all peers which have fingers to
them. The average load in Globase.KOM is 0.05% and varies between
0.04% and 0.32%. Figure 57b shows steep load reduction after the first
10 most loaded peers. More exact insight shows that those peers are 10
superpeers, which form the overlay. The larger load of superpeers is
due to maintenance messages from child-peers as well as routing messages. The root superpeer has the highest load (0.32%), and its direct
child superpeers have around 0.26%. On average, a superpeer receives
0.21% of all produced messages in the overlay. Thus, heterogeneity of
the peers is taken into account when selecting superpeers.
The value of the load balance ratio in our solution which is superpeerbased is comparable even with pure peer-to-peer overlays like Chord,
which do not take heterogeneity of the peers into account.
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Superpeers do not
take more load than
the most loaded peers
in Chord

6.4 scalability
Scalability is the quantitative adaptability of the overlay to a changing
number of participants or services in the overlay, while preserving the
performance. With a varying number of peers, the performance should
optimally converge to a certain value. We evaluate performance and
costs metrics with the different size of the network (see Figures 68, 69).
We can see that the response time and relative delay penalty of all types
of the queries insignificantly changes with the increasing size of the
network. Interconnections and deterministic routing through the tree
play a big role in scalability.

Due to greedy
routing and
long-range contacts,
our solution is
scalable

6.5 stability
Stability refers to the ability of the system to maintain all functions
and services of the system under expected or unexpected conditions
and environmental changes. We observed the behavior of the system
under frequent leaving (Section 6.5.1) of the peers and intensive queries
(Section 6.5.2). The main metric we used is performance variation. Here
variation refers to the relative difference of a parameter from its value
in the stable state of a system (see Section 5.4). For the stable values we
took the average performance and costs values from the experiments
on efficiency evaluations. Simulation settings for the experiments on
stability evaluations are summarized on Table 3.
6.5.1

Intensive Leaving

We observed the performance and costs variation when 5, 10, 20, 30,
and 50% of the peers (regular peers or superpeers) or only superpeers
simultaneously leave the network. The increase of query response time

Stability evaluated
under frequent
leaving and intensive
queries
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Simulator settings

Value(s)

Number of peers

100, 1 000, 10 000

Experiment timeline

Stability timeline

Churn

Skype-churn model

Table 3: Simulator settings for the evaluation of stability
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Figure 58: Variation of query response time and hop count when peers/superpeers simultaneously leave the network

Insignificant
performance
variation when peers
simultaneously leave

and hop count is shown in Figure 58 when a certain percentage of peers
leave and when only superpeers leave.
The query response time increases up to 1.89% when both regular
and superpeers leave and up to 1.16% when only superpeers leave.
The impact on the find closest is minor (maximum 0.009%). As can be
expected, the greatest effect of the intensive leaving is on distant area
search response time as it involves a large number of superpeers in the
routing than lookup and find closest. The increase of hop count in all
types of the queries is maximum 2.3% in Figure 58c and 0.8% in Figure
58d.
Retrievability remains 100% in case of lookup, find the closest, and local
area search. We present the minor decrease of retrievability of distant
area search in Figure 59. Retrievability of distant area search decreases
from almost 0 to 0.0027% when all types of peers are included in
leaving and from 0.0003% to 0.0028% when only superpeers leave. That
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Figure 59: Variation of retrievability when peers/superpeers simultaneously
leave the network
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Figure 60: Variation of relative delay penalty and load balance ratio time when
peers/superpeers simultaneously leave the network

means that in our experiments with more than 1 000 performed distant
area searches, only the result of two did not contain a single existing
matching peer contact.
Figures 60 show the increase of relative delay penalty and load
balance ratio. Deterioration of relative delay penalty is greater in the
case that all types of peers are included in intensive leaving and it is
from 0.4% to 1.9%. In the case only superpeers leave, the deterioration
is from 0.7% to 1.5%.
Examination of load balance ratio shows the biggest influence of
intensive leaving. Figure 60a shows the increase of load balance ratio
laying between 12.7% and 21.7% (all peers leaving) and between 3.4%
and 15.6% (only superpeers leaving). As this is an insignificant change
(maximum load balance ratio was 2.4), we can conclude the stability of
load balancing under intensive leaving of peers.
Summarized, in the unlikely case that 50% of peers (or only superpeers) leave the network, the number of hops, query response time, and
relative delay penalty will only insignificantly increase (up to around
2%) while the most loaded peer will be around 20% more loaded than
in the case of the regular scenario (without simultaneous leaving). Re-

Only load balance is
slightly affected, 20%
when 50% of peers
leave simultaneously
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covery time for all of these experiments were constant and its duration
was less than a second.
6.5.2

Intensive queries =
huge amount of
queries in a very
short time span

Intensive Queries

In order to simulate possible instability factors, we observed the performance and costs variation during intensive and especially frequent
queries. We initiated a huge amount of queries in a very short time
span (every 2 ms at least one query is performed, which is 10 times
more than in the regular scenario). The frequency of user queries in
case of 100, 1 000, and 10 000 peers is 200, 2 000, and 20 000 queries per
minute, respectively. Figures 61a and 61b show the increase of number
of hops and query response time respectively. It is interesting that the
effect of query frequency has a smaller effect on the increasing size of
the network. The increase in the hop count per query is 0.44% for 100
peers and 0.02% for 10 000 peers. The more peers are in the network,
the better they handle the user requests.
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Figure 61: Variation of hop count, response time, and retrievability with more
frequent user queries

Insignificant
influence of intensive
queries on quality

We can see a similar trend in relative delay penalty Figure 62a whose
deterioration decreases with the increasing network size. Contrary
to this, the variation of load balance ratio (see Figure 62b) increases
with the size of the network. It is the result of an increasing frequency
of user queries which places the greatest share of traffic on the root
superpeer (see Figure 56b).

6.6 robustness
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Retrievability is insignificantly influenced by the increasing frequency
of network size (up to 0.06%) and the results are presented in Figure
61c. It is interesting that retrievability is more greatly affected by
frequent user queries than intensive leaving of the peers. However, in
the experiments with frequent user queries, more queries are performed
and there is a greater possibility to have incomplete results.
Summarized, we can see that in the case of frequent user queries our
solution is very stable regarding the number of hops, response time,
and relative delay penalty. However, the load balance ratio is again the
most vulnerable metric. The most loaded peer is up to 9% more loaded
than in the case of the regular scenario (used in efficiency evaluations).
Recovery time was again shorter than one second and its duration did
not vary significantly.
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Figure 62: Variation of relative delay penalty, load balance ratio and retrievability with more frequent user queries

6.6 robustness
Robustness describes the variations in performance and costs metrics
under critical failures and massive churn rates. We observe the behavior
of the system under simultaneous failures of peers (Section 6.6.1), and
multiple failures of the superpeers in the same tree branch (Section
6.6.2). The main metric we used was performance variation, because
the recovery time was very short and constant for each setting. Like in
stability, reference values for variation were taken from efficiency evaluations. Simulation setting for the experiments on stability evaluations
are summarized in Table 4.
Simulator settings

Value(s)

Number of peers

100, 1 000, 10 000

Experiment timeline
Churn

Robustness timeline
intensive failures and Skype-churn model

Table 4: Simulator settings for the evaluation of robustness

Robustness evaluated
under simultaneous
failures of peers on
crucial positions in a
tree
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Figure 63: Variation of hop count and response time with intensive peer failures

6.6.1

The hop count
insignificantly
affected even when
50% of peers fail

Variation of response
time when certain
percentage of peers
simultaneously fail

Intensive Failures

In order to simulate intensive failures, we ran experiments where 5, 10,
20, 30, 50% of any type of peer failed simultaneously and where 15,
30, 50 % of only superpeers failed at the same time. As in stability, we
observed the number of hops, response time of the queries, retrievability,
relative delay penalty, and load balance ratio.
Figures 63a and 63b show the variation of hop count when a certain
percentage of peers or only superpeers simulaneously fail in the case
of 1 000 peers. The number of hops increases up to 5%. It is interesting
that find the closest query is the most, and distant area search the least,
vulnerable to simultaneous failure of peers. The reason is that the
resolving of find the closest query relies heavily on the parent-child
connections while distant area search uses interconnections. On the
other hand, when only superpeers are included in the intensive failures,
hop count of distant area search and lookup is the most affected, as
their resolving involves longer paths than in the case of local area search
and find the closest node (see efficiency evaluations 6.2)
The variation in response time in the case of intensive failures is
presented in Figures 63c and 63d. Here we can see the strong effects of
underlay-awareness (visible through low relative delay penalty values),
as the effects of intensive failures on response time are around half that
on hop count. Variation lies between 0.27% and 2.69% (for all peers),
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Figure 64: Variation of retrievability with intensive peer failures

and even less for the case only superpeers are included in the intensive
falures (between 0.28% and 0.88%).
In Figures 64a and 64b, we can see that simultaneous failures of a
large number of peers have again an insignificant effect on retrievability.
It is up to 0.36% worse than in the stable scenario, with the normal
churn rates.
Figures 65 show the variation of relative delay penalty and load
balance ratio, which is again bigger than in stability evaluations. Maximum deterioration of relative delay penalty was 7.58%, while the
variation in stability evaluations was only 1.95%. As superpeers might
be replaced by a parent superpeers if replica superpeer is not available,
the geographical distance between peers and their responsible superpeer gets bigger. That influence on the additional delay that overlay
communication brings and decreases underlay-awareness of the overlay.
Remarkable is the variation of load balance ratio in the case of
intensive failures of peers, which is between 15% and 30% worse than
in the stable scenario. The reasons are uneven distribution of the
peers per responsible superpeer and an increased number of exchanged
failure recovery messages. A much smaller variation of load balance
ratio in the case only superpeers are included in the intensive failures
(up to 7%) confirms this argumentation.
Summarized, we observe a greater variation in performance and
costs metrics in the case of intensive failures than in stability evaluations. Variation of hop count is up to 5% while response time has
double smaller variation, due to good underlay-awareness of the overlay. Retrievability varies insignificantly (up to 0.35%). The relative
delay penalty increases approximately 7% as the geographical distance
between peers and their responsible superpeers increase during failure
recovery. However, the most affected metric is load balance ratio, which
experiences an increase of up to 30%. The reasons for this are uneven
distribution of the peers per responsible superpeer and an increased
number of exchanged failure recovery messages. Nevertheless, as the
recovery time is very short, the overlay can be considered robust against
simultaneous failures of up to 50% of peers.

Variation of load
balance ratio is up to
30%
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Figure 65: Variation of relative delay penalty and load balance ratio with intensive peer failures
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Figure 66: Variation of observed metrics when multiple superpeers from the
same tree branch simultaneously fail

6.7 comparison with the related work
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Figure 67: Overlay structure of RectNet (left) and corresponding responsibility
zones (right)

6.6.2

Multiple Failures in the Same Tree Branch

Routing and failure recovery in Globase.KOM relies on parent-child
superpeer connections. It is, therefore, important to examine the overlay
behavior when multiple superpeers from the same branch, connected
with direct parent-child connections, simultaneously fail. Here, we
show the experiments for 1 000 peers (with L1 = 50 and L2 = 100)
where the depth of the tree is usually 5 and there are 15 - 20 superpeers.
We therefore evaluate only the simultaneous failures of 4 and 5 superpeers of the same branch (the simultaneous failures of 3 superpeers
were included in the previous evaluations). The variations in hop count,
response time, retrievability, and relative delay penalty are shown in
Figure 66.
The results are comparable to the results with the intensive failures of
30% of superpeers. This shows the obvious robustness of Globase.KOM
in the unlikely case when connected superpeers in the same tree branch
go offline at the same time.

Simultaneous failure
of superpeers in the
same branch does not
noticeably change
performance

6.7 comparison with the related work
Previously, we have seen the values of quality metrics in various scenarios which could only give us a clear answer about matching functional
requirements (‘Does the overlay enable area search, finding a closest
peer or a peer in a specific location?’). In order to give statements about
non-functional requirements (such as efficiency, scalability, or fairness),
we need reference values to the metric values obtained from presented
evaluations. That is only possible by comparing the quality of prior
related work.
For our comparative evaluations we chose RectNet [Heu05]. It is the
overlay most related to Globase.KOM in terms of meeting functional
requirements (fully retrievable area search) and design goals. Like our
approach, it supports area search, finding the closest peer and peer
in a specific location. RectNet is an implementation of Distributed
Space Partitioning Tree (DSPT). The structure of the overlay and the

We compare our
solution with RectNet
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Simulator settings

Value(s)

Number of peers

100, 1 000, 10 000

Experiment timeline

Efficiency timeline

Churn

Skype-churn model

1300
1200
1100
1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200

1400
Globase.KOM
RectNet

1200
Response time [ms]

Response time [ms]

Table 5: Simulation settings for the comparative evaluation of Globase.KOM
and RectNet

Globase.KOM
RectNet

1000
800
600
400
200

100

1000
Network size [peers]

100

10000

(a) Lookup
2200
2000
1800
1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600
400
200

1000
Network size [peers]

10000

(b) Local area search
4500

Globase.KOM
RectNet

4000
Response time [ms]

Response time [ms]
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3500
3000
2500
2000

Globase.KOM
RectNet

1500
1000
100

1000
Network size [peers]

(c) Distant area search

10000

100

1000
Network size [peers]

10000

(d) Find closest

Figure 68: Response times of Globase.KOM and RectNet

corresponding responsibility zones are depicted in Figure 67. It is a
hybrid, tree-based overlay, similar to our solution. However, superpeers
build binary tree and all results of the queries can only be collected
at the leaves of the tree. This can lead to longer routing paths and
increased response time in comparison to Globase.KOM. Additionally,
contrary to our solution, peer identifier space does not include information about responsibility area nor peer location. This introduces
additional communication (in order to check the responsibility of the
contacted peer) and does not allow greedy routing. A more detailed
description and analysis of this approach is given in Section 2.
We ran experiments with the settings presented in the Table 5. We
evaluated four types of user queries: finding a peer in a specific location
(lookup), finding all peers in the surrounding local area (local area search)
and in distant areas (distant area search), and finding the closest peer to
the given location (find closest).

6.7 comparison with the related work
16
Relative delay penalty

14

113

Globase.KOM
RectNet

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
100

1000

10000

Network size [peers]

Figure 69: Comparison of Relative Delay Penalty

Figures 68 show the comparison of response times of all four types
of queries. We notice the evident difference between two solutions Globase.KOM performs two to three times faster lookups and local
area search, three to four times faster distant area search and four times
faster find closest query. The huge impact of peer identifier space in
Globase.KOM, management of identifier space, and interconnections
is visible here. Additionally, the response time of RectNet increases
dramatically with the increase of network size, showing scalability
issues. On the other hand, response times of Globase.KOM change
logarithmically with the size of the network. The good scalability of
our solution is the result of carefully chosen interconnections, routing
strategy, and zone forming.
Figure 69 shows a comparative evaluation of relative delay penalty
during all experiments. We can see a big difference in the case of 1 000
(three times bigger than Globase.KOM) and 10 000 peers (more than
4 times). This is the result of the non greedy routing strategy, caused
by underlay-unaware management of identifier space. Query messages
must always travel upwards in the tree, unnecessarily involving superpeers that are geographically very distant. Routing strategy does not
allow bypassing of the higher levels of the tree. Therefore, the delay
introduced by using connections in RectNet overlay are significantly
(14 times for 10 000 peers) bigger than using the shortest underlay
connections.
Our evaluations showed comparable values of quality metrics for
load balance, robustness, and stability. It is not surprising that RectNet
is very robust and stable, as the strict structure of the binary tree result
in fast maintenance process. Superpeers in the higher levels of the
tree need to maintain the connections to just three other superpeers
(parent and two children superpeers) and their replacement in the
case of failure is trivial using the appropriate replication mechanisms.
More surprising are the good evaluation results of load balance in
RectNet. As the query messages need to be routed from leaves to the
root and again to leaves in other tree branches, we can expect that
the superpeers in the higher levels are performance bottlenecks and
experience overload. It seems, however, that this overload caused by

Evident performance
difference

Our solution achieves
better
underlay-awareness

Comparable fairness,
robustness, and
stability
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query messages is neutralized by the fact that superpeers in the higher
levels of the tree are not responsible for any peers, but just for three
superpeer connections.
Summarized, our comparative evaluations showed evident superiority of Globase.KOM in efficiency and scalability. It performs queries
approximately 4 times faster and the additional delay introduced by
overlay routing compared to the shortest underlay routes is 4 times
smaller than in the case of RectNet. The effect of the choice of identifier
space in our solution was evident as it allows efficient, greedy routing.
Using interconnections allows bypassing of the superpeers in the higher
tree levels and decreases the response time of the queries. The choice
of management of identifier space and routing strategy are reflected
in better underlay-awareness. In the terms of load balance, robustness
and stability, the evaluation results of both solutions are comparable,
and their difference, insignificant.
6.8 analysis of requirements realization

Finally, does our
solution fulfill given
requirements?

After all evaluation results are discussed in previous sections, we must
review the requirements for peer-to-peer location-based search stated
in the beginning of this thesis, in Section 1.2. This section answers
the question of how good these requirements are met, based on the
presented evaluation results.
Functional requirements are providing fully retrievable:
• area search,
• finding a peer in a specific location (referred as lookup), and
• finding the peer closest to a given location (referred as find the
closest).
This is assessed by retrievability of the queries. Our results showed that
in realistic workloads it remains at almost 100% (i.e. precisely 99,7%)
and reaches its minimum of 95% in the unlikely case when 50% of the
peers simultaneous fail. Therefore, we can state that our solution fulfills
functional requirements.
Non-functional requirements:
• The efficiency of all query types is significantly better than the
efficiency of the related solution RectNet (e.g. queries 4 times
faster). The performance of lookup is better than the most referenced overlay for lookup, Chord, and just around 20% worse
than in Kademlia. Our solution is, however, more efficient as it
achieves similar or even better performance for smaller costs in
terms of size of routing table (average size of routing table for
Globase.KOM is 147, Chord is 161, and for Kademlia is 3131).
Additionally, the underlay-awareness of Globase.KOM proved to
be the largest among all of these three reference overlays.
• Although load-balancing seems to be an issue due to the tree structure of the overlay, the value of its metric is comparable even to
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the pure peer-to-peer overlays that do not assign additional responsibilities to more capable peers. Interconnections and careful
selection of parameters for zone forming diminish the expected
overload of superpeers in the higher tree levels.
• The scalability of our solution is logarithmic and is better than that
in the related solution RectNet. This is due to the interconnections,
choice of peer identifier space, and greedy routing.
• Our solution proved to be very stable under simultaneous leaving of a large portion of the peers and frequent querying. The
variation of quality metric is insignificant (up to 2%) except in the
case of fairness, where it becomes ca. 20% worse. However, the
recovery time is under one second.
• Under simultaneous failures of a large portion of peers, superpeers from the higher levels, or in the same tree branch in our
solution prove to be very robust. The variation of quality metrics
was insignificant (retrievability up to 0.35%, other metrics up
to 7%), except again, the load balance ratio, which experiences
an increase of 30% when 50% of the peers simultaneously fail.
Nevertheless, the recovery time is very short.
The biggest influence on the quality of our solution was the choice
of identifier space, its management, and interconnections. A peer
identifier contains the information about responsibility of the peer
and its location. This allows smart selection of interconnections and
efficient greedy routing. Management of identifier space allows good
underlay-awareness of the overlay and therefore faster query response
time. Interconnections enabled bypassing of the superpeers in higher
levels of the tree and therefore allowed equal load distribution among
the superpeers. Fast recovery time and small performance variations
under extreme churn and critical failures is to be credited to the various
maintenance strategies used in combination.

Effects of our design
decisions

6.9 summary
This chapter presented and discussed the evaluation results of our
solution, Globase.KOM corresponding to the evaluation goals and
methodology from Chapter 5.
We first presented the calibration of the system-wide parameters:
the load threshold parameters L1 and L2 , number of interconnections,
size of cache, timeouts of operations, frequency of periodical failure
detection messages, and the number of missing periodical liveness
information before a failure is detected.
The evaluation results showed that the value of load threshold L2
1
effect the breadth, while the ratio L
L2 influence depth of the superpeer
tree. It was shown that the shape of the tree has significant impact on
fair distribution of the load among the superpeers. A well balanced
tree provides good performance and costs values. We chose 0.5 as a
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1
good value for ratio L
L2 that have been proven to produce good performance results together with proper load distribution among the
superpeers. We saw that greater values of L2 , in relation to the size
of the network, result in a better load balance. However, setting this
parameter as relative to network size, introduce a additional issues
concerning reforming the existing zones and assigning huge numbers
of peers to the superpeers. We, therefore, applied two optimizations
regarding the formation of the zones of the root superpeer and connections between the superpeers in the second tree level. We limited the
number of inner zones of root superpeers and formed zones larger than
a hotspot by using maps of possible peer placement (good example is a
map of Skype or Internet users). Additionally, direct child superpeers
of the root superpeers are connected via the interconnections which
significantly decrease the load of the root superpeer. We set L2 to be
100 and 120 with these two optimizations of the first tree level.
Experiments showed that only a fairly small number of 20 interconnections per peer is needed to achieve cost-effective improvement in
response time for both Lookup (up to 40% faster response times) and
Distant Area Search (response times dropping by 20%). The relative
delay penalty is also effected positively by adding interconnections
to the superpeer tree. It was shown that interconnections positively
influence the load distribution among the superpeers, enabling bypassing of the superpeers in the higher tree levels. However, having too
many interconnections introduce more maintainance overhead. The
best results for load balance ratio in this evaluation were achieved with
20 interconnections (load balance ratio improves by 20%).
Maintenance, replication, caching related parameters, and operation
timeouts are some of the parameter types common to all peer-to-peer
overlays. The choosing of these parameters needs to take into account
underlay network conditions and user behavior. For the simulations we
ran, appropriate churn rates, and experiment timeline length, we chose
2 minutes for almost all superpeer connections, 1 minute between a
superpeer and its replica superpeer, and 3 missing liveness information
before failure is detected. Setting these parameters greatly depends
on the scenarios of usage and online user behavior. We observed
retrievability with varying timeout and chose 2 seconds (double the
average response time). For the size of cache, we chose a value which is
fixed to 10, derived from the implementations of other overlay networks.
Further, we examined efficiency, fairness, scalability, stability, and
robustness. In spite of the fact that they are design for lookup rather
than for search, we used Chord [SMLN+ 03] and Kademlia [MM02] for
evaluations of lookup. Chord needs on average 22.8% more hops than
Globase.KOM, while Kademlia involves 21% fewer peers in route due
to parallel lookup queries and large contact lists. It is similar is with the
response time of the queries, Globase.KOM showed evident supremacy
in underlay-awareness, having significantly lower relative delay penalty
values. Our solution is, however, more efficient as it achieves similar
or even better performance for smaller costs in terms of the size of
the routing table (average size of a routing table for Globase.KOM is
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147, Chord is 161, and Kademlia is 3131). Retrievability of distant area
search is 99.7% in the worst case and it takes 680 ms on average, and 8
hops. Although more than 80% of received messages are maintenance,
their size is very small and therefore their share in the traffic, is minor
(around 20%, 500Bps in the worst case).
Our examinations of fairness showed that the most loaded peer (root
superpeer) receives/sends 1,9 times more messages than the median
loaded peer. This ratio is even smaller when the peers and superpeers
are considered separately, and the ratio is comparable to the flat, pure
peer-to-peer overlays.
Stability evaluations showed that in the unlikely case that 50% of
peers (or only superpeers) leave the network, the number of hops,
query response time, and relative delay penalty will only insignificantly
increase (up to around 2%) while the most loaded peer will be around
20% more loaded than in the case of regular scenario (no simultaneous
leaving). Recovery time for all of these experiments was constant and
its duration was less than one second. We saw that in the case of
frequent user queries, our solution is very stable regarding all metrics.
In examinations of robustness, we observe bigger variation of performance and costs metrics in the case of intensive failures than in
stability evaluations. Variation of hop count is up to 5% and response
time increases 2.5%, due to good underlay-awareness of the overlay.
Retrievability varies insignificantly (up to 0.35%). Relative delay penalty
increases about 7% as the geographical distance between peers and
their responsible superpeers increase during failure recovery. The most
affected metric is, however, load balance ratio, which experiences an
increase of up to 30%. The reasons are uneven distribution of the peers
per responsible superpeer and increased number of exchanged failure
recovery messages. Nevertheless, as the recovery time is very short, the
overlay can be considered robust against simultaneous failures of up to
50% of peers. Globase.KOM proved to be robust in the unlikely case
where connected superpeers in the same tree branch go simultaneously
offline.
Finally, we ran the comparative evaluations between our solution
and RectNet, as the most related overlay in terms of meeting functional
requirements and design goals. Evaluation results showed an evident
superiority of Globase.KOM in efficiency and scalability. It performs
queries at approximately 4 times faster and the additional delay introduced by overlay routing compared to the shortest underlay routes is 4
times smaller than in the case of RectNet. The effect of the choice of
identifier space in our solution is evident as it allows efficient, greedy
routing. Using interconnections allows bypassing of the superpeers in
the higher tree levels and decrease the response time of the queries. The
choice of management of identifier space and routing strategy reflect
a better underlay-awareness. In the terms of load balance, robustness
and stability, the evaluation results of both solutions are comparable
and their difference insignificant.
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7

PROOF OF CONCEPT
After we presented the design and evaluation of our solution for peerto-peer location based search, we must additionally prove the viability,
protocol completeness and identify practical operational and deployment issues by providing a proof-of concept. This chapter introduces
a reference prototype implementation of the Globase.KOM overlay,
described in Chapter 4. After a short description of the prototype
user interface in Section 7.1, we describe the prototype implementation
design in Section 7.2.

Moving beyond
simulation: a
prototypical
implementation

7.1 prototype user interface
We introduce our prototype by presenting its user interface. A user can
perform area search, find closest, and find exact using a given interface in
the search panel (see Figure 70).

GUI for performing
location-based
searches

Figure 70: World map and search panel of our prototype user interface

A query is specified by latitude and longitude of a location, and
the radius of a searched area. In the same panel (see Figure 70b),
the overlay and underlay address and the types of peers from the
search results are listed. The position of the found peers, searched area,
neighbors and their zones are drawn on a world map in a world map
panel. Overlay and underlay addresses of neighbors and the metadata
describing their services are displayed in the connections panel, which
is read-only. All system-wide parameters (e.g. load thresholds, number
of interconnections, timeouts) can be set by manually entering values
in the configuration interface or loading the appropriate xml file in the
configuration panel. A user can see the amount of messages received
recently and per second on average, separated into the user and system
messages statistic panel (see Figures 71a and 71b). There are two
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Figure 71: Statistics panel of our prototype user interface

barometers indicating the current load of the peer (based on the two
load criteria considered in the prototype) – amount of peers in the zone
of responsibility and amount of received messages per second. Diverse
libraries from the OpenMap2 project [Ope] for world map panel to the
JFreeChart 3 [JFr] libraries for statistic panel were used.
7.2 design

We use Java and RMI
build on TCP/IP

This section provides software architecture details, starting with the
chosen programming language and network communication framework. Due to its platform neutral characteristics, we chose the Java
programming language for development. We utilized Java RMI (Remote Method Invocation) [RMI] to realize network communication,
which is built on a top of the TCP/IP protocol. We implemented the
RMI calls: non-blocking and asynchronous, using threads. This allows independent simultaneous accepting, processing, and issuing of
requests. The drawback of calling a remote method using RMI is that it
involves unnecessary additional messages. Once a RMI connection is
established, however, a remote called method cannot get "lost", like a
simple TCP message can. This eases implementation and debugging
of our prototype. This network communication mechanism could be
exchanged without invasive code change due to our modular design.
7.2.1

Architecture

The architecture of the Globase.KOM prototype consists of three main
components: core, extensions, and gui. Figure 72 shows the architecture
of the prototype implementation. The core component contains all
necessary communication implementations and is organized in seven
further components.
The globase.core package contains the full implementation (Sections 7.2.3 and 7.2.6) of the Globase.KOM overlay. All messages spec-
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Figure 72: Package organization of the prototype

ified in the protocol are implemented in the globase.core.message
package (Section 7.2.4). The globase.core.net package contains the
interfaces (and all their implementations) used by the overlay to communicate with the underlay network (Section 7.2.2). Many important
utilities and structures used by the overlay, such as GIS data processing,
distance calculation and serial number generation, are offered by the
globasebase.core.util package. Other important packages are the
globase.core.event and the globase.core.handler package. The first
one contains all the events that the prototype generates or may generate
at runtime (Section 7.2.7), and the latter holds all message handlers
(Section 7.2.4). User interface is implemented in the gui package.
To achieve modularity, we defined three functional layers, whose
dependencies are kept to a minimum. These are illustrated in Figure
73. This way, it is possible to isolate network logic, overlay logic and
application from one another. The layers from the top to the bottom
are:

Figure 73: The three main functional layers and interfaces between them

• an application which is, in our case, a simple application with a
visual interface, allowing a user to perform the basic locationbased queries,
• the overlay layer, the implementation of the overlay communication protocol, algorithms and mechanisms (in our case Globase.KOM),
and

The basic architecture
of a prototype
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• the underlay layer, which encloses the logic used to transport the
messages through the physical network. Sample underlay implementations could use sockets, http requests/responses, remote
method invocations, or some other technique. As already mentioned, our underlay implementation is based on RMI and uses
TCP/IP for data transfer.
In order to achieve maximal isolation between the three layers, strict
interfaces for the interaction between these components were defined.
Both interfaces will be described in the following sections (7.2.2 and
7.2.3).
7.2.2

Underlay-Overlay Interface and Network Layer

For the interaction between the underlay and the overlay, two interfaces
were specified (see Figure 73). It is assumed that, regardless of the
overlay implementation, a peer will always be a client and a server
at the same time. There is, therefore an interface for the client aspect
of a peer called NodeClient, and an interface for the server aspect
called NodeServer. The NodeClient interface specifies methods for es-

Figure 74: Architecture of the network layer in the Globase.KOM prototype

Underlay-overlay
interface

tablishing the connection to a remote party and sending messages (e.g.
send(Message, Address). The NodeServer reacts to incoming connection requests and sends messages. As already mentioned, the current
implementation of these two interfaces is Java RMI-based. Therefore
establishing a connection to other peers in the NodeClient implementation (RMInodeClient) is done by connecting to their RMIRegistry
and invoking remote calls through the provided Java RMI stubs. The
NodeServer implementation (RMIservice) deploys the services of a peer
by starting the RMIRegistry. The architecture of the network layer is
presented in the Figure 74).
7.2.3

Interface between Overlay and Application Layer

In this section, the interface used for interaction between the overlay
and the application layer is described (see Figure 75). It is an abstract
class globase.core.Application. By extending this abstract class, an
application can use the services offered by the overlay (Globase.KOM).

7.2 design

It offers all functionalities of the overlay and leaves the application
specific part abstract.
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Figure 75: Interface between overlay and application - globase.core.Application

7.2.4

Messages

The Globase.KOM overlay protocol uses a number of different message
types. All of these types extend the general type called Message, which
contains basic information such as receiver ID, initiator ID, timestamp,
etc. There are three main categories of the messages described by
overlay protocol
• Notifications - these are messages that are used to inform the
receiving party of a specific event and do not require a reply,
• Requests - these messages are used to request some information
from the receiving party and a reply is expected,
• Responses - are messages sent back as a reply to a previously
received request.
The full list of the messages are given in Appendix H.

Figure 76: The three generic message types in the Globase.KOM prototype

Messages:
notifications,
requests, responses
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Figure 77: Handlers in the Globase.KOM prototype

Handlers
For every message type in the prototype, a dedicated Handler was
specified. They are implemented as threads to enable handling of
concurrent requests (see Figure 77). The handlers are typically created
and started at message arrival.
7.2.5

Control flow at
message arrival

Message Processing

A Message is sent by invoking a remote method over RMI on the receiving peer with the message as a method argument. This method does
not block the main thread as it is invoked from a separate thread. To
keep the threads lifetime as short as possible, the remote party invokes
the return statement right away and then starts a handler thread for
processing the message. If the message requires a reply, when the
results of the processing are ready, they are sent back to the requesting
party in the same manner.
A sample flow diagram that illustrates the control flow, creation,
and timeout of the handlers, is given in Figure 78. Here the Actor,
which typically interacts with an Application, invokes a lookup request.
The Application packs the actor’s request into a LookupRequest message
and forwards it to the LocalNode. The message is then sent through
the NodeClient interface, whose RMI-based implementation invokes
a remote method on the next hop’s NodeServer interface. When the
message arrives at the intended destination, the NodeServer interface
of the receiver sends it locally to the LocalNode object, representing the
destination. In order to finish the remote method as soon as possible,
the appropriate Handler is started in a separate thread. In our case the
LookupRequestHandler implementation is invoked, which is marked
red in the figure. While the handler is busy processing the message,
all pending local and remote methods return and thus unblock the
threads invoking them. After the handler at the remote party (blue in
the figure) has finished processing, it sends back the result in the same
manner. The peer initiator handles the message and forwards the result
to the Application and thus to the Actor.
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Figure 78: Sample control flow at message submission/arrival

7.2.6

Routing Tables

The routing table of a peer includes contact and metadata information
about its neighbors (according to the overlay description in Section
4.3.4) and is organized and stored as shown in Figure 79. The class
NodeID, represents the IDs of the single peers. It defines a structure
to store and retrieve the single elements of an ID, such as position,
zone of responsibility and a random part (see Section 4.3.1). The
class PhysicalAddress represents the underlying network address of a
peer, and the class Metadata stores metadata description of the offered
resources of a peer.
The combination of this information is stored by the class RemoteNode
and is sufficient for representing and contacting a peer. All neighboring

Implementation of
routing tables
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peers are stored and maintained by instances of this class (i.e. all interconnections, children, the parent and the root peer) and are organized
in different tables. The class LocalNode represents the local running
instance of Globase.KOM and is stored as a reference for other peers.

Figure 79: Collaboration between the main elements involved in the representation of interconnections

7.2.7
Events in prototype

Events

Important status changes in the network are announced by the events
which are received by the application (see Figure 75):,
• PeerRemovedEvent - the running instance of the prototype removes
a peer of its tables.
• PeerAddedEvent - the prototype instance adds a peer to its tables.
• OpModeChangedEvent - the operation mode of the prototype instance changes: SUPER (indicates that the running instance is a
superpeer) or SIMPLE (if it operates like an ordinary peer).
• StatusChangedEvent - the status of the prototype changes: ONLINE, OFFLINE, or DISCONNECTED (indicating that the connection to the peers parent is lost).
• LookupStartedEvent - a lookup query starts.
• FindClosestStartedEvent - a find-closest query starts.
• AreaSearchStartedEvent - a area-search query starts.
The events are shown in Figure 80.
7.2.8

Statistics

Similar to the events, basic statistical information is pushed periodically
to the Application. The collected statistics are the average amount of
all received messages, classified into user and system messages, and
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Figure 80: Events in the Globase.KOM prototype

the load level of the instance. The implementation is extendable to
provide further statistical measurements, such as the up- and download
bandwidth usage, packet size, transmission times, etc.
7.2.9

Daemons

For monitoring the network status and executing the maintenance
operations, we implemented deamons – separate thread (shown in
Figure 81) that run parallel to the prototype’s main thread. While the
main thread is busy serving the overlay, the application, and interactions
with the user, the daemons monitor the state of the prototype, ensure
proper workflow, and issue alerts or perform specific actions, when
the current state or workflow is disturbed. The non-blocking nature of
the prototype additionally requires the use of daemon threads, which
monitor for lost or undelivered responses, since the thread issuing the
request has no knowledge of when, and if a response is going to arrive.
Currently, there are three main daemon threads running parallel to
each instance of the prototype:

Deamons – separate
threads to the
prototype main thread

• a ResponseTimeoutDaemon monitors and queues all submitted requests and the reception of their corresponding responses. If a
reply on an issued request is not received after a timeout, the
daemon informs the initiating instance.
• a KeepAliveDaemon, that sends the periodical keep-alive messages
(described in Section 4.3.6) and receives these messages from
other peers. Dead peers are detected if no message is received
within a configurable time interval.
• a LoadMonitorDaemon, used to monitor and control the local load
of the peer, based on the pre-configured parameters L1 and L2
(discussed in Sections 4.5 and 6.1.1). The algorithms for load
balancing are invoked if necessary.
7.2.10 Geolocation
We implemented several geolocation components, which are in charge
of retrieving a geolocation:
• RandomLocationGenerator - this is a simple generator that generates
valid random coordinates, regardless of where on Earth.

How do the peers
know their location?
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Figure 81: Collaboration between LocalNode and the Daemons

Figure 82: Supported implementations of PositionLocator - the interface used
to determine the coordinates of the single peers

• DensityBasedGenerator - here, the coordinates are generated based
on the population density given on a bitmap image (Figure
83). The algorithm for density-based generation of a peer’s location has been adopted from the simulator PeerfactSim.KOM
[KKM+ 07]. More densely populated areas are drawn with darker
colors and the algorithm generates a peer’s location in these areas
with the higher possibility than the lighter, less populated areas.
The final distribution of the peers is shown in Figure 84.
• Mapping from an IP address - the coordinates of a peer can be
derived by the machine’s IP-address, as described in Section 4.1.1.
We query the online database of MaxMind [Max09], which is free
of charge but only offers an accuracy up to the city level.
• Using GPS (global positioning system) receivers - if a GPS device is
connected to the computer, it can be used to directly retrieve the
coordinates.
• Manually entered location - if the location is known by the user, it
can be entered manually.
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Figure 83: Sample density world map

Figure 84: Resulting peer distribution

7.3 prototype measurements
Prototype implementation can provide a good insight into bandwidth
consumption and the response time of a prototype instance. We, therefore, ran experiments with 100 instances run on 21 computers (5 instances on run on each). We set L1 = 20 and L2 = 40, and the number
of interconnections 10. The map of Skype users is used for distributing
peers on the world map. We observed local and distant area search
and finding the peer closest to a given location (referred as find closest).
The experiment timeline is presented in Table 6. We captured the bandwidth consumption of every peer and the response times for queries.
The experiment results are presented in Figures 85. It shows only
minor bandwidth usage (see Figure 85c) – maximum 8 KB/s has been
detected on the root superpeer. The average bandwidth consumption of
a superpeer was 1.2 KB/s and on a regular peer 600 B/s. The average
response time for local area search was 80 ms, for distant area search
65 ms, and for find closest 40 ms. We can see that the results for local

How much
bandwidth does this
protocol
communication
consume? How fast
is the response time?

Small bandwidth
consumption (up to
8KB/s), very fast
response time (under
80 ms)
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Interval

Operation

5-25

join

30-55

local area search
center in initiator’s location, radius between 1km and 5000km

60-85

distant area search
center 5000km away radius between 1km and 5000km

90-100

find closest
- source is initiator’s location or 5000km away from this node
Table 6: Timeline of experiment on prototype

area search are around 20% worse than for distant area search, which
should involve more hops and more time to resolve the query. As local
area search is the first operation that is run in the experiments, the
interconnections are still not established, as a peer collects them from
the received messages. We can see big effects of interconnections on
performance. The query response time in this experiment is somewhat
smaller than in the simulations (see 6). The reason for this is having
small round trip times (especially in the case of communication between
clients on the same machine) as all peers were in the same local network.
7.4 summary

A review of
prototypical
implementation

This chapter presents a reference prototype implementation of Globase.KOM
which additionally proves the viability, protocol completeness and identifies practical operational and deployment issues. It fully implements
the previously described overlay 4 and simple application where a
user can perform all required location-based queries (area search, finding a peer on the specific location, and finding the peer closest to a
given location) and see them on the world map. Additionally, real-time
statistic are provided. The amount of messages received recently and
on average are displayed, with the user and system messages being
presented separately. There are also two indicators of the current load
of the peer, based on the two load criteria considered in the prototype –
the number of peers in the zone of responsibility and the number of
received messages per second.
The prototype is implemented in Java and we utilized Java RMI
(Remote Method Invocation) to realize network communication. To
achieve modularity, we defined three functional layers (underlay, overlay, and application), whose dependencies are kept to a minimum by
communicating with the strict interfaces only. The geolocation of peers
is possible in several ways: using a random generator based on the
given population-density map, by mapping from an IP address, reading
from a GPS receiver, or through a manually entered location.
Finally, we ran experiments with 100 instances run on 21 computers
and observed the bandwidth consumption and the response times of
all query types. The experiment results have shown a minor bandwidth
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Figure 85: Bandwidth consumption and response time of a peer in
Globase.KOM prototype

usage – maximum 8KB/s for the root superpeer and 900B/s for a
regular peer. The average response time for area search was 70 ms and
for find closest 40 ms. The query response time in this experiments is
significantly smaller than in the simulations (for 100 peers, response
time was 300 ms, see 6). The reason for this is having small round trip
times (especially in the case of communication between clients on the
same machine) as all peers were in the same local network.

A review of prototype
measurements

Part IV
FINALE

8

C O N C L U S I O N , S U M M A RY A N D O U T L O O K
This chapter concludes this thesis. In Section 8.1 we present a summary
of the previous chapters and our main findings and conclusions. The
implications of our findings in the networking research are given in
Section 8.2. The last Section 8.3 gives an outlook on open research
challenges resulting from this thesis.
8.1 summary and conclusions
Location-based services are very valuable nowadays and have a wide
application range. In existing centrally managed solutions, however,
the results of location-based search are often incomplete or outdated.
A peer-to-peer approach would be available to a wide community to
join and publish their services, as it operates at low costs. Each peer is
responsible for the information about the object it represents, therefore
the updating and publishing of information is done directly without a
single point of failure.
The main goal of this thesis is to prove the feasibility of engineering a
peer-to-peer solution for fully retrievable location-based search.
Chapter 1 illustrates the advantages of a peer-to-peer approach to
location-based search and necessity for an engineering approach and
evaluation methodology of peer-to-peer overlay networks. We defined
the following abstract quality aspects in the scope of peer-to-peer overlay networks: validity, efficiency, fairness, scalability, stability, and
robustness. Three key steps in achieving the main goal are identified.
First is to acquire knowledge about existing design decision from the
relevant solutions and identify their influence on quality aspects. Second is the design of our solution, based on those findings. Third is
evaluation with clear methodology for addressing quality aspects and
proof-of-concept.
Chapter 2 presents a classification and an overview of existing related
work. Current peer-to-peer overlays for location based search are based
on either existing DHT implementations or use tree-based indexing
or routing. As an indexing structure, space-filling curves are mainly
used to map a two dimensional space into a one dimensional curve in
order to reuse DHTs that are designed for one dimensional lookups.
DHT-based solutions are not fully retrievable and have inadequate
mapping between logical overlay structure and underlying network.
Other approaches use space partitioning trees like KD-trees or R-trees.
Routing in tree-based approaches is very expensive, not greedy, and
introduces many unnecessary messages. It increases the response time
and protocol overhead. Additionally, loads are most often not evenly
distributed among the peers.
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Chapter 3 analyses design decisions of structured (Chord and Kademlia), unstructured (Gia), and hybrid (Gnutella 0.6) peer-to-peer overlays.
We observe six classes of design decisions according to the reference
architecture model of peer-to-peer overlays from Aberer et al [LAG+ 05].
They are: choice and management of an identifier space for entities
(peers and resources), mapping this entities to the identifier space,
graph embedding (routing tables, neighborhood selection), routing
strategy, and maintenance (failure detection and recovery). We perform
comparative evaluations of quality aspects of the four aforementioned
overlays. We show the significance of relation between management of
identifier space and graph embedding (property of structured overlays)
which enables greedy routing and increases validity and efficiency
of query resolution. Very strict bind between them, however, make
the overlay unstable and vulnerable to failures of the peers. Hybrid
overlays, on the other side, handle churn very well. Analysis of Gia
showed the importance of considering the heterogeneity of the peers
into account in the design. Based on these findings, the basis for suitable design choices to realize our goal is given: it is a hybrid, structured
overlay with the identifier space containing the information about offered resources and the neighbor selection based on management of
identifier space.
The resulting overlay Globase.KOM, its algorithms and mechanisms
are described in Chapter 4. It is a structured superpeer-based overlay
in the form of a tree enhanced with interconnections. Superpeers are
chosen from publicly reachable, static peers with more capacity, spare
bandwidth, and good network connectivity. The choice and management of the identifier space are designed to support two-dimensional
queries in the most suitable way. A peer identifier contains the peer’s
geolocation and its zone of responsibility. Management of the identifier
space is based on rectangular, not overlapping zones on the world projection. Each zone is assigned to a superpeer, located inside this zone.
It is responsible for all peers inside this zone. Superpeers form the tree,
which is based on the subset-relation of their zones. The algorithm for
forming the zones uses a clustering algorithm to define the hotspots
and checking for possible overlapping with the existing zones.
In Chapter 5, we set the evaluation methodology containing the
detailed evaluation goals, metrics, and workloads. A set of suitable
metrics and workloads is assigned to the evaluations of each quality
aspect. In order to model the realistic behavior of the users regarding
their geographical location, we conducted experimental measurements
on Skype, peer-to-peer VoIP application. We chose Skype as it is an interactive application, closer to our application scenario than the popular
file-sharing applications, where users stay online until their requests are
completed. As an evaluation tool we chose the simulation framework
PeerfactSim.KOM, and extended it to support various geographical
distribution of peers on a world map and a location-aware churn model.
In Chapter 6 we discuss the obtained evaluation results and present
the retrospection on the requirements stated in Chapter 1. First we
presented the calibration of the system-wide parameters: load thresh-
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old parameters L1 and L2 , the number of interconnections, size of
cache, timeouts of operations, frequency of periodical failure detection
messages, and the number of missing periodical liveness information
before a failure is detected. The biggest influence on the quality of the
overlay (especially efficiency and fairness), make the parameters for
the load threshold and number of interconnections. The evaluation of
Globase.KOM regarding the quality aspects are the following:
• Efficiency of all query types is significantly better than the efficiency of the related solution RectNet (e.g. queries 4 times faster).
The performance of lookup is better than the most referenced
overlay, Chord and just around 20% worse than in Kademlia. Our
solution is, however more efficient as it achieves similar or even
better performance for smaller costs in terms of size of routing table (average size of routing table for Globase.KOM is 147, Chord
is 161, and for Kademlia is 3131). Additionally, the underlayawareness of Globase.KOM proved to be the biggest among all of
these three reference overlays.
• Although load-balancing seems to be an issue due to the tree
structure of the overlay, our evaluations showed that the most
loaded peer is only 1,9 times more loaded than a median loaded
peer. This ratio is even smaller when the peers and superpeers are
considered separately, and the ratio is comparable with the flat,
pure peer-to-peer overlays. Interconnections and careful selection
of parameters for zone forming diminish the expected overload
of superpeers in the higher tree levels.
• Scalability of our solution is logarithmic and is considerably better than that in the related solution, RectNet. This is due to
the interconnections, choice of peer identifier space, and greedy
routing.
• Our solution proved to be very stable under simultaneous leaving
of a large portion of the peers and frequent querying. The variation of quality metric is insignificant (up to 2%) except in the case
of fairness, where it becomes ca. 20% worse. Additionally, the
recovery time is under one second.
• Under simultaneous failures of a large portion of peers, superpeers from the higher levels, or in the same tree branch in our
solution prove to be very robust. The variation of quality metrics
was insignificant (retrievability up to 0,35%, other metrics up to
7%), except, again the load balance ratio, which experiences an
increase of 30% when 50% of the peers simultaneously fail. The
recovery time is nevertheless very short.
The biggest influence on the quality of our solution was the choice
of identifier space, its management, and interconnections. A peer
identifier contains the information about a peer’s responsibility and
its location. This allows smart selection of interconnections and efficient greedy routing. Management of identifier space allows good
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underlay-awareness of the overlay and therefore faster query response
time. Interconnections enable bypassing of superpeers in higher levels
of the tree and therefore allowed equal load distribution among the
superpeers. Fast recovery time and small performance variation under
extreme churn and critical failures is to be credited by the various
maintenance strategies used in combination.
Chapter 7 provides additional proof as to the viability of our solution
– a reference prototype implementation Globase.KOM; it is a simple
application where users can perform all required location-based queries
(area search, finding a peer in the specific location, and finding the peer
closest to a given location ) and see the results on the world map. The
geolocation of peers is possible in several ways: using random generator,
based on the given population-density map, by a mapping from an
IP address, reading from a GPS receiver, or by manually entering the
location.
8.2 implications
Enabling location-based search in a peer-to-peer fashion does not mean
merely “yet another overlay”. It brings significant advantages over
client-server realized location-based search as it is available to a wider
community to join and publish their services and thereby overcomes the
problems of existing solutions, i.e. retrieval of all up-to-date information
related to an area. We show, however its broader applicability in two
examples:

Implications of our
work: two examples

1. We proved that enabling location-based search in peer-to-peer
applications can significantly improve overlay-underlay matching
and decrease the additional overlay delay. We argue that many
more applications can benefit from location-awareness, especially
distributed multimedia delivery.
2. Additionally, peer-to-peer collaboration applications such as peerto-peer software development environment or massive multiplayer online games can benefit from Globase.KOM.
Section 8.2.1 argues the influence of location-awareness on distributed
multimedia communication and Section 8.2.2 presents some possible
approaches for adopting our solution for peer-to-peer collaborative
applications.
8.2.1

Distributed
multimedia
communication can
benefit from
location-awareness
and decentralization

On Distributed Multimedia Communication

One of the significant implications of location-awareness in peer-to-peer
systems is that it can improve the efficiency and quality of multimedia
content delivery. Most distributed multimedia applications require a
specific kind of network quality of service. Network quality of service
(QoS) is the well-defined and controllable behavior of a network with
respect to certain quantitative parameters like loss, delay, and throughput [Sch01][Hec06a]. Before analyzing where location-awareness can be
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employed to improve the quality of service in the medium- to long-term
future, here is a brief review of the QoS parameters on the network
layer:
• Loss: The loss rate in today’s Internet only very rarely exceeds
critical levels as most backbones are overprovisioned and most
voice and video encodings work quite well with a low packet
loss rate. Available quality of service architectures like Diffserv
[BBC+ 98] can be used to further improve the loss rate for certain
types of traffic.
• Throughput: The throughput available for an application mainly
depends on the available overall bandwidth. The available bandwidth in the Internet is roughly doubling every 10-14 months
[Odl03]. Therefore, bandwidth is growing even faster than the
CPU power, which doubles every 18 months according to Moore’s
law [Moo65].

A brief review of the
QoS parameters on
the network layer

• Delay: The end-to-end delay δt experienced by the packets of a
distributed multimedia application consists of:
– the queuing delay δto experienced in the queues of the
network routers
– the processing delay δtp incurred by the processing of the
packet in the end-system and in each intermediate router
– the transmission delay δttr incurred by the speed of light in
the fibre optic cables (or electro-magnetic waves in copper
cables) over the total end-to-end distance.
It is possible to optimize the queuing delay for delay-sensitive applications with existing QoS architectures like Diffserv. Additionally, as
shown by Kelly [Kel99], with increasing bandwidths, the queuing delay
becomes small compared to the other delay components. Therefore, in
the medium to remote future, it will become more important to think
about reducing the processing and transmission delay for multimedia
applications.
The transmission delay δttr is given by the speed of the electromagnetic waves in the cable c and the total end-to-end distance l:
δttr = c · l
As c is a constant, the transmission delay can only be improved by
reducing the total distance l that a packet travels. For non-live content, l
is indirectly improved best by caching or placing the content as close as
possible to the customers. This process is the basic idea of the business
model of companies offering CDN-solutions, e.g. Akamai [Aka]. For
live content, however, this cannot be done. In this case, l is best
optimized by choosing the shortest possible physical end-to-end path.
At this point, knowledge about the geographical position of the involved
edge systems and intermediate systems comes in handy, and as we
argue next: the challenge is to create an efficient overlay for distributed
multimedia systems with respect to QoS (mainly transmission delay).
Constructing the overlay requires knowledge about the delay incurred between pairs of nodes in order to have low-delay connections.

Transmission delay
will become more
important for
multimedia
communications
Caching techniques
bring content closer
to the users
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In a distributed communication system there is no global knowledge
about the overlay structure available. Knowledge about the structure
could be obtained by local measurements of the delay between two
nodes, e.g. using ping or traceroute. This has obvious disadvantages:
Drawbacks of
obtaining knowledge
about overlay
structure by ping or
traceroute

• The traffic overhead caused by measuring the delay of all nodes.
• Only the aggregated total round-trip delay at the time of measurement is retrieved. If the load situation varies, measurements
have to be repeated frequently.
• Firewalls, NAT gateways, and some providers block some kinds
of measurement approaches like pings and traceroutes. This
can become a particular problem if the distributed multimedia
system is built from end-systems (e.g. a peer-to-peer system)
because normal end-systems are typically inaccessible by pings
and traceroutes.

Geo-distance ≈
network distance

Another alternative is to use either devices that determine geographical
position (e.g. GPS receivers) or IP Geolocation databases, which determine the country and the city for an IP address (see e.g. IP2Location
[IP2]). Shortening the physical distance that packets travel will clearly
reduce the number of IP hops necessary to reach the destination and
will therefore also decrease the other critical delay component dp . The
geographical distance between two systems is, however not necessarily exactly proportional to the transmission delay between those two
systems for two reasons:
• If two IP hops are operated by different Internet service providers
(ISPs), packets between the two nodes have to pass an interconnection point between the networks of the two ISPs.
• Cables are not necessarily laid in a direct line between the two
routers they connect. However, because of the very high costs
for laying and maintaining cables, empirical results show that the
distance is strongly correlated to the incurred delay (respectively
cable length).
The relationship between geographical distance and network delay was
exploited in research on geographical mapping systems like IP2Geo
[PS01]. In order to find that relationship, Padmanabhan and Subramanian used an empirical approach based on recorded relationships
between delay and location. Among other things they discovered that
the ratio of linearized distance, sum of lengths of hops along the path
and geographic distance, is close to 1. A. Zivani et al. [ZFdRD05] studied the correlation between network delay and geographical distance
using two databases, one with poorly and one with richly connected
networks. The results indicate that the correlation becomes stronger the
richer the connection of the network is and that hosts in neighboring
areas have similar delays. The majority of users and hosts are located
in richer connected areas and therefore a strong correlation between
distance and delay is valid. The final conclusion is that a decrease in the
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geographical distance between two end-systems improves the quality
of distributed multimedia communications.
In summary, after the investigation of different QoS parameters,
we conclude that the transmission latency is a parameter that is very
important for live multimedia applications and very hard to influence
with traditional quality of service methods (contrary to queuing delay
or loss for example). In this context, location-awareness can be used to
improve the overlay structure to minimize the incurred latencies. As the
geographical distance between two end-systems is strongly correlated
with the transmission delay between those two nodes, knowledge of
the geographical positions can help to construct the overlay in a way
that minimizes the imposed delay.
The previous analysis holds for wireless networks, as they generally
consist of single hop infrastructures. This final wireless hop does not
have a significant effect on the delay of a global route, which has several
hops more [CGLA03]. This does not, however apply on distributed
multimedia communication via not widely deployed ad-hoc or mesh
networks.
8.2.2
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Location-awareness
improves overlay
structure and
minimizes latencies

On Peer-to-Peer Collaborative Applications

Another important implication of this work is certainly for peer-to-peer
research on collaborative systems. The examples that will be discussed
here are global software development environment and networked
virtual environments.
Development of most of today’s software projects is organized into
globally distributed developer teams in different locations around the
world. There is, however no appropriate tools specifically designed for
it. Developer teams usually manipulate the same artifacts and communication will most likely happen between them. This communication
(including message exchange and file transfer) obviously does not
need a remote server and fits naturally to peer-to-peer communication
paradigm. Requirements and the system architecture of a peer-topeer integrated software development environment are presented by
Mukherjee et al. in [MKBS08].
The delay of communication and transfer in the system are crucial
in the collaborative environments for software development. Using
Globase.KOM as a basis for the communication can ensure that document changes are propagated fast and communication delay is minimal.
Additionally, if our peer-to-peer overlay is applied on the virtual document landscape instead of the world map, developers working on
the similar documents will be closer in the overlay. Virtual document
landscape could be formed using algorithms for graph drawing by
force-directed placement [FR91]. These algorithms draw the graph in
two dimensional space iteratively, until an equilibrium of the forces is
reached. In our scenario, edges represent the documents in software
development (e.g. code, specification, tests) and forces between documents would represent their semantical closeness. For example, a force
between a requirement document and its corresponding specification

Collaborative
applications are
sensitive to delay

Our solution brings
collaborative parties
closer
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or code is strong and attractive. A force between requirement documents from two different project parts is, on the other hand, repulsive.
In that way, we have a map of semantically close content rather than
geographically, which makes Globase.KOM easy appliable.
The benefits our solution brings to the case of networked virtual
environments is even more obvious. In virtual worlds, users interact
by exchanging messages in its surrounding (so called area of interest).
Decentralized storing of the states and rules (so called game logic in
the case of Massively Multiplayer Online Games) in virtual worlds is
the subject of several research papers [HL04, HCC06, DTHK05]. The
issues a peer-to-peer approach to networked virtual environments
are faced with are finding the appropriate neighbors in its “visibility
area” and efficient broadcasting of update messages. If our solution
were to be be applied here, superpeers would be coordinators of the
appropriate zones in virtual worlds. All peers in the responsibility
zone of a superpeer, would receive the contact lists of the peers in their
area of interest. Every time a peer moves, its coordinator will send the
updates of states, rules, and visible neighbors.
In summary, distributed applications, where people search for the
location-related data, or collaborative environments, where delay is
critical, can benefit from the presented work. Some open research challenges of providing more services to the existing and future applications
will be presented in the next section.
8.3 outlook

A general framework
for peer-to-peer
system design

The engineering approach to the design of peer-to-peer overlays networks opened up a number of new research challenges and questions.
Many application areas of peer-to-peer communication paradigm have
common needs and are faced with the similar issues (such as robustness, stability etc.). Learning from the existing overlay designs can
significantly speed up the development of future peer-to-peer systems
and overcome the issues that current solutions deal with. Comparative analysis and evaluation of selected overlay networks, designed for
various purposes (e.g. file sharing, peer-to-peer streaming, massively
multiplayer online game) or providing various query types (e.g. range
queries, full-text search) with the appropriate architecture model is a
huge mission the future peer-to-peer research. The first step is defining
an appropriate classification of design decisions which would embrace
all of the variety of applications and their structures. This would enable
the creation of a general framework for rapid development of peerto-peer applications. The affects of applications (e.g. version control,
monitoring or storage) and mechanisms (e.g. NAT traversal) which
build on the top of the overlays, need to be further investigated.
The next crucial step is establishing benchmarking methodology, and
tools for the evaluation of solutions. That includes setting exhaustive
tests, which would identify the workload limits until a quality aspect of
an overlay (or which would identify the limits of the overlays in terms
of quality aspects). In order to provide a fair comparison between the
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overlays, they must be normalized. For example, we cannot directly
compare the routing efficiency of Kademlia which has 320 contacts
in the routing table of a peer and Gia which has a significantly lower
number of neighbors per peer. We need to set the values of overlay
parameters such that the introduced costs in all overlays are the same.
As already discussed in the Section 5.5, the most appropriate tool for
large-scale evaluations of peer-to-peer overlays is simulation. The abstraction of the simulation model of the overlay can, however, influence
the correctness of the simulation results. The simulation results might
be very different from the quality of the final product (final application).
Additionally, the simulation results in the most papers in the area are
not repeatable. A similar problem appears in the field of mobile ad
hoc networks and is discussed in [KCC05]. It states that “less than 15%
of the published MobiHoc ([Mob09]) papers are repeatable, and only
12% of the MobiHoc simulation results appear to be based on sound
statistical techniques.” Establishing a commonly used benchmarking
platform, which would provide realistic workloads, benchmarking tests
and the possibility to combine the prototypical implementation with
the simulated environment (e.g. overlay network, user behavior) would
make evaluations in the peer-to-peer area easier and more reliable, and
systematical.
Finally, after the design and its evaluation, there are many challenges
to making an broadly deployed overlay. Transparent coupling of legacy
IP applications with the overlay, without modification of the operating systems or applications is a demanding task and the main reason
why many existing overlays are not widely used and accepted. Incorporating Globase.KOM into OCALA [JKK+ 06] (Overlay Convergence
Architecture for Legacy Applications), would significantly speed up its
deployment.
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Part V
APPENDIX

A

DEFINITIONS OF PEER-TO-PEER
Peer-to-peer is a decentralized communication paradigm in the Internet. The term peer-to-peer was created in the year 2000. According
to an initial definition given by Clay Shirky in [Shi01] peer-to-peer
is “a class of applications that takes advantage of resources - storage,
cycles, content, human presence - available at the edges of the Internet.
Because accessing these decentralized resources means operating in an
environment of unstable connectivity and unpredictable IP addresses,
peer-to-peer nodes must operate outside the DNS and have significant
or total autonomy from central servers.” Shirky also provides a litmus
test, according to which, an application is peer-to-peer if (1) it allows
for variable connectivity and temporary network addresses and (2) it
gives the nodes at the edges of the network significant autonomy.
The IRTF Peer-to-Peer Research Group applies two definitions:
“... a way of structuring distributed applications such that the individual nodes have symmetric roles. Rather than being divided into
clients and servers each with quite distinct roles (such as Web clients
vs. Web servers), in peer-to-peer applications a node may act as both
a client and a server. Peer-to-peer systems are, in general, deployable
in an ad-hoc fashion, without requiring centralized management or
control. They can be highly autonomous, and can lend themselves to
anonymity.”
Further, the group applies [RM06] as its overview paper, where a
peer-to-peer network is defined to exhibit three characteristics self
organization, symmetric communication, and distributed control. This
definition is taken from [RBR+ 04]. Further, a self organizing peerto-peer network is defined according to [RD01] as “a network that
automatically adapts to the arrival, departure, and failure of nodes.”
The peer-to-peer working group of the Internet2 consortium defined
peer-to-peer computing as “... sharing of computer resources and
services by direct exchange between systems. These resources and
services include the exchange of information, processing cycles, cache
storage, and disk storage for files” (see [DS02]). The working groups
seems to have become inactive after April 2004. In a similar way
Barkai [Bar01] defined peer-to-peer computing as “... a network based
computing model for applications where computers share resources
via direct exchanges between participating computers.”
In research, several people have also defined peer-to-peer systems.
Yang and Garcia-Molina [YGM02] define peer-to-peer systems as: “Peerto-peer (P2P) systems are distributed systems in which nodes of equal
roles and capabilities exchange information and services directly with
each other.” Aberer and Hauswirth [AH02] extract from Shirky’s definition three underlying principles: the principle of sharing resources,
the principle of decentralization, and the principle of self organization.
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In a later work, Hauswirth [HD05] modifies this definition by ascribing the following characteristics to peer-to-peer systems: symmetry of
roles, decentralization (no central coordination, no central data base, no
peer having a global view of the system), self organization, autonomy
of peers, unreliability of peers and network links, availability of data
stored in the system in the presence of distributed storage, unreliability,
unknown trustworthiness of peers, etc.
In summarizing all of these characteristics, the most complete definition to be found was composed by Steinmetz and Wehrle in [SW04,
SE05] where they summarize nine important characteristics of peer-topeer systems.
A peer-to-peer system is a self-organizing system of equal, autonomous
entities (peers) which aims for the shared usage of distributed resources in a
networked environment avoiding central services.
They further define 9 properties that characterize peer-to-peer systems, which they group in to the two categories decentralized resources
usage and decentralized self-organization (though a single system
rarely exhibits all of these properties):
1. Resources of interest (bandwidth, storage, processing power) are
used in a manner as equally distributed as possible and are
located at the edges of the network, close to the peers.
2. Within a set of peers, each utilizes the resources provided by
other peers. The most prominent examples for such resources
are storage and processing capacity. Other possible resources are
connectivity, human presence, or geographic proximity.
3. Peers are interconnected through a network and, in most cases,
distributed globally.
4. In order to deal with variable connectivity of peers peer-to-peer
systems, are introduced to introduce new address and name
spaces above the traditional Internet address level. Hence, content
is usually addressed through unstructured identifiers, derived
from the content with a hash function. Consequently, data is no
longer addressed by location (the address of the server) but by
the data itself.
5. In order to utilize shared resources, peers interact directly with
each other. In general, this interaction is achieved without any
central control or coordination.
6. Peers directly access and exchange the shared resources they
utilize, without a centralized service.
7. In a peer-to-peer system, peers can act both as clients and servers.
8. Peers are equal partners with symmetric functionality. Each peer
is fully autonomous regarding its respective resources.
9. Ideally, resources can be located without any central entity or
service.
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Peer-to-Peer Overlay Network vs. Peer-to-Peer System A
Peer-to-Peer Overlay Network (or just Peer-to-Peer Overlay) is a logical
network, which is built on top of the IP network. Peers are connected
by virtual or logical links, each corresponding to one or more physical
links.
The term “peer-to-peer network” is often used. Mahlmann and Schindelhauer [MS07] state that the research community has agreed roughly
that a peer-to-peer network is an overlay network where the participating computers communicate as peers without central coordination in
order to jointly provide an application.
We observe peer-to-peer overlay networks and peer-to-peer systems
separately. An overlay network provides the basic functionality of
indexing and storing, and with the application on top, it builds a peerto-peer system. In this thesis, we refer to “peer-to-peer overlay network”
also as “peer-to-peer network”, “overlay” and “overlay network”. A
peer-to-peer system, on the other hand includes the peer-to-peer overlay
and an application on top of it.

B

S U P P L E M E N TA R Y D E TA I L S T O C H A P T E R 3 :
S I M U L AT I O N S E T T I N G S
For our simulations, we use PeerfactSim.KOM [Pee] with the GNP
network layer model [KPL+ 09]. This is based on Internet End-to-EndDelay measurements of the CAIDA [CAI] and the PingER [Pin] project.
The model assigns a geographical position to each peer and defines the
Minimum Roundtrip Time (minRT T ) based on the Euclidean distance
between two peers. The delay of a link is then calculated by adding
a random part, the jitter, to the half of the minimum roundtrip time
previously determined.
T
delay = jitter · minRT
2
Additionally, the network layer delays and queues packets depending
on their size and the available bandwidth, modeling a maximum upand downstream bandwidth at each peer. For the demand of the
simulations to be realistic, different up- and download bandwidth
capacities are assigned to peers randomly.
We define a set of resources with a unified identifier (UID) assigned
and attached to each of them (rank). For publishing, the peers choose
resources from a global set, modeling applications on top. We define
the popularity of a document as the document’s relative frequency to be
stored and looked up.
We choose the Zipfian (or Zeta) distribution for document popularity.
The Zipf distribution can be observed in many discrete distributions,
the most popular example is the frequency of each word in languages.
1/s = 0.7
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Figure 86: A set of 40 documents with their relative frequency, Zipf-distributed

Several times during the simulation, two random keys are chosen
out of this set and their frequencies are swapped. These time points
are equally distributed with a mean interval of 5 hours divided by
the document count, so that after at least 5 hours most ranks have
been swapped once. The goal of this procedure is to measure how the
overlays react to sudden changes of the popularity.
In order to conduct comparable simulations of four different overlays,
we must define the common operations:
• Join(): A peer connects to an overlay network.
• Leave(): A peer leaves an overlay network.
• Publish(Set of resources): A peer makes the resources available
to the public, which are defined in the set, given as a parameter. In
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the DHTs, this is done by publishing every single resource of this
set separately. For this, the rank of each resource is hashed and
used as the DHT key. The command also initiates republishing
after a certain period. In Gnutella, the documents are only made
available locally. If the peer is a leaf, the connected ultrapeers
are additionally informed about the change of the peer’s shared
resource set.
• Search(Rank): The node requests at least one resource with a
given rank identifier. In the DHT overlays, this is done by hashing
the rank and looking it up in the given overlay. In Gnutella and
Gia, a query is started containing the rank to lookup. A query hit
occurs, if a published rank matches the given rank in the query
exactly. If at least one hit is received, the query is finished.
The only operation on the overlays which is carried out by each peer
is the periodical search for keys previously stored. In the DHT overlays,
the operations are extended by periodical republish operations. In
these evaluations, we do not assign different query frequencies to the
users. Instead, every user randomly queries for a document, at equally
distributed times after the initiation of the queries. All users have the
same mean interval of 10 seconds.
We used an exponential churn model, proposed by Herrera et al.
[HT07] with the following parameters:
Peer type

Ratio (%)

Conn. Factor

Relative session interval

Benefactor

10

75

100

Peer

40

50

10

Peeper

50

45

1

Table 7: Churn Model Parameters

Our experiment timeline is presented in Figure 87. At the beginning,
one peer joins the network and the peer count is increased by the factor
100.5 every ten minutes. This join procedure is carried out until the
desired peer count is reached. In a scenario with 10 000 peers, this is
after approximately 80 minutes. The exponential growth of the peers,
the jining process becomes faster, while maintaining stability in the
early phases, unlike linear growth.
At 100 minutes, the peers start to publish documents at equally
distributed intervals across 20 minutes, as a sudden publish could
congest the network. The document count of each peer is exponentially
distributed with a mean of 20 documents, and is drawn from the
defined Zipfian or unique document set.
After 120 minutes, the peers begin lookups at equally distributed
intervals with a mean interval of 10 minutes. After 120 minutes, the
churn process starts and reaches the steady state after another 60
minutes. At 180 minutes, measurements begin and are taken in every
20 minutes until the simulation ends.
Overlay parameters are set as following:
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Figure 87: Experiment Timeline

Parameter

Value

Identifier size

180

Fingertable refreshing interval (fixFingerInterval)

10s

Stabilization interval (stabilizeInterval)

10s

Predecessor refreshing interval (checkPreInterval)

10s

Table 8: Chord: parameter settings

Parameter

Value

Identifier length

160

Order of the routing tree

2

Bucket size (k)

20

Size of the replacement cache

12

Number of unsuccessful contacting attempts allowed

1

Bucket entry ping interval

1.2

Number of initial contacts

30

Concurrent lookups (α)

3

Timeout for unresponsive nodes

0.5 seconds

Lookup timeout

10 seconds

DHT value size

13 bytes

Expiration time of DHT values

3.2 hours

Republish interval

0.2 hours

Table 9: Kademlia: parameter settings
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Parameter

Value

Capacity

Abs. freq.

Max. TTL for ping messages

3

10000

1%

Max. query TTL

512

1000

5%

Max. replies for ending a query

1

100

29%

Ping interval

20s

10

55%

Timeout for contact communication

8s

1

20%

Query timeout

5s

Neighbor ping interval

0.6s

Identifier size

11 bits

Timeout for pong route entry

5s

Timeout for pong accept entry

5s

Table 10: Gia: parameter settings

Parameter

Value

Timeout for connection attempt

1s

Max. number of leaf to ultrapeers (UPs)

3

Max. connections of an UP to leaves

30

Max. connections of an UP to another UP

32

Number of entries in the pong cache

5

Connection attempts before stale

1

Size of the list of UPs advertised on a connection attempt

10

Interval of ping messages

15s

Timeout for a ping message

1s

TRY_ULTRAPEERS after amount of connections

12

Interval after unsuccessful bootstrapping repeats

5s

Timeout for requests other than pings or conn. attempts

1s

Depth of deeper dynamic queries (DQ)

2

Duration of each controlled broadcast step (DQ)

1s

Duration of the probe query step (DQ)

1s

Number of hits to stop further searching (DQ)

1

Query timeout for a leaf

40s

Time to remember queries already relayed

30s

Peers above this bandwidth may be ultrapeer

1kbps

Peers above this bandwidth must be ultrapeer

2kbps

Ultrapeer ratio of potential ultrapeers

90%

Table 11: Gnutella 0.6: parameter settings

C

MAP PROJECTIONS
The description of geolocation is in the form of longitude and latitude
values in DMS format, which is standard in geographic information
systems (GIS) and Global Positioning Systems (GPS) (e.g. 44°49’14”N
20°27’44”E for Belgrade). It is described in the geographical coordinate
system (see Figure 88), as a three dimensional coordinate system with
the center in the earth’s center, one plane containing the equator, the
other plane orthogonal to it (containing lines of longitude or meridians).
The longitude and latitude are angles between the earth’s center and
the observed point on the surface [ESR04]. The longitude is the angle
between the projection of the point to the equator plane and prime
meridian passing through Greenwich, England and range from -180°
west to +180° east. Latitude is the angle on the plane orthogonal to
the equator, containing an observed point, measured from the equator,
ranging from -90° at the South Pole to +90° at the North Pole.

(a) Latitude and longitude of a point

(b) Different distances represented by one degree of longitude

Figure 88: Representation of a point on the earth’s surface in the Geographical
Coordinate System (Source: [IBM08])

The latitude-longitude description in the geographical coordinate
system allows exact, unique addressing of all points on the earth’s
surface. However, this description is not equidistant, meaning that the
distance represented by one degree varies, depending on its position.
For example, one degree of longitude at the equator is 111 321 km,
while at 60° latitude it is only 55 802 km [ESR04]. Accurate distance or
area measurement and representation of geodata on two dimensional
maps will be the subject of the following.
The earth is neither a perfect sphere nor a perfect spheroid due to
gravitational and surface feature variations (for example, the South
Pole is closer to the equator than the North Pole). Representing the
earth’s surface on two-dimensional mediums (e.g. paper or computer
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screen) and measuring distances and areas requires mathematical transformation referred to as a map projection. All map projections introduce
some kind of distortion because a spheroid cannot be mapped to a
plane without stretching, tearing, or shrinking. The aim of each of
them differs, e.g, the representation of a particular area in large scale,
or the whole world in small scale. The usual transformation method
is systematical projection of locations on the earth’s surface on developable surfaces such as cones, cylinders, or planes. Many common map
projections can therefore be classified as conical, cylindrical, or planar.
However, not all projections fit into these groups. There are also special
groups such as circular or star.

(a) Planar map projections

(b) Cylindrical map projections

(c) Conic map projections

Figure 89: Three types of map projections (Source: [MSN09])

For the needs of location-based search, described by the functional
requirements in 1.2.2, a map projection must fulfill all of the following requirements: simple depiction, precise on small areas (e.g. on
city level), and simple calculation. Plate Carée projection is a simple
cylindrical projection, useful for index maps. This projection plots
latitude-longitude points directly on a regular X, Y graph, assuming
the Earth is a sphere. The lines of longitude on the graph are spaced
using the same scale as the latitude lines, forming a grid of equal sized
rectangles. Figure 90 shows a world map using a Plate Carée projection.

Figure 90: Plate Carée projection (Source: [Mat09])

The distortion introduced by the Plate Carée increases with the
latitude. For zones lying on the equator there is little distortion, but
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zones far away from it are strongly distorted. This distortion must be
taken into account when performing geographical calculations. If one
was to search for zones lying within a specified radius of a point on the
earth’s surface, this circle is transformed into an ellipse on the overlay’s
flat projection. To visualize this, the mapping of the same circle on
different locations (Tissot’s indicatrix) is shown in Figure 90.

D

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF PEERS AND
L O C AT I O N - AWA R E C H U R N M O D E L
As the geographical location of the participating peers affects the structure of the Globase.KOM overlay, the relation between the online behavior of the users and their location is of special interest. Most of
the aforementioned measurement studies did not investigate this relation. Steiner et al. have partly addressed this issue in [SENB07]. They
showed the geographic distribution of the peers in the Kad network
and the number of peers online during a particular time of day in the
top five countries, revealing a visible diurnal pattern.
In file sharing applications, users stays online until their requests
are completed. In interactive applications, such as VoIP, web or mail,
users are usually online during working hours and offline during the
night. Additionally, the geographical distribution of the peers is also
different. For example, the most users of Kad network are from China
while the majority of the Skype users are in Europe. Location-based
search implies interactivity which means the measurement studies of
file-sharing applications and corresponding churn and geographical
distribution models are not compatible with our solution. Capturing
the user behavior in a popular interactive peer-to-peer application is a
necessary step for deriving a realistic geographical distribution of peers
and location-aware churn.
Skype is the most popular peer-to-peer application, counting 442
million usernames, 42 million users active daily and more than 17
million users online at the same time [CKI09]. Despite its popularity,
there is very little information available regarding its protocol and
network structure. What is known is that it is a hybrid, superpeerbased network with similarities to KaZaA [KaZ], as both companies
share the same founders and are likely to employ the same technical
staff [Gar05].
Figure 91 presents the structure of the Skype network. Supernodes
are connected to each other, maintaining an overlay network while each
ordinary node is connected to one or two elected supernodes. Ordinary
nodes get promoted to supernodes if there is enough spare bandwidth
and they are publicly reachable. Its hybrid structure supports heterogeneity of the peers like Globase.KOM does, making it additionally
suitable for our workload model.
d.1

existing measurements studies of skype

The first measurement study of Skype [BS06] gave some insight into
the protocol explaining the login phase, NAT and firewall traversal,
association to the supernodes, user search, call establishment, media transfer, codecs and conferencing under different network se-
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Figure 91: Skype Network

tups. Following studies focused on traffic analysis [HB08, RMM08,
BMM+ 07, BMM+ 08], congestion control [CMP07, CMP08], relayed
traffic [SFKT06], user satisfaction [HCH09, CSMBMG07], and security
issues [Gar05, Ber05].
Guha et al. ran a measurement study of Skype over a five month
period, from September 2005 to January 2006. They collected data
about users’ online behavior relative to their geographical location and
bandwidth consumption. Their results [GDJ06b] showed the diurnal
and work-week online behavior of users, regardless of geographical
location. The median online session time of supernodes was 5.5 hours.
In spite of the fact that supernodes are relaying VoIP traffic, the average
consumption of their bandwidth was relatively low. In [XY07] Xie and
Yang investigated the impact of various factors on the VoIP quality,
such as access capacities and AS policy constraints. Although these two
studies contributed much to the understanding of Skype users’ behavior,
they did not give much insight into the geographical distribution of the
peers in finer granularity. The number of the active users has grown
more than double the size since 2006 and changes in the behavior of
Skype users might have occurred. We ran a similar measurement study
in order to capture that possible change and to get the time-based world
map of the Skype users.
In the next sections we describe the process of collecting necessary
data about the users’ location and online times, as well as their analysis
and implications on the geographical distribution and location-aware
churn.
d.2 data collection
In order to understand the relations between geographical location and
online user behavior, we need to collect the following data:
• geolocation of a user (derived from its IP address, using GeoIP
databases such as [Max09]),
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• time when the user joins the network, and
• online session time of the user.
Skype has a closed and proprietary protocol, a very limited API,
and encrypts all TCP and UDP payloads. This makes the collection
of the aforementioned data challenging. Possibilities for capturing the
online times and the geolocation of ordinary nodes are very restricted.
At the login phase, an ordinary peer contacts the Skype login server
[BS06]. It communicates with its associated supernode(s) during the
calls, searching the users, instant messaging and media exchange. Keep
alive messages are exchanged every 120 seconds. This means that only
the login server and a supernode can have the information about the
arrival time and geolocation of a peer (through its IP address). Only
a supernode knows when a peer went offline. It is, therefore, only
possible to track a limited number of ordinary nodes, those peers that
are associated to our supernode, to be used for measurements.
Capturing an hourly snapshot of online supernodes is possible by
using hostcaches, like those presented in [GDJ06b, XY07]. A hostcache
is a list of a supernodes contacts (IP address and port), which each
node refreshes regularly. It is crucial to have at least one valid entry
in the list. The IP addresses of the Skype supernodes can therefore be
collected by analyzing the connections that a node establishes. A script
we wrote for the data collection starts the client, which connects to an
arbitrarily chosen supernode during the login procedure. A couple
of seconds later, the script kills the client, which clears the hostcache.
Upon restarting, the node gets a fresh hostcache and contacts a new
supernode. The process is repeated, starting the client and killing it
over and over again. The network activity was recorded using tcpdump
[TCP08] running on the same node. By tracking connections that
the node establishes, we can capture information about superpeers
currently online. If the number of retrieved supernodes is close to
the total number of all supernodes, it is possible to determine the
online presence of each supernode over the time. The faster we gather
supernodes, the more precise the captured uptimes are.
In [XY07], in each iteration, the hostcache is replaced with a list
of just one supernode, randomly chosen from the previous list and
marked as visited. The client is forced this way to get a fresh set of
supernodes. Unfortunately, this method cannot be used in Skype binary
versions greater than 1.4, as the hostcache is not stored in plain text
format in the XML file anymore, but is encrypted. In order to capture as
many supernodes as possible, our script was executed on six machines,
each of them ran 40 to 50 unique clients with Skype 1.4 in parallel, in
three different countries (Germany, Spain, and Canada). This way we
examined the location-awareness of Skype network, checking whether
or not an ordinary node gets the contacts of supernodes geographically
close to it. All machines were behind a firewall to make sure none
of the clients became a supernode. Tests showed that a client needs,
on average 8 seconds to finish the entire joining process correctly. By
running twenty clients in parallel on one virtual machine, we were
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able to capture around 3.000 unique supernodes in one hour. In [XY07]
15.000 supernodes have been discovered in two hours and the number
of active Skype users was 16.6 million at that time (July 2006). We
concluded that we needed minimum 10 × 20 clients to capture all
supernodes, as the number of the active Skype users doubled (32.0
millions in July 2008).
d.3 geographical distribution of the supernodes
We ran experiments from the 12th of July to 20th July. Altogether more
than 2.7 million unique IP addresses from 224 different countries have
been observed and 5.9 GB of traffic has been captured. A map of all
captured supernodes is presented in Figure 92.

Figure 92: A map of all captured supernodes

We can see that the highest density of captured supernodes is in
Europe and North America. Tables 12 and 13 show the number of
supernodes per continent and in top ten countries populated by supernodes.
We can see that almost a half of the supernodes is in Europe. Supernodes in Asia contribute to 25% to the overall number, while 17% of
supernodes are in North America. From European countries, Germany,
UK, Italy and France have the biggest share of supernodes, while Japan,
Taiwan and China (on surprising 10th place) are the leading Asian
countries in number of Skype supernodes.
We relate these numbers to the number of Internet users per continent/country, presented in both tables (Table 12 and 13). Despite leading
in the number of Internet users, Asia has a surprisingly small portion
of Skype supernodes. The explanation could be that the Skype nodes
in Asia are mostly publicly unreachable (behind firewall and NAT).
Comparing these results to the statistics about all Skype users online
[CKI09], we can see that the number of active users follow the same
distribution per continent like for the captured supernodes. That means
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Continent

Supernodes

Percent

Internet Users

Percent

1 333 520

49.39 %

247 mio

18.29 %

Asia

674 015

24.96 %

656.3 mio

48.61 %

North America

458 927

17.00 %

286.3 mio

21.21 %

Oceania

125 752

4.66 %

15.09 mio

1.12 %

South America

76 045

2.82 %

94.41 mio

6.99 %

Africa

30 841

1.14 %

51.02 mio

3.78 %

1 042

0.04 %

-

-

2 700 142

100 %

1 350 120 000

100 %

Europe

unknown
Sum

Table 12: Number of captured supernodes per continent

Country

Supernodes

Percent

Internet Users

Percent

Germany

398 288

14.75 %

42.5 mio

3.15 %

USA

350 129

12.97 %

223 mio

16.52 %

Japan

187 560

6.95 %

88.11 mio

6.53 %

UK

178 778

6.62 %

40.2 mio

2.98 %

Taiwan

124 522

4.61 %

14.76 mio

1.09 %

Australia

104 326

3.86 %

4.277 mio

0.32 %

Canada

89 307

3.31 %

28 mio

2.07 %

Italy

89 036

3.30 %

32 mio

2.37 %

France

87 182

3.23 %

31.295 mio

2.32 %

China

82 281

3.05 %

253 mio

18.74 %

1 691 409

62.64 %

757.142 mio

56.09 %

Sum

Table 13: Top ten countries contributing to captured supernodes

that there are not only a small number of supernodes active in China,
but all Skype users in general. Therefore, the argument about publicly
unreachable Skype users in Asia is not valid. Another explanation can
be the fact that most of Asian Internet users are coming from China
(one third), where VoIP was illegal for long time [And06]. If we take
into account that the majority of Kad users are exactly from China
[SENB07], this explanation could justify this phenomena.
Most of the captured supernodes are from Germany. As four out
of six machines for our experiments were in Germany, we can assume
that proximity plays a role when deciding which supernode from a
hostcache to connect to. However, comparing our results to the results
in [GDJ06b], measurements performed in USA, we can see clear similarities. Figures 93 and 94 show that the geographical distribution of
the supernodes per continent is roughly the same in both measurements. In [GDJ06b], 45-60% of supernodes reside in Europe, 15-25% of
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Figure 93: Geographic distribution of supernodes in our experiments

Figure 94: Geographic distribution of supernodes from [GDJ06b]

supernodes are in North America and 20-25% are in Asia. We conclude,
therefore, that the geographical proximity does not play an important
role in supernode selection.
d.4 diurnal effect of supernode online behavior
Figures 93 and 94 confirm the diurnal behavior of the number of online
supernodes. On the right side of both graphics, the share of online
supernodes per continent is magnified on the level of a day, July 17th
2008 and September 22nd 2005.We can see that most of the users are
online during the working hours and less at night. For example, in
Europe, the number of superpeers has a peak at 18h (UTC/GMT+1)
and a minimum of supernodes online is at 6h in the morning. A similar
situation is in North America and Asia. That means that independently
of the location, diurnal behavior of online peers (or at least supernodes),
based on their local time, remains the same. Figure 95 shows the
comparison between two timezone groups with 14 hours difference
(North America UTC-6, Far East UTC+8). We can see that the trend
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of supernode activity in working hours, with a peak in the afternoon,
holds for both.

Figure 95: Number of the captured superpeers during a day in Asia and USA

Table 14 summarizes the basic statistical information of our measurements: maximum, minimum, mean and the standard deviation σ. The
minimum population of supernodes is between 40 % to 50 % of the
maximum population for the three biggest continents Asia, Europe and
North America.
Maximum

Minimum

Mean

Std.dev.

345

134

242.76

48.68

Asia

8 043

3 895

5 431.76

917.12

Europe

15 921

4 966

1499

1 202

Africa

North America

6 877

2 003

521

205

Oceania

11 473.05

3 339.37

955.97

618.51

South America

1 471.95

654.12

250.46

278.22

Table 14: Basic statistical values of supernodes’ distribution by continents

For Germany, a maximum of 3 441 online supernodes was observed
on Thursday, July 18th 2008 at 18h and a minimum of 1 825 online
supernodes on the same day at 9h. The minimum number in this case
is more than half (53.04 %) of the maximum number of online users.
In order to use this information about diurnal behavior of supernodeactivities for a location-aware churn model, we have to take a closer
look into the distribution of supernode session times.
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d.5 session times of supernodes
The analysis of the supernode session times showed that more than
50% of the supernodes stayed online for a minimum of three hours,
confirming the stability of the supernodes. A very small amount
of peers were constantly online during the whole week (e.g. 18 in
Germany).
Figure 96 show the number of supernodes staying online for more
than x hours, for the top five countries. The results are presented
in logarithmic scales in both x and y axis. We can recognize a very
similar distribution for all five countries. In both graphs it is visible that
the session times of the supernodes follow a power-law relationship
regardless of their location.

Number of super nodes

100000

Germany
United States
Japan
United Kingdom
Taiwan

10000

1000

100

10

1
1

10
Session Time [h]

Figure 96: Session time of the supernodes in top 5 countries in logarithmical
scale on both axis.

Figure 97 depicts the numbers of arriving and departing supernodes
worldwide, from one hour to the next. The actual arrival and departure
rates are nearly equal (16 000 to 20 000), so that the overall change is
relatively small. Surprisingly, there is a strong correlation between the
peer arrival and departure rates. The number of supernodes remaining
online from one hour to the following is very stable at 5 000 supernodes.
It is, actualy more stable than the overall supernode population, which
confirms the fact that supernodes with long session time are less likely
to depart.
The maximum decrease in the number of online supernodes in the
top 5 countries, from one hour to the following, tends to be at 13 %
based on the earlier hour (see Table 15 for an overview of all countries).
This confirms that the overall supernode population is fairly stable.
This represents a beneficial user behavior for Globase.KOM, which
exploits the advantage of longer available peers in the overlay structure.
To recall, we had two goals for our experiments on the Skype network,
bearing in mind the related measurements studies [GDJ06b] and [XY07].
One goal was to obtain the geographical distribution of the peers in fine

Number of captured IP addresses (in thousands)
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Figure 97: Number of supernodes arriving and departing the Skype network.

Maximum drop

Germany

UK

USA

Taiwan

Japan

-12,46%

-37,92%

-13,09%

-15,95

-11,91%

Table 15: Relative maximum decrease of the total number of online supernodes
from one hour to the following

granularity. The second goal was to examine the possible changes in
the behavior and distributions of the Skype users, which a large growth
in number of Skype users brought. Our measurements captured online
supernodes, but not peers. Information about supernode behavior is
valuable for our further evaluation as the overlay structure and routing
of Globase.KOM relies directly on superpeers. The distribution of the
Skype users on the world map can be scaled up using the captured
distribution of supernodes.
Our measurement results showed that the distribution of the Skype
supernodes over the world is somewhat different from the distribution
of Internet users. Despite of the fact that almost half of the Internet
users resides in Asia, just 25% of the Skype users are from Asia. The
biggest ratio of Skype supernodes are from Europe. We observed strong
diurnal behavior of supernodes, with the peaks in late afternoon and
minima over the night, independently of the location, which did not
signify any change from the measurements conducted in [GDJ06b].
We also concluded that the geographical proximity does not play an
important role in supernode selection.
d.6

implications on a churn model

Churn model describes the users’ participation in a network using
mathematical distribution functions. As our focus is a location-aware
churn model, and providing a world map of peer density is an essential
part of the model.
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The fact that everywhere in the world supernodes behave diurnally
makes the location-aware churn model easier. Churn model is certainly
group based - each group includes peers in the similar timezones
(three-hours zones). Each group is further separated into Benefactors,
Peers, and Peepers (see Section 5.3.2), based on the length of their mean
session time. The session time distribution is modeled as power law. A
peer arrival can be modeled as a Poisson process with higher rates in
working hours and lower in evenings, as proposed in [GDJ06b].
That would mean that the experiments should last a minimum of
24 hours when using such a model. We approximated the model by
capturing the most critical time periods when the larger groups (e.g.
Europe) have reached their minimum in size. For example, modeling
the maximum drop of supernodes within an hour. For the resulting
models, we need 2, 4 and 6 hours long experiments. Additionally, we
performed experiments both on world- and country-level granularity
and accordingly adapted the churn model.

E

A S I M U L AT I O N M O D E L O F G L O B A S E . K O M

A simulation model of Globase.KOM belongs to the overlay layer of
the simulator. Figure 98 shows an implementation of Globase.KOM
in the simulation framework PeerfactSim.KOM. As we can see, the
GlobaseOverlayNode is batch generated by ComponentFactory of Globase.KOM,
together with the pseudo-functionality layer factories in PeerfactSim.KOM,
it consists of the following components:
•

GlobaseCoordinates: The geographical position of peers, defined by two
double values,

• GlobaseOverlayContact: Similar to IP addresses and ports in the real
Internet world,
• GlobaseOverlayID: The simple overlay network identification, defined
by an integer number,
• GlobaseZone: Only available in superpeer, a fixed area for which this
superpeer is responsible,
• GlobaseOverlayRoutingTable contains different types of GlobaseOverlayContact
i.e. parent superpeer, root superpeer, children superpeers and children
peers,
• GlobaseOverlayRoutingInterconnection contains the interconnection
with keywords HIGH, LOW, WIDE and NEAR (see Section 4.3.4).

Figure 98: Simulation Model of Globase.KOM

All types of peers are supported (root, rootchild, superpeer, superpeer candidate, peer). The following types of peer are available:. The
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GlobaseMessageHandler is the central class which processes and dispatches the incoming messages. In GlobaseOperation some user specific

functions are available such as: join, lookup, search, find closest and leave. It also
implements periodic maintenance tasks.
The component GlobaseCoordinates not only stores the two coordinates for
a peer in Globase.KOM, but also provides the following functionalities used
within query resolution and maintenance operations:
• testing whether two peers have the same position
• calculating the distance between two pairs of coordinates
• testing whether a peer is located inside a give search area
The component GlobaseZone contains the position and dimension of the zone
of responsibility for superpeers. It also provides the following functionalities
used within query resolution and maintenance operations:
• calculating the size of a zone
• testing whether the zone is a ‘real’ zone (zones with edge lengths of 0
exist for non-superpeers)
• calculating the ratio between the long and the short edge of a zone
• calculating the distance from any given coordinates to the closest border
of the zone
• testing whether any given coordinates lie within a zone
• testing whether a zone intersects with a given search area
• testing whether a zone contains a given search area
• testing whether a zone intersects with any given other zone
• testing whether a zone is the zone of the root superpeer
• creating a new, intersection-free zone within an existing zone
The clustering algorithm for creating new zones is described in detail in Section
4.5. Search areas are described by the coordinates of their center and the radius
of the search area.
To implement features that are common for the different message types in
Globase.KOM (e.g. hop count, sequence number) an abstract class GlobaseMessage
was created. Over 20 different implementations of this abstract class were made
to create the different message types of Globase.KOM. The different messages
can be assigned to either user messages (e.g. SEARCH, SEARCH_RESULT,
LOOKUP_RESULT, NEW_PEER, PEER_OK) or maintenance messages (e.g.
PING, KEEP_ALIVE, BECOME_SUPERPEER, NEW_ROOT)
The component factory of Globase.KOM is GlobaseOverlayNodeFactory. For
further details about the supplemented parameters and implementation, see
Appendix F.

Visualizing Globase.KOM
In order to observe the shape of the zones, network traffic and specific critical
situations (e.g. simultaneous failures of superpeers in the same branch) more
easily, we developed a visualization of the Globase.KOM simulations. The
visualization is a replay of simulations already run and therefore its speed can
be adjusted and it can be paused or rewound. Visualization shows various
metrics, such as exchanged messages per second or number of connections
to each peer. Figure 99 shows a screenshot of the Globase.KOM simulation
visualization.
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Figure 99: Visualization of the Globase.KOM while resolving user queries
To display messages, zones and different peer types, the visualization class
GlobaseAnalyzer is used. When a message is sent or received, a method is

called within the analyzer, which determines what has to be visualized. For
example, if a BECOME_SUPERPEER message has been sent within the network,
an edge will be added to the visualization (for a predefined time), the color
of the receiving peer is changed and a rectangle for the new zone will be
drawn. Every type of peer and message has an appropriate color (e.g. the root
superpeer is green, superpeer and zone blue and regular peers black). The
different message types in Globase.KOM are colored as green (lookup), yellow
(search), red (find closest), blue (messages from the joining phase), and grey
(all maintenance messages).

F

C O N F I G U R AT I O N O F P E E R FA C T S I M . K O M

PeerfactSim.KOM is configured through a XML configuration file, in which
required components for the simulation are chosen and set up according
to the respective requirements. Specific information on the configuration of
Globase.KOM are the subject of this appendix.
The network layer that has to be used for simulating Globase.KOM is
GnpNetLayer. The GnpNetLayer offers a bitmap based distribution of peers
using GnpBitmapNetLayerFactory, which allows the simulation of networks
according to host positions derived from a grey-scale bitmap. The
GnpBitmapNetLayerFactory can be found in the package
de.tud.kom.p2psim.impl.network.gnp of PeerfactSim.KOM. As for the latency
model a modified version of the GnpLatencyModel was used. Minimum and
maximum latency for this model can be set using the parameters minLatency
and maxLatency. As bandwidth manager, the
GnpNetBandwidthManagerPeriodical from the simulator package mentioned
above, was used.
As the transport layer and host builder for the simulations, the base implementations DefaultTransLayerFactory and DefaultHostBuilder were used.
To simulate Globase.KOM, the component factory used by PeerfactSim.KOM
must be set to GlobaseOverlayNodeFactory from package
de.tud.kom.p2psim.impl.overlay.globase. The protocol parameters that need
to be set for this class are explained in Table 16.

Protocol parameter

Description

L1

Threshold for load level “Overloaded”

L2

Threshold for load level “Critically Overloaded”

P1

Maintenance periods for superpeers

P2

Maintenance periods for child peers

P3

Maintenance periods of brothers to root children

P4

Period for load balancing task

R1

Hotspot ratio

S1

Size of interconnections

S2

Size of cache

T1

Timeout for Find Closest operation

T2

Timeout for Search operation
Table 16: Protocol parameters for Globase.KOM

The scenarios used in the simulations of Globase.KOM were stored in Comma
Separated Values (CSV) files. To simulate scenarios from these CSV files, the
CSVScenarioFactory from the package de.tud.kom.p2psim.impl.scenario of
PeerfactSim.KOM was used. The component class for the scenario needs to be
set to GlobaseOverlayNode, which can be found in the Globase.KOM package
mentioned above.
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A sample configuration file for simulating Globase.KOM can be found
<?xml version= ’ 1.0 ’ encoding= ’ utf−8’ ?>
<Configuration>
<Default>
<Variable name= "seed" value= "36971" />
<Variable name= "finishTime" value= "22m" />
<Variable name= " actions " value= " config/actions . dat"
/>
<Variable name= "gnpDataFile" value= "data/

measured_data .xml" />
<Variable name= " size " value= "10000" />
</Default>
<SimulatorCore class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . simengine .

Simulator"
static= " getInstance " seed= "$seed" finishAt= "$

finishTime" />
<NetLayer
class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . network .gnp.

GnpBitmapNetLayerFactory"
downBandwidth= "500" upBandwidth= "250" PbaPeriod= "1"
experimentSize= "$size " bitmapPath= " config/worldmap.

bmp" >
<LatencyModel
class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . network .gnp.

GnpLatencyModel"
minLatency= "50" maxLatency= "250" />
<BandwidthManager
class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . network .gnp.

GnpNetBandwidthManagerPeriodical" />
</NetLayer>
<TransLayer
class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . transport .

DefaultTransLayerFactory" />
<ComponentFactory
class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . overlay . globase .

GlobaseOverlayNodeFactory"
L1= "400" L2= "800" P1= "60" P2= "120" P3= "60" P4= "10"
R1= " 0.3 " S1= "20" S2= "10" T1= "2" T2= "2" />
<Monitor class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl .common.

DefaultMonitor"
start= "0m" stop= "$finishTime" >
<Analyzer class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . overlay .
globase . analyzers .GlobaseAvgHopsAnalyzer" />
<Analyzer class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . overlay .
globase . analyzers .GlobaseAvgODAnalyzer" />
<Analyzer class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . overlay .
globase . analyzers .GlobaseAvgRDPAnalyzer" />
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<Analyzer class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . overlay .

globase . analyzers .
GlobaseLoadBalanceRatioAnalyzer" />
<Analyzer class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . u t i l . vis .
adapter . analyzers . GlobaseAnalyzer" />
</Monitor>
<HostBuilder
class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . scenario .

DefaultHostBuilder"
experimentSize= "$size " >
<Group groupID= "g1" size= "1000" >
<NetLayer />
<TransLayer />
<ComponentFactory />
</Group>
<Group groupID= "g2" size= "2000" >
<NetLayer />
<TransLayer />
<ComponentFactory />
</Group>
<Group groupID= "g3" size= "1000" >
<NetLayer />
<TransLayer />
<ComponentFactory />
</Group>
<Group groupID= "g4" size= "1000" >
<NetLayer />
<TransLayer />
<ComponentFactory />
</Group>
<Group groupID= "g5" size= "5000" >
<NetLayer />
<TransLayer />
<ComponentFactory />
</Group>
</HostBuilder>
<Scenario class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . scenario .

CSVScenarioFactory"
actionsFile= "$actions "
componentClass= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . overlay .
globase . GlobaseOverlayNode" >
</Scenario>
</Configuration>

Example configuration file for the simulation of Globase.KOM:

!
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<?xml version= ’ 1.0 ’ encoding= ’ utf−8’ ?>
<Configuration>
<Default>
<Variable name= "seed" value= "36971" />
<Variable name= "finishTime" value= "22m" />
<Variable name= " actions " value= " config/actions . dat"
/>
<Variable name= "gnpDataFile" value= "data/

measured_data .xml" />
<Variable name= " size " value= "10000" />
</Default>
<SimulatorCore class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . simengine .

Simulator"
static= " getInstance " seed= "$seed" finishAt= "$

finishTime" />
<NetLayer
class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . network .gnp.

GnpBitmapNetLayerFactory"
downBandwidth= "500" upBandwidth= "250" PbaPeriod= "1"
experimentSize= "$size " bitmapPath= " config/worldmap.

bmp" >
<LatencyModel
class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . network .gnp.

GnpLatencyModel"
minLatency= "50" maxLatency= "250" />
<BandwidthManager
class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . network .gnp.

GnpNetBandwidthManagerPeriodical" />
</NetLayer>
<TransLayer
class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . transport .

DefaultTransLayerFactory" />
<ComponentFactory
class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . overlay . globase .

GlobaseOverlayNodeFactory"
L1= "400" L2= "800" P1= "60" P2= "120" P3= "60" P4= "10"
R1= " 0.3 " S1= "20" S2= "10" T1= "2" T2= "2" />
<Monitor class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl .common.

DefaultMonitor"
start= "0m" stop= "$finishTime" >
<Analyzer class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . overlay .
globase . analyzers .GlobaseAvgHopsAnalyzer" />
<Analyzer class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . overlay .
globase . analyzers .GlobaseAvgODAnalyzer" />
<Analyzer class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . overlay .
globase . analyzers .GlobaseAvgRDPAnalyzer" />
<Analyzer class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . overlay .
globase . analyzers .
GlobaseLoadBalanceRatioAnalyzer" />
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<Analyzer class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . u t i l . vis .

adapter . analyzers . GlobaseAnalyzer" />
</Monitor>
<HostBuilder
class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . scenario .

DefaultHostBuilder"
experimentSize= "$size " >
<Group groupID= "g1" size= "1000" >
<NetLayer />
<TransLayer />
<ComponentFactory />
</Group>
<Group groupID= "g2" size= "2000" >
<NetLayer />
<TransLayer />
<ComponentFactory />
</Group>
<Group groupID= "g3" size= "1000" >
<NetLayer />
<TransLayer />
<ComponentFactory />
</Group>
<Group groupID= "g4" size= "1000" >
<NetLayer />
<TransLayer />
<ComponentFactory />
</Group>
<Group groupID= "g5" size= "5000" >
<NetLayer />
<TransLayer />
<ComponentFactory />
</Group>
</HostBuilder>
<Scenario class= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . scenario .

CSVScenarioFactory"
actionsFile= "$actions "
componentClass= "de . tud .kom.p2psim. impl . overlay .
globase . GlobaseOverlayNode" >
</Scenario>
</Configuration>

!

S U P P L E M E N TA R Y D E TA I L S T O C H A P T E R 6 : PA R A M E T E R
SETTINGS

This Appendix provides the detailed simulation and experiment settings for
the evaluation results presented in the Section 6.
For the setting protocol parameters L1 , L2 , the number of interconnections,
size of cache, timeouts of queries, and parameters for failure detection mechanisms, the following simulation settings are taken:

Protocol parameters

Value(s)

Maintenance periods for superpeers P1 , P3

60 sec.

Maintenance period for reg. peers P2

120 sec.

Load balancing period P4

10 sec.

Hotspot ratio R1

0,3

Size of cache S2

10

Timeout for operations T1 , T2

2 sec.

Simulator settings

Value(s)

Number of peers

1 000, 5 000, 10 000

Experiment Timeline

Efficiency Timeline

Table 17: Parameters and settings for the parameter calibration
Parameters for the examination of the effects of L2 :

Protocol parameters
Ratio ν =

L1
L2

Load threshold L2
Number of interconnections S1

Value(s)
0.5
10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100
20

Simulator settings

Value(s)

Number of peers

1 000, 5 000, 10 000

Churn

None

Table 18: Parameters and settings for the evaluation of load threshold L2 (detailed simulation settings are given in Appendix F)
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Protocol parameters
Ratio ν =

Value(s)

L1
L2

0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6

Load threshold L2

60, 70, 80

Number of interconnections S1

20

Simulator settings

Value(s)

Number of peers

1 000, 5 000, 10 000

Churn

None

Table 19: Parameters and settings for the effects of ratio ν =

Protocol parameters

Value(s)

Load threshold L1

50

Load threshold L2

100

Number of interconnections S1

0, 10, 20, ∞

Simulator settings

Value(s)

Number of peers
Churn

L2
L1

10 000

adapted Skype-churn model

Table 20: Parameters and settings for the evaluation of interconnections

Protocol parameters

Value(s)

Load threshold L1

50

Load threshold L2

100

Maintenance periods for superpeers P1 , P3

60 sec.

Maintenance period for reg. peers P2

120 sec.

Load balancing period P4

10 sec.

Hotspot ratio R1

0,3

Number of interconnections S1

20

Size of cache S2
Timeout for operations T1 , T2

10
2 sec.

Table 21: Setting of parameters for the experiments
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LIST OF THE MESSAGE TYPES IN GLOBASE.KOM
PROTOTYPE

Exchanged messages in the Globase.KOM overlay protocol can be separated
into three main categories
• Notifications - these are messages that are used to inform the receiving
party of a specific event and do not require a reply,
• Requests - these messages are used to request some information from the
receiving party and a reply is expected,
• Responses - these are messages sent back as a reply to a previously
received request.
The following is the full list used in all messages of the Globase.KOM
prototype:

notifications
• BecomeSuperPeerMsg - notifies the receiving peer that it is elected to
become a superpeer with the zone of responsibility specified in the
message.
• NewParentMsg - notifies the receiving peer of its new superpeer.
• NewBrotherMsg - notifies peers about the arrival of a new brother peer.
• BrotherLostMsg - notifies peers about a dead or offline brother peer.
• ExceptionMessage - notifies the receiving peer about the occurred exception, including detailed information.
• KeepAliveMsg - messages periodically exchanged between the peers to
indicate that they are still online and responding.
• LeaveMsg - announces the departure of a peer.

Figure 100: Notifications in the Globase.KOM prototype

requests
• JoinRequest is being sent when a peer joins the network. It contains the
peer’s coordinates and meta-data.
• RejoinRequest is a request issued by peers that already have their IDs but
were temporally disconnected or lost connection to their superpeers.
• LookupRequest is classified as a user generated message. It is used to
request information about a peer, based on its coordinates.
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• FindClosestRequest is a user generated message. It requests information
about the peer that is geographically closest to the specified coordinates.
• SearchRequest is also user generated. It is used to perform searches for
peers positioned within an area of a given radius.

Figure 101: Requests in the Globase.KOM prototype
GenericRoutingRequest extensions (Figure 101 ) are requests that contain
routing coordinates and need to be routed to the specified destination. Such
requests are handled by the GenericRoutingHandler (see Section 7.2.4).

Figure 102: Responses in the Globase.KOM prototype

responses
• JoinResponse is the answer to a join request. It contains the ID generated
for the requesting peer and other important information (superpeer, root,
neighbors, etc.)
• RejoinResponse is the answer to a rejoin request. It contains information
regarding the new superpeer of the rejoining node and other specific
data.
• LookupResponse is the answer to a lookup request. It contains information
about the peer positioned at the coordinates specified in the lookup
request.
• FindClosestResponse is the answer to a find closest request. It contains the
above mentioned information.
• SearchResponse is the response to a search request containing all peers
positioned in the area specified in the search request.
Messages that change the network structure, such as BecomeSuperPeerMsg,
NewParentMsg, etc. are only accepted if they are issued by the parent of the
receiving peer. Currently, we only compare the claimed initiator’s ID and the
parent’s ID. Although the faking of IDs is not avoided and detected, the danger
of applying changes after having mistakenly received or sent a message of
these types (e.g. because of an error or miscalculation) is significantly reduced.
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